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More treatment options exist today for persons diagnosed with terminal cancer
extending lives longer than expectedH though there is little known about the psychosocial needs
or resources for these individuals. *his study describes the experience of living past the
expiration date and still living with Stage IV cancer. A transcendental phenomenological
approach was used to elucidate vivid expressions of this experience in a sample population of
five Caucasian women. *he women survived beyond their prognoses of an earlier expirationH
are not close to imminent deathH and are still living with incurable breast cancer metastases.
*he aim of this phenomenological inJuiry is to illuminate the themes and essences of this
phenomenon in hopes of expanding comprehension of the challenges this growing population
confronts.
Data was collected through individual open\endedH unstructured in\depth interviews.
At a second meetingH each womanH having been asked to find or create an expressive
representation of their experienceH verbally described their creations in an unstructured
dialogue. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. *hrough the
methodological processes of bracketingH phenomenological reductionH imaginative variationH
1

and synthesisH the themes and essences that surfaced revolved around the constancy of change
and duality. Five core themes emerged from the data2 awareness of mortality] interaction with
medical systems and treatment] living on a roller coaster] feeling different from others] cancer
invades and changes how you live. All of the themes are interrelated and together capture the
complexity of the lived experience. Living with dyingH longer than expected is an experience
that profoundly impacts every aspect of these women^s lives. It catapults them into a new
paradigm where they have to renegotiate life daily. Each woman^s lived experience is both
uniJue and shares collective threads. *he essences that emerge from the combined strands are
a continuum of hidden suffering and the varying dimensions of fortitude that are experienced
while living in a liminal time and space between life and death. Facing mortality all the women
accept the challenge to live fully and maintain hope] but in their vulnerability few are able to
sustain the feeling that the good times outweigh the terrible times.
*he
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Introduction

Overview
*here is much unknown about the causes of cancer and the numerous aspects that
influence the manifestation and course of the disease remain unidentified. Statistics grimly
show that cancer is the second leading cause of death in the -nited States. In 2QQeH it is
estimated that 1HhhhHj2Q million new cancersH not including carcinomas in situ Mcancers that are
noninvasiveNH will be diagnosed and that kihHR3Q Americans can expect to die of cancer
MNational Cancer Institute MNCINH 2QQkH American Cancer Society MACSNH 2QQk\2QQiN. If
current world wide trends continueH as in the year 2QQQ where R million persons were
diagnosed and one in seven died of the disease MWorld BankH 2QQ3NH the World 3ealth
Organilation MW3ON predicts that in 2Q2QH more than Rh million new cases of cancer will be
diagnosed yearly M2QQiN. *hese statistics and the indeterminacy of origins and unknown
tracectory often trigger intense fear and the general perception that any stage or type of cancer
will be a death sentence.
In the last ten yearsH the overall five\year survival rate from all cancer has increased ikm
resulting from earlier diagnosis and from new and improved treatments MACSH 2QQk\2QQiN.
*his percentage though does not distinguish between cancer types or cancer sites or indicate
those cancers that are decreasing in incidence and those that are increasing in prevalence. *his
percentage also excludes the distinction between those who are curedH those who continue to
receive treatmentH and those who have had a recurrence. In one type of cancerH in the instance
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of women with advanced breast cancerH it is estimated that at least 1kQHQQQ women are
currently living with advanced metastatic breast cancer MNCIH 2QQkN. Research indicates that
individuals experience different levels of social and psychological distress depending upon the
primary cancer site and severity] those with advanced cancer are at greater risk for severe
psychological distress MDropkinH 2QQ1] Edleman n bidmanH 2QQQ] 3ammerlidH Ahlner\
ElmJvistH BcordalH BiorklandH EvensenH BoysenH et al.H 1jjj] PascoeH EdelmanH bidmanH 2QQQ]
n DropkinH 2QQ1] oaboraH BrintlenhofeSlocH CurbowH 3ookerH n PiantadosiH 2QQ1N. For
cancers diagnosed in the early stagesH most health care professionals and patients impacted by
cancer agree that it can be controlled and that there is a high probability for cure.
-nfortunatelyH for persons diagnosed with advancedH late stage cancer their prognosis is less
promising and imminent death is often expected by the patientH their friendsH familyH and
medical staff. Cancer patients after hearing from their doctor that they will not recover from
their disease and perhaps being told to ago home and get your affairs in orderH` begin
preparing to die. +etH there are patients who do not dieH who outlive their prognosis. Of those
who outlive their expected death some now have no evidence of disease MNEDNH while others
persevere with Stage IV cancerH living longer with dying and managing the disease through the
combination of aggressive treatment to combat the cancer and palliative care to enhance their
Juality of life.
In the pastH treatment options for persons with metastatic cancer were limited to
surgeryH chemotherapyH and/or radiation until that treatment eventually failedH and then they
were administered end of life care which was available with varying degrees of Juality. In the
last 1Q yearsH numerous Juantitative and Jualitative studies addressing end of life physicalH
psychosocialH spiritualH educational concernsH and death and dying awareness have been
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instrumental in improving the comprehensiveness and Juality of care in the final stages of
life MBrietbartH 2QQ1] CoyleH 2QQi] bissaneH 2QQ2] Little n SayresH 2QQh] RyanH 2QQkN. With
newer targeted\cell treatment optionsH the advent of clinical trialsH and revisedH expanded
palliative care guidelinesH persons with cancer metastases are living for an extended time and
with a modicum of comfort. Metastatic cancer no longer inevitably brings an immediate death
sentence. Medical prognosis is not always accurate and does not define every individual^s
course of illness MViganoH DorganH BuckinghamH BrueraH n Suarel\AlmalorH 2QQQN. 3oweverH
metastasiled cancer currently continues to denote incurable disease and necessitates having to
live with ongoing treatment proceduresH with intermittent periods of remission and relapseH
comfort and sufferingH hope and fearH grief and coyH and the constancy of uncertainty. *his is
especially poignant for those who have survived the prognosis of their demise.
When we got the scans backdthey said it must be helping himdwe said noH noH noH
don^t get your hopes up too muchdit was a huge adcustment in every way because
we had been living as if we only had tomorrowH if that. We had gone on a trip to
Italy. We had done things that we couldn^t possibly afford doing in the long run. So it
was a macor shift to suddenly have to think long term. At the same timeH all of life
sort of comes flooding back inH all of life^s everyday worriesdwe were elated for
about two daysH and then we thoughtH Oh &odH What are we going to do nowp
MbnutiH WhartonH R.H WhartonH b.H ChabnerH Lynch n PensonH 2QQ3H p.11kN
*his study will explore through individual life experiences the phenomena of living past
one^s expiration and enduring with Stage IV cancer. M*he terms metastaticH terminalH advanced
cancerH and Stage IV cancer are used interchangeably in this studyN Phenomena in this study
are defined as the way things appear to a person in experience or consciousness. Phenomena
are pluralH and phenomenon is singular. Phenomenological implies ahaving to do with the
experience` MFischerH 2QQiH p. h3iN.

h
My interest in this topic arose from my work in co\facilitating an ongoing weekly
support group for women with metastatic disease. All of the women have been diagnosed with
Stage IV cancer. *heir self\named groupH aMaking *oday Count` is an open group in which
new members can enter the group at anytime] the group has almost tripled in sile since its
inception in February 2QQk with 2Q women in attendance. Sixteen members have passed away
since the group^s beginningH ten of those women died within the last nine months. +et the
census of the group has remained unchanged. *he health of members is varied as are the
amorphous sile of the group and the mood of the participants from week to week. On any
given weekH there will be 1Q to 2Q members asking each other for resourcesH assistance with
problem solving and decision\makingH and seeking social and emotional support. *hey cherish
the opportunity to bond with each otherH paradoxically connecting while speaking of their
isolation. *hey discuss treatmentsH lab reports revealing both good and bad newsH express their
concerns and dreamsH their hope and coyH their fearsH angerH frustration and despair. *hey share
how cancer impacts their livesH their intrapersonal reflectionsH and responses from
interpersonal relationshipsH and they endeavor to make meaning of their experience. I have
been profoundly impacted by each of their personhoodH their willingness to be candid with
some of life^s most difficult and complex circumstancesH and their cumulative tribulations and
cubilations.
*he group^s beginning was forged from the failure of other support groups to address
the needs of women diagnosed with terminal cancer. Advanced cancer patients have different
concerns than individuals with early stage cancer MBakerH DennistonH SmithH n WestH 2QQk]
CarterH MacLeodH Brander n McPhersonH 2QQh] Davies n SJueH 2QQ2] McIllmurrayH *homasH
FrancisH MorrisH Soothill n Al\3amadH 2QQ1] RainbirdH Perkins n Sanson\FisherH 2QQk] *urton
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n CookeH 2QQQ] WongH FranssenH SlumacherH ConnollyH EvansH PageH et al.H 2QQ2] Living
Beyond Breast CancerH 2QQkN. Individuals who are living longer with metastatic cancer face
different issues than either the newly diagnosed or those closer to end of their life. +etH there is
scant research or public attention addressing this population. *here are even fewer
professional services and/or formal support groups. aMaking *oday Count` is the only
support group for women with a terminal diagnosis and is the only group for any persons with
Stage IV cancer within a 1QQ\mile radius.
Most of the public spotlight focuses on educationH screeningH early detection and
treatment of early stageH curable primary tumors. While foundations are dedicated to cancer
research and there is a swell of charitable fundraising and celebratory events that recognile and
address survivors and their issues when treatment ends and remission enduresH people with
advanced cancer feel invisible. People with cancer metastases are not publicly represented or
are often misrepresented. *he women in the metastatic group feel others avoid them and they
desperately want to be acknowledged.
aWe are what others want to forget because we are painful reminders of what can
happen.` aI am people^s worst nightmare.` aWe are only recogniled as losing the
battle.` aI can heal myself and live or I can heal myself and die.` a*he two strongest
emotions I have from my cancer experience are fear and alienationd Lot^s of people
are afraid and don^t know what to say to me and I feel like I do not fit indPeople I
expected to support me either denied I was ill or only saw me as a disease.` aWe
want to be seen and hearddfor both our struggle and alivenessd and known for
more than our disease.` aWe want to educate the rest of the world that CANCER IS
NO* A DEA*3 SEN*ENCE.` M&roup membersH 2QQi\2QQeN
Within this groupH a constellation of women speak often about their experience of having lived
one to several years past their expected demise2
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I survived past my expiration dated If I was a carton of milkH they would have
thrown me out by nowd People have said goodbye to me three times nowd it^s
amaling that I made it this fard I^m still alive and workingH but my husband wants
to know where I^d like to travel next before the next round hitsd I might die in six
weeksH six monthsH or six years from nowd *he neuropathy in my hands and feet
from the treatment is keeping from walking and knittingH two of the things in life that
keep me sane. I^m going to take a break from treatment for three months because
treatment should never interfere with lifed Everything changes and you go through
an intense emotional stateH then things settle down to a new normal and you adcustH
and then BOOMH something else comes up in the scan and you get wheeled around
all over againd *here are NO ROLE MODELS FOR 3OW *O DO *3IS.
M&roup memberH 2QQeN
*his small gathering of women is growing in numbers. It is likely that there are
others outside the group also searching for understanding and answers as to how to go beyond
surviving to thrivingH living longer than others before them who had terminal cancer and how
to cope while struggling with the impact of advanced cancerH knowing they are going to die
sooner than later. *hey search for how to hold life and death simultaneously and to decipherH
now that they are not deadH how to live.
*hey speak of disfigurementH and missing body partsH unrelenting fatigueH chemo
brainH disabling neuropathyH lymphedemaH and other side effects of treatment and
disease. *here are huge issues around body image and self\esteemH and struggling to
overcome the feeling that their bodies had betrayed them. *here is also a sense that
societyH and our culture have also betrayed themd they^d been qsold a bill of
goods^d especially around stressH workaholismH materialismH and the development of
a afalse self.` Many agreed cancerH like other types of human sufferingH is a agreat
eJualilerH` one that strips you down to your coreH and leaves you nakedd no hairH
missing body partsH and loss of the aself` you thought you were. With this howeverH
is the opportunity to rebuild a more honestH authentic self. With all crisesH is the
opportunity to changeH to growH to even transformd to knowH without hesitationH
what is really important M3arrisH 2QQeN.
*hriving beyond surviving is the optimal word when living more authentically.
Results from a multiple case study in Sweden describe three women with terminal cancer able
to alter their life perspectiveH transforming their view of illness into a less limited paradigm and
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achieve greater authenticity and a more meaningful life MArmandt n RehnsfeldtH 2QQ2N. *his
finding is further Jualified by other studies that explored cancer patients^ experience of hope
and finding meaning MBenleinH Norberg n SavemanH 2QQ1] Elliot n OlverH 2QQi] WinterlingH
WastesonH SidenvallH B.H SindenvallH E.H &limeliusH ScodenH et al.H 2QQkN. *he numbers of articles
that are concerned with cancer patients^ problems outweigh the few studies about how
advanced cancer patients can embrace life.
Metastatic cancer inevitably alters every aspect of a person^s life. Advanced cancer
affects the whole person\ physicalH psychosocialH sexualH and spiritual\ as well as their family
members and their communities. *he impact of cancer between people differs broadly2 some
live with a good Juality of lifeH while others live in distressH and it is most likely that many live
along the continuum. Research encouraging the unfolding of first person accounts of living
beyond the expected time of death and living with metastatic cancer is needed to articulate
adeJuately the aessences` of this phenomenon. Essence is defined here as the aintrinsic or
indispensable properties that serve to characterile or identify something` MWebster DictionaryH
2QQRN. Studying the rich descriptions and meanings that individuals with Stage IV cancer
ascribe to their experiences of unexpectedly living longer while dying gives the participants an
opportunity to have their voices heard and may help metastatic cancer become more graspable
and less unspeakable.

Purpose of the Study
*he purpose of this study is to explore the lived experience of having outlived one^s
expected time of death and currently living with terminalH Stage IV cancer. After reviewing the
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literatureH talking with professional cancer care providersH and listening to individuals in a
weekly group for women with metastatic diseaseH it has become clear that little is understood
about the lived experience of this particular phenomenon. *he aim of this phenomenological
inJuiry is to illuminate the essences of surviving cancer beyond an expiration date and living
with terminalH incurable illness. *hrough in\depth interviews and symbolic expressions richH
thickH detailed descriptions of individuals^ thoughtsH feelingsH ideasH situationsH and responses
will be elucidated. Reflecting upon the complexities and nuances with an attitude of discovery
and a sense of aweH we may come to know how individuals find meaning in their living and
dying in relation to this phenomenon. *his inJuiry does not seek causes or explain why this
phenomenon existsH rather it seeks to gain a broader understanding of the phenomenon
through the eyes of humans living the experience.
*he benefits of this study to the participants includes having their stories
commemoratedH expressing uniJue and common facets of their human experience in this
particular situationH engaging in the process of meaning makingH and advocating for greater
understanding of their illness through shared knowledge.

Research 9uestion
*he following research Juestions serve as a guide to this phenomenological study2
aWhat is the experience of living past one^s expiration date and living with Stage IV cancerp`
aWhat is the meaning of this experiencep` *he qwhat^ connotes curiosity on the part of the
researcher and denotes that knowledge about this phenomenon is lacking. aExperience` refers
to the

j
descriptions one seeks to present in vivid and accurate termsH in complete termsH
what appears in consciousness and in direct seeing\ imagesH impressionsH verbal
picturesH features of heavinessH lightness] sweetnessH saltinessH bitternessH sourness]
opennessH constrictedness] coldnessH warmth] roughnessH smoothness] sense Jualities
of soundH touchH sightH and taste] and aesthetic properties. MMoustakasH 1jjhH p.kjN
*he use of the word meaning seeks to understand the individual^s way of making sense of and
coming to know their experience.

1Q
Literature Review

Introduction
Empirical literature on living past expected time and living with one^s cancer
metastases is scarce. One source to describe the experience of outliving one^s prognosis was
found in the 3IV/AIDS literature. Siemens^ M2QQQN work with 3IV/AIDS patients describes
living past expiration as a adouble confrontation` Mp. ekN. Siemens states that first the patient
receives a diagnosis and then he/she finds out that treatment can alter prognosis and prolong
life. People are frightened by having to change their sense of identity into that of a person who
may continue to live after preparing to die. After one had already accepted inevitable death and
had withdrawn from daily life events\ Juit cobsH sold housesH said good\bye to family and
friends\ the process was in reverse. *he problem became not coping with death but coping
with life and the crossroad of living with dying Mp.eh\eeN. In an extensive search of empirical
cancer literatureH only a paragraph or two within a few studies alluded to living beyond one^s
expiration date and living longer with terminal cancer.
*here is a plethora of research on the Juality of life in early stages of cancerH
predominantly in the area of breast cancer. *wenty\five percent of breast cancer patients have
metastasesH yet &oodwin M2QQ3NH in reviewing random controlled trials MRC*N that addressed
psychological distressH found 3Q articles in which only six focused on advanced cancer. 3ealth
related Juality of life M3RfOLN research is abundant for persons in early stage cancersH though
is Juite limited in studies for Stage IV cancer] out of 1Rj studies treating 31Hk1Q patientsH only
jm of advanced cancer patients were involved in any assessments MBottomley n *herasseH
2QQ2N. Despite the prevalence of cancer recurrenceH newly diagnosed advanced cancersH and
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deaths from cancerH the prospect for psychosocial research appears dim as current funding
initiatives are focused primarily on cancer survivors who are not currently dealing with
ongoing disease MAndersonH ShapiroH FarrarH CrespinH n Wells\Di&regorioH 2QQkN.
A diagnosis of Stage IV cancer creates a rupture in how one negotiates the worldH
and when one is neither a survivor nor at death^s doorH the constant ambivalence of embracing
life or preparing to die may be massive and confusing. It is a bilarre roller coaster of hoping
for a cureH knowing miracles are rareH and facing death amidst the recurrenceH destructionH
diminution/stabililationH and recovery tracectory experienced repeatedly. Once considered a
sprintH a Juick deathH living with Stage IV cancer is now viewed as a marathon with the finish
line not yet in full viewH and as with any long road raceH endurance depends upon
familiarilation with all the different phases. *he study of those with advanced cancer is
complex and multidimensional. Cancer metastasis affects not cust the body] it intrudes upon
and alters every aspect of a person^s lifeH which includes the physicalH psychologicalH socialH
culturalH and spiritual domains MDe FayeH WilsonH ChaterH ViolaH n 3all, 2QQiN. *o understand
all of the various facets within these domains and the whole person who is living with
metastases and who has lived past her expiration dateH the literature review will cover extant
research that relates to prognostic featuresH to the identification of needsH and explores both
the distress and resilient aspects that accompany an advanced cancer diagnosis.

Biology
Cancer is more than one disease] it is 2QQ plus different diseases resulting from
uncontrolled abnormal cell growth MVeachH NicholasH n BartonH 2QQ2N. Early cancer
development is defined as healthy cells that grow and divide without control or order] this
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abnormal growth in a particular layer of rapidly dividing cells that destroys healthy tissue is
labeled a malignant tumor MACSH 2QQiN. Metastases occur when the abnormal growth of these
cells increases and proliferates beyond the confines of one areaH cancer cells break off and
travel through the bloodstream or lymph system to distant parts of the body MEyreH LangeH n
MorrisH 2QQ1N. National Cancer Institute MNCIN M2QQiN declares that cancer can occur at any
ageH anywhere within a person^s bodyH and grow slow or extremely fast with some cancers easy
to detectH while others are insidious. Across personsH the same cancer can manifest differently
as can the potential for total remission of abnormal cells resulting in cureH tumor growthH or
metastases. Significant differences exist across cultures and cultural minorities and underserved
populations are at greater risk of developing and of dying from cancer due to diminished
access to preventive screeningH lack of health insuranceH inadeJuate careH and/or patient
skepticism in specialiled oncology treatment MACSH 2QQh] BrennanH 2QQh] Mc&innisH Williams\
RussoH n bnickermanH 2QQ2] Moore n SpiegelH 2QQhN.
Not all causes of cancer are knownH nor is the course of growth understood fully.
Some factors that influence the development of cancer are external Me.g. tobaccoH
environmental chemicalsH radiation and infectious agentsN and others are internal Me.g. ageH
genderH inherited mutationsH hormonesH and metabolic mutationsN. *hese can act together to
initiate a seJuence that promotes abnormal growth MACSH 2QQiN. *he most common occurring
types of cancer are lungH breastH colonH and prostate MNCIH 2QQ3N. MelanomaH ovarianH head and
neck cancersH and lymphomas in young adults are increasing. One in every two men and one in
every three women are at risk for developing cancer in their lifetime MVeachH NicholasH n
BartonH 2QQ2N.
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Cancer can be curedH become chronicH or lead to death M3ollandH 2QQQN. *he
severity of cancer depends upon the type Morigin/primary siteNH tumor sileH and whether it has
metastasiled to other parts of the body. Some malignant cells are so abnormal that their tissue
of origin cannot be determined MEllerhorst\RyanH 2QQ2N. Increasing cancer severity is scaled
from Stage I to Stage IV. Cancer that has metastasiled is labeled Stage IV cancer and deemed
incurableH though some types of cancer can be controlled for a longer length of time with
various treatments and under certain conditions that are dependent upon patient variables and
the specific cancer characteristics. Although they live with fragilityH with the threat of bones
breaking easilyH women who have breast cancer metastases to the bones can live a longer time
if there is a response to treatment and the spread of cancer cells does not reach other organs
M*urnerH oapartH PedersonH RankinH LuxfordH n FletcherH 2QQkN. When uncontrolled cancer
growth invades essential organs in the bodyH causing them to cease functioningH death ensues
MEyreH et al.H 2QQ1N. Lengthening the time cancer can be controlledH to extend lifeH is the goal of
treating advanced cancersH but predicting how long one will survive is difficult.

Prognostication
Receiving a diagnosis of terminal cancer MadvancedH metastaticH considered incurableN
generally means one can expect 2 years or less of life] life expectancy is the longest for
metastases from breast cancer and the shortest for lung and colon cancer MOermalH MurrayH
WardH SamuelsH *iwariH &hafoorH et al.H 2QQ2N. Vast diversity and yet similarities exist with in
advanced cancers. *here are multiple factors in the manifestation of any particular cancerH and
a myriad of treatments are used to control advanced cancer in combination with a
heterogeneous group of cancer patientsH all with varying characteristicsH valuesH and contextual
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factorsH making prognostication for exact length of survival and time of death very difficult
MAddington\3allH MacDonaldH n AndersonH 1jjQ] 3eyse\Moore n BellH 1jRe] ParkesH C.H
1je2N. A Canadian meta\review of literature from 1jji\2QQQ uncovered 31 articles in which 12
studies investigated clinicians^ predictions and 1j studies focused on prognostic factors MChowH
3arthH 3rubyH FinkelsteinH WuH n DancouxH 2QQ1N. Prognostic accuracy compared actual
survival time to what was predicted. &eneral predictions for plus/minus one year in one out of
twelve instances were inaccurate2 12m overestimated survival time and jm underestimated
time of death in an optimistic direction. Most studies were able to predict with more accuracy
imminent death within one month or less time. In a study with 21Q patientsH there was less
than khm accuracy for predictions greater than six monthsH and for predictions at the two to
six month intervalH there was iRm inaccuracy MViganoH DorganH BuckinghamH BrueraH n
Suarel\AlmalorH 1jjjN. A second study by Vigano and colleagues M2QQQNH did a systematic
review of eHQRj patients who at the time of the study lived 1\11 weeks before dying. *hey
examined 13j different variables as possible predictors of survival and established that there
were at least 1R prognostic factors. *he researchers concluded that cancer death in patients is
from multiple causesH that common predictors for events are not always apparentH and few
studies provide information on patient characteristics or use any standard criteria to define the
qterminal phase.^ Patients themselves with a terminal illness may dismiss the severity of their
illness because of the number of times one perceives the doctor to be wrong in their prognosis
MDavies n SJueH 2QQ2N. WeeksH CookH O^DayH PetersonH WengerH RedingH et al. M1jjRN found
that RQm of patients rated their chances of living for six or more months longer than their
doctors^ estimates.
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Predicting survival and disclosing prediction to patients with advanced cancer
disease is amongst the most difficult tasks that physicians face MMarkowitlH 2QQ3] ChowH et al.H
2QQ1N. PreviouslyH the tendency was to withhold a terminal diagnosis from the patient as
doctors thought it detrimental to a patient^s frame of mind MChristakisH 1jjjN. *he work of
&lasser n Struss M1jikNH bubler\Ross M1jjkNH Saunders M1jR3NH and +oung n Cullen M1jjiN
posited that patients benefit from knowing of their mortality. *his knowledge assists people to
engage in the necessary tasks for completing a life while still living. Doctors are concerned with
how much information to give patientsH worry about giving the wrong prognosisH and believe
that disclosing prognostic uncertainty will increase a patient^s anxietyH reduce trust in the
doctor\patient relationshipH and destroy hope MButowH BrownH CogarH *attersallH n DunnH
2QQ2] ChristakisH 2QQQN. &ordon and Daughtery M2QQ3N in a jQ\minute focus group examined
1h oncologists^ attitudes towards disclosing distressing information to patients. Even though
they felt pressured by their patientsH these doctors chose not to disclose and their reluctance to
convey information was evidenced through their responses. Responding in metaphorsH the
language doctors used to describe disclosure was depicted in terms of violence MaassaultH
hammer themH beat people over the headH force prognosis down their throats`NH indicating the
level of harm they believed they would cause their patients Mp.1kkN. Other researchers believe
that expressing prognostic ambiguity carefully could engender hope and a decrease in the
patient^s anxiety associated with ignorance and uncertainty MChristakisH 2QQQN. *he rationale
underlying this approach is that disclosure is believed to increase self\determination and cause
less emotional distress in reference to making decisions about treatment and management of
the death process M&ordon n DaughteryH 2QQ3N.
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Additional research focuses on what and how to disclose information to patientsH
rather than whether to disclose or not MParkerH BaileH de MoorH LenliH budelkaH n CohenH
2QQ1N. Eighty\nine percent of 1HQ32 -b patients with advanced cancer wanted as much
information as possibleH either good or bad MFallowfieldH OenkinsH n BeveridgeH 2QQ2N. EvansH
BackH and Arnold M2QQiN found that cancer patients want information that informs them of
their doctor^s technical expertise and his/her understanding of their disease in order to make
treatment decisions. Reviewing several studiesH these researchers indicate that jkm of patients
want information about treatment optionsH side effectsH and symptomsH Rkm want to know the
longest expected survival time with treatmentH RQm want to know their five\year survival rateH
and RQm want to discuss their family and social concerns with their doctors MEvansH BackH n
ArnoldH 2QQiN.
In another studyH one hundred and twenty\six patients with metastases Mkim maleN
completed a 3k\item survey using a Likert scale to rate their preferences for content and
format of what they found most helpful in discussions with doctors M3agertyH ButowH LobbH n
PendelburyH et al.H 2QQkN. *his research indicated that those who had lived longer with cancer
and those with longer expected survival time wanted more realism. *he participants expressed
preferences for diagnostic information in reference to timing and manner of presentation.
+ounger patientsH with higher needs and high expectations of medical careH were more anxious
and placed greater emphasis on emotional support for themselves and their families from
doctors or other resources. Older adults rated expert opinion and empathetic approaches as
more helpful and desired emotional support directly from their doctors versus other formal
organiled support. *he most commonly endorsed item for all participants was information
pertaining to their ability to encoy Juality of life even if expectancy is uncertain. Ninety\eight
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percent of respondents wanted doctors to be more realisticH appear to know about their
cancerH provide an opportunity to ask JuestionsH insure pain controlH and acknowledge them as
individuals when discussing prognosis MEvansH BackH n ArnoldH 2QQiN. Patients with a terminal
diagnosis want to know that their doctors understand their needs and care about them MEvansH
BackH n ArnoldH 2QQiN. Patients reported their desire to be known and to be regarded with
dignity and worth by their providers MDavies n SJueH 2QQ2N. Establishing meaningful
connection meant that the provider made eye contactH sat down rather than stoodH
remembered the patient^s name and case detailsH did not rush consultationsH and informed the
patient and their family members about all aspects of their disease M*horneH buoH ArmstrongH
McPhersonH 3arrisH n 3islopH 2QQkN.

Treatment
*reatments to control cancer are complex and varied and interact differently within
individuals MEyreH et al.H 2QQ1N. At a time when a person is most vulnerableH treatment decisions
reJuire the patient to learn a new language and master the vocabulary Juickly in order to ask
intelligent JuestionsH find appropriate resourcesH and make optimal treatment decisions
M3olland n LewisH 2QQQN. Medical treatment decisions for Stage IV cancers may involve
surgically removing tumorsH and preventing spread or recurrence through chemotherapyH
radiotherapyH immunotherapyH and/or hormonal therapy MChangH &anlH 3ayesH binsellaH PassH
SchillerH et al.H 2QQiN. Controlling cancer reJuires aggressive treatments with toxic drugs that
may cause severe side effects. When metastases are not responding well to conventional
treatmentH patients can participate in experimental approaches such as clinical trialsH procedures
in which new drug therapies are tested in humans MVarricchioH PierceH WalkerH n AdesH 1jjeN.
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*here are many obstacles to participating in clinical trialsH such as meeting acceptability
criteriaH the availability of a trial in a person^s geographic areaH accessibility to the location of
the trialH and ability to follow treatment protocols MMcCabeH in VarricchioH et al.H 1jjeN.
Participating in clinical trials is chosen in the face of living with the reality of incurable disease
while hoping for a miracle cure] participating is experienced as the aneed to try anything and
everything^` and offers the individual a sense of agiving to others` through medical science
MMooreH 2QQQH p. eh2N.
Deciding and administering treatment depends upon a non\exhaustive list of factors
that consider patient and disease characteristicsH previous treatment responsesH as well as the
details of when and how to administer the various drugs or radiation protocols MEllerhorst\
RyanH 2QQ2] 3olland n LewisH 2QQQN. *reatment reJuires constant doctor appointments and
involves tumor marker blood tests and numerous body scans Mpositron emission tomography
MPE*NH computed tomography MC*NH boneH and /or functional magnetic resonance imaging
MfMRIN to assess cancer activity MChangH et al.H 2QQiN.
*he physical side effects of these treatments and effects from the cancer itself may
include changes in bodily functions and changes in appearance. Specific physical side effectsH
numerousH sometimes unpredictableH and often debilitatingH may result in one or more of the
following such as2 insomnia MAncoli\IsraelH MooreH BrundrageH et al.H 2QQ1] 3olland n LewisH
2QQQNH appetite changes M3opkinson n CornerH 2QQiNH hair lossH nauseaH anorexiaH cardiac
toxicityH neuropathy in hands and feetH fatigueH painH changes in vision or hearingH short\term
memory lossH dental problemsH sexual dysfunctionH loss of fertilityH edemaH and loss of mobilityH
all of which for Stage IV cancers may be cumulative and can be intermittent or unrelenting
MBrennanH 2QQh] ChangH et al.H 2QQi] 3ollandH 1jjRN. From hRQ -b outpatients receiving
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palliative careH diagnosed with eight different types of cancerH jQm reported 2i current
symptoms on a 2j\symptom checklistH with a mean of 1Q symptoms for each patient
MLidstoneH ButtersH SeedH et al.H 2QQ3N. FatigueH the most prevalent and most distressing side
effect reported by three Juarters of advanced cancer patientsH has been under investigatedH not
been successfully treatedH and is often overlooked in discussions between doctors and patients
MLindstoneH et al.H 2QQ3] MockH 2QQ1] PotterH 2QQhN. Pain is reported by ik\Rkm of patients with
a terminal diagnosis M+atesH EdwardsH NashH WalshH FentimanH SkermanH et al.H 2QQ2N. Across
culturesH health care surveys reveal that there are barriers to pain management in reference to
the economics of not having insuranceH or insurance not reimbursing for treatmentH restrictive
regulation and unavailability of controlled substancesH inability of language to describe painH
lack of visibilityH and invalid measurement tools MAndersonH et al.H 2QQ2] &unnarsdottirH 2QQ2]
MorrisonH 2QQQN. Significant differences exist across cultures in which cultural minorities and
underserved populations are at greater risk of developing and of dying from cancer MACSH 2QQh
n Moore n SpiegelH 2QQhN. *here are also patient barriers such as a reluctance to report painH
reluctance to follow treatment directions fearing addictionH and fear about drug effects on
disease progression MAndersonH et al.H 2QQ2] &unnarsdottirH 2QQ2] MorrisonH 2QQQN.
New technology to detect and new treatments to control cancer continue to be
developedH yet there is still no cure for Stage IV cancer. *here are no longer standards or a best
option for recommending specific treatments for advanced cancers MBlankH &ravesH SepuchaH
n Llewellyn\*homasH 2QQiN. Blank and colleaguesH in a large study of medical experts and
cancer patientsH describe the overwhelming nature of uncertainty of the cancer situationH
outdated knowledge about outcomesH and the complexity of making treatment choices. *he
struggle to heal or find comfort is often carried beyond the traditional medical establishment.
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Complimentary and Alternative Medicine MCAMN or integrative health care is increasingly
utililed by persons with advanced cancer to restore physicalH emotionalH and spiritual balance
MMulkins n VoerhoefH 2QQhN.

Complimentary and Alternative Medicine
CAM focuses on health rather than sickness and emphasiles patient participation and
therapeutic encounters through a variety of methods. A handful of research articles address
spontaneous remission resulting from the changes in individual^s psychological perspective
and/or nutrition MAchterbergH Mathews\SimontonH n SimontonH 1jee] BerlundH 1jjk]
3ildenbrandH 3ildenbrandH BradfordH n CavinetH 1jjk] 3irshbergH n BaraschH 1jjkN. *he
Institute for Noetic Sciences MIONSN M2QQQN documented over 1HQQQ cases of spontaneous
remissions with no evidence of disease and is currently investigating ie cases of persons who
have lived 2Q years beyond their terminal prognosis.
*he National Center for Complimentary and Alternative Medicine MNCCAMN
classify treatment into five categories MLev\ariH MaimonH n +aal\3ahoshenH 2QQiH NCCAMH
2QQiN. *he first is alternative medical systems that are built on complete systems of theory and
practice such as homeopathyH naturopathyH and Chinese medicine. *he second category
includes mind\body interventions designed to enhance the mind^s capacity to affect bodily
functions. *echniJues used are meditationH prayerH mental healingH guided imagery and
relaxation MRossmanH 2QQ2NH expressive arts therapies such as visual and/or textural art MCollieH
BottorffH LongH n ConatiH 2QQi] PuigH LeeH &oodwinH n SherrardH 2QQi] ReynoldsH 2QQ3 n
Reynolds n PriorH 2QQiNH music MAldridgeH 1jjR] DaykinH BuntH n McCleanH 2QQi] 3artleyH
2QQ1NH drama M&rayH SindingH IvanoffskiH et al.H 2QQQ] SindingH &rayH FitchH n &reenbergH 2QQ2NH
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storytelling MPelus n brebsH 2QQkNH poetry MFurmanH 2QQiNH dance/movement MBullingtonH
NordemarH R.H NordemarH b.H ScoH n FlanaganH 2QQ3] Dibbell\3opeH 2QQQNH and videography
and photography. *hirdH there are biologically based methods that might include supplements
found in nature such as herbsH foodsH and vitamins. In the fourth category are manipulative
and body\based methods such as chiropracticH osteopathicH and massage. *he last category
involves energy therapies that are intended to affect energy fields that are within and
surrounding humans. Examples of these techniJues are fi &ongH ReikiH accupunctureH and
*herapeutic *ouch. Several studies report that CAM addresses physical and psycho\social\
spiritual needs of cancer patients that biomedicine cannotH which are evidenced in reduced
pain M&atchell n *urkH 1jjjNH less psychological distressH decrease in social isolationH increase
in communication skills and enhanced interpersonal interactionsH enhanced spiritual well\being
and generalH overallH improvement in Juality of life M 3anaH 1jjk] bissaneH 2QQQ] PuigH et al.H
2QQi] Reynolds n PriorH 2QQi] VickersH StrausH FearonH n CassilethH 2QQhN. Even though ii\
RQm of persons with terminal cancer report using some type of CAM MBernstein n &rassoH
2QQ1] Oones n Demark\WahenfriedH 2QQi] ShenH AndersenH n AlbertH 2QQ2NH most do not use
CAM as a replacement for conventional medicine. One study reports that h3m do not tell their
doctors that they are using CAMH perceiving their doctors as disinterested and/or dismissive of
the benefits MBalneavesH bristcanson n *atarynH 1jjjN. &amin M1jjjNH &raham\Pole M2QQQNH
Rossman M2QQ2N believe that physiciansH nursesH and clinicians are beginning to recognile the
role CAM programs play in the healing process as some cancer centers now have well\arts
programs on\site MPuigH et al.H 2QQiN. *he appeal of CAM to a wide variety of cultures is great
due to varied beliefs systems and customs MStruthers n EschitiH 2QQhN.
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3umor is one category not mentioned by NCCAM. 3umorH a surprising feeling to
emerge in oncologyH is acknowledged as a mature defense mechanismH yet psycho\oncology
literature on humor is sparse MOoshuaH CotroneoH n ClarkeH 2QQkN. *wo studies mention humor
as a positive coping strategy used by women with metastatic cancer MBowes n ButlerH 2QQ2]
bissaneH &rabschH ClarkeH ChristieH CliftonH &oldH et al.H 2QQhN. On the internetH there are seven
cancer coke sitesH and some patients have created web sites that advocate using humor for
coping. A few books have emerged on the topic recommending ways to encoy and find coy in
life in the threat of death MOoshuaH Cotroneo n ClarkH 2QQk] bleinH 1jjR] RichardsH 2QQ2N.

Psychological Factors
Cancer affects every domain of a person^s life. *he conseJuences of changes to body
appearance resulting from lost body parts due to surgeryH from physical symptoms directly
related to the cancer and/or side effects from treatment often lead to psychological distress.
Psychological distress is defined as a auniJue discomforting emotional state experienced by an
individual in response to a specific stressor or demand that results in harmH either temporarilyH
or permanentH to the person. *he nature of the experience may be psychological McognitiveH
behavioralH emotionNH socialH and/or spiritual` MRidnerH 2QQhH p.k3eN.
Psychological distress can arise also from financial and legal matters related to
living with cancer MFolkman n &reerH 2QQQN. As cancer progresses the financial burden
becomes a macor concern. *he costs of cancer are in excess of r2Qj billion per yearH with more
than 2Qm of Americans having inadeJuate or no medical insurance coverage MACSH 2QQiN. In a
survey of 1H Q2Q people with cancerH 3km of respondents incurred r1QHQQQ of debtH 2hm
incurred ten to twenty four thousand dollars of debtH 1km incurred twenty five to forty
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thousand dollars of debtH and 12m of respondents had to turn down treatment options
because they could not afford them. *hirty\two percent of respondents lost their cobs or were
demoted at work and 3hm felt trapped into staying in their cobs for insurance benefits MLance
Armstrong FoundationH 2QQhN.
*erminal cancer is not limited to the patient] it impacts the whole family. Literature
on the psychological impact of a terminal cancer on a family posits that managing the
uncertainty of the diseaseH balancing the burdens of caretaking with other responsibilitiesH
adcusting to changes in family rolesH and increased social isolation all cause distress in all family
members MAndreassenH RandersH NaslandH StocklandH n MattiassonH 2QQk] BaiderH CooperH n
De\NourH 2QQQ] Edwards n ClarkeH 2QQh] VeachH NicholasH n BartonH 2QQ2N. Family distress in
turn creates additional anguish for the patient.
Psychological distress from a terminal diagnosis can result in sadnessH griefH
adcustment disordersH and macor depression that undermine a sense of pleasureH diminish
ability to connect with othersH take away a sense of meaningH and have an overall negative
effect on Juality of life M3olland n LewisH 1jjR] bellyH McClementH n ChochinovH 2QQi]
Mac&uireH 2QQQN. Research reveals depression is more prevalent in those who have advanced
cancer than in the general public MbissaneH &rabaschH LoveH et al.H 2QQhN. Depression is
estimated to affect kQm of cancer patients MoaboraH BrintlenhofeslocH CurbowH 3ookerH n
PiantadosiH 2QQ1N. Other symptoms of distress could include fear Mof uncertaintyH of developing
treatment side effectsH of treatment^s ineffectivenessH of painH of being a burdenH of not being
in controlN which results in anxiety in 3Q\iQm of persons with advanced cancerH and can
develop further into an anxiety disorder MFerrellH SmithH CullinaneH n MelanconH 2QQ2] badan\
LotttickH VanderwerkerH BlockH ohangH n PrigersonH 2QQkN. Women living with advanced
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breast cancer have expressed that their lives feel like a time bomb waiting to explode MDavies
n SJueH 2QQ2N. In one studyH recurrent cancer reportedly caused psychological distress with
intrusive thoughts and avoidance MAndersonH et al.H 2QQkN. *hese researchers reported that this
distress was not necessarily accompanied by global distress or Juality of life disruption. *he
authors concluded that this evidenceH aat least initially` supports a learning theory concept in
that the habituation to hearing a cancer diagnosis may be responsible for distress. Mp.1khhN.
Other researchers demonstrated that as malignancies worsened the number of physical and
psychological symptoms increased in prevalence and in severity causing additional distress
Mbadan\LottickH et al.H 2QQk] LindstoneH et al.H 2QQ3] RyanH SchofieldH CockburnH ButowH
*attersalH *urner et al.H 2QQkN. Researchers caution that symptoms are not static and must not
be explored in isolation through one\time JuestionnairesH but with regards to the social context
in which they occur on a continual basis MAndersonH et al.H 2QQk] BrennanH 2QQhN.
Distress is significantly under\diagnosed and under\treated MMurillo n 3ollandH
2QQhN. Oncologists often do not recognile or recommend treatment for psychological distress
and patients report difficulties in communication with their doctors M*urnerH et al.H 2QQhN.
Physicians^ detection of stress was lowest among those patients with the highest self\rated
disease MMerckaertH LibertH DelvauxH n RalaviH 2QQkN. In an online survey from the Lance
Armstrong Foundation MLAFH 2QQhNH 1HQ2Q self\selected persons with cancer reported that
eQm dealt with depression] hjm had needs other than medical and only 3Qm said that their
doctors were willing to discuss those needs with them] and k3m said that the practical and
emotional aspects of cancer were harder than medical issues. Analyled tape recorded
conversations between doctors and 2k1 patients with advanced cancer indicated that patients
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spend 1hk of their utterances talking about psychosocial issues to their doctors while the
doctors devoted only 3m of that time to these verbalilations Mbadan\LottickH et al.H 2QQkN.
*he process of learning to live with an illness is social and directly affected by culture
and the input of attitudes of others MBrennanH 2QQhN. Patients perceive clinicians as promoting
optimismH a fighting spirit and being positiveH which in turn caused them to conceal their
emotional distress MByrneH EllershawH 3olcombeH n SalmonH 2QQ2N. Forcing a patient to accept
the concept of positive thinking limits patients from grievingH setting goalsH or planning
appropriately for the future they do have left MRittenbergH 1jjkN. 3olland n Lewis M2QQQN label
this the tyranny of positive thinking and remind readers that patients^ feelings of optimism and fear
of cancer change hourly. Persons with terminal cancer are praised for looking well and for
their courageH but they are rarely praised for how well they express their fearH griefH and anger.
Patients want to be seen and heardH for their doctors to say ayes we see your pain and accept
your fear` MFrankH 1jj1H p. ikN. Sontag M1jeRN wrote early on that fear of the many unknown
aspects of cancer perpetuate blaming the victimH placing responsibility for creating the disease
and for getting wellH or notH within the individual. Self\help literature and some research studies
conclude that positive feelings lead to cure and recoveryH while negative feelings or certain
personality characteristics may cause disease and can influence its course MCousinsH 1jej]
ClassenH boopmanH AngellH n SpiegelH 1jji] MillerH ManneH *aylorH beatesH n DoughertyH
1jji] SimontonH 1jj2N. Much controversy surrounds this issue in the empirical literature.
Several studies claim the existence of a cancer\prone character typeH personality a*ype C` Mone
who suppresses negative emotionsH is unassertiveH compliant with external authoritiesH and acts
helpless and/or exhibits hopelessnessN and that this personality type is associated with
causation and significantly affects cancer remission and recurrence MBleikerH van der PloegH
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3endricksH n AlserH 1jji] EversonH &oldbergH baplanH et al.H 1jji] &rossarth\MaticekH
BastiaansH n banalirH 1jRk] 3ahn n PetittiH 1jRRN. ConverselyH NakayaH *subonoH 3osokawaH
NishinoH OnkuboH 3olawaH et al.H M2QQ3N and oalonik M1jjhN reported no evidence to conclude
that either stress reduction or positive mental attitude alone could alter the biological course of
cancer significantly. PetticrewH BellH and 3unter M2QQ2N did a meta analysis of 2i studies
focused on comparing a afighting spiritH` a positive coping styleH to negative coping
characteriled as a hopeless/helpless attitude. *hey found that there was little sound or
consistent evidence to generalile that psychological coping style played an important part in
survival from or recurrence of cancer. *here is concurrence in empirical research that
psychological distress does result from advanced cancerH though disagreement is prevalent
among studies that correlate degrees of psychological stress with specific coping strategies
MoabaleguiH 1jjjN. De FayeH et al.H M2QQiN conclude from their in\depthH semi\structured study
of k2 advanced cancer patientsH found that stress is a complexH multidimensional experience in
which there is not any particular pattern of coping best for relieving psychological distress.
*hey suggest that different cancer related stressors reJuire different means of coping.
All of the research on supportive expressive group therapy MSE&*N interventions for
persons with a terminal illness concur that this type of intervention leads to improved
psychological outcomesH specificallyH reduced depressive symptomsH ameliorated feelings of
hopelessnessH increased coping efficacyH improved social functioningH and served to demystify
death MBeachmanH McDermottH O^BrienH n *urnerH 2QQk] CameronH BoothH SchlatterH et al.H
2QQe] EdmondsH et al.H 1jjj] &oodwinH 2QQk] bissaneH et al.H 2QQe] bissane et al.H 2QQh]
Llewwlyn n MurrayH 1jjjN. 3oweverH none evidenced that SE&* prolonged survival as did an
earlier study conducted by Spiegel M1jRjN.
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*he difficulty in comparing these studies lies in the definition of advanced cancer.
Some studies include Stages II and IIIH others look at patients who have discontinued any
aggressive treatmentH and all use different definitions and measures to assess psychological
distress. Longitudinal studies were rare and the length of time that relief from distressH
remissionH or survival prevailed was not evaluated.

Psychosocial factors
Persons with terminal cancer experience multiple intrinsic and extrinsic losses. *hey
lose a basic trust in their body^s physical functioning and how they used to appear MArmstrong\
CosterH 2QQhN. *hey lose independence and a sense of coherence MBrennanH 2QQhN and
continuity with their past in terms of daily activitiesH involvement in work and social pursuits
MBrennanH 2QQh] CarterH 2QQhN. Bury M1jR2N describes this loss in terms of how illness is a
qbiographical disruption^ because it impacts not only on a biological level but also affects how
individuals perceive their entire life tracectory. *he disruption poses a threat to the individual^s
self\recognition and self\affirmationH where beliefs and strategies for coping may no longer
work. Carter M2QQhN and Davies n SJue^s M2QQhN Jualitative research endeavors with women
with breast cancer metastases describe this encounter as having ato reconcile a new me` to
deal with what is no longer the life they used to live and to accept a qnew normal.^ *he women
also experienced a sense of social isolation and a feeling that they differ from othersH as if they
were on the aoutside looking in` MDavies n SJueH 2QQhH p.kRjN. ! Potter^s

M2QQhN

research

utililed a hermeneutic approach to investigate the effects of fatigue among six personsH hk to
ek year oldsH with cancer metastases. Results from their study indicated that few coping
strategies proved effective and fatigue affected every other aspect of the person^s life. Patients
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experienced frustration at isolation caused by the unpredictability of changes in energy and
the necessity to make limited social plans. Patients felt a sense of loss of normalcy and had
difficulty with accepting their situation and struggled against changing their expectations.
Armstrong\Coster M2QQhN investigated the experiences of five respondentsH living and
dying of cancerH ages 3k to ei yearsH noted that interviewees over time changed in response to
their experiences with cancer and their ongoing disease led to changes within their social
relationships. In order to maintain life during the crisis points of illnessH surrendering social
obligations was necessary Mp.12hN. Armstrong\Coster made note of the challenges to her
research by describing those few who did not conform to their anticipated tracectoryH either by
dying prematurely or by outliving their prognosis. *hough living past expiration was not
explored in depthH the one respondent who outlived her prognosis two times before dyingH
who was hR years old and a mother of two childrenH experienced less fear of deathH though
increased alienation. She was seen by others as recoveringH but during these periodsH her own
progress was in marked contrast to her physical appearanceH which called on her to keep up
appearancesH even as she felt despair. All the respondents on the living and dying tracectory
struggled with changes in self and in relationships. Interviewees had to surrender social
connections aas others cust could not appreciate the scale of their fears or the reality of the
danger they faced. *his resulted in anxiety being repressed and when it inevitably leaked outH it
provoked and threatened relationships that had once been close` Mp. 12i).! In the midst of
intense uncertainty accompanied by the threat of deathH there is the loss of identityH loss of
relationshipsH loss of a sense of orderH loss of original plans and rearranged plansH and the loss
of a long tomorrow MBolandH 1jj3] MitchellH 2QQiN. Lost also are the illusions of control and
security MFerrellH SmithH CullinaneH n MelanconH 2QQ2N.!!!!!
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Armstrong\Coster^s M2QQhN study provided evidence that the disclosure of terminal
diagnosis led to the experience of profound shock and existential crises. Other studiesH in a
Juery for living with metastases/advanced/terminal diseaseH primarily investigated existential
emergency Mthe urgency when survival is threatened by extinctionN at the time of imminent
death. *he macority of cancer research in this area covers care preferences in the one^s final
days M+edidiaH n Mac&regorH 2QQ1NH the anticipation and preparation for death MMystakidouH
*silikaH ParpaH batsoudaH &alanosH n ValhosH 2QQkNH therapy with the dying MCohenH n BlockH
2QQhNH the desire to hasten death MBlindman n ChernyH 2QQk] 3udsonH bristcansonH AshbyH
bellyH SchofieldH 3udsonH et al.H 2QQiNH dying with dignity M&oldsteenH 3outepenH ProotH Abu\
SaadH SpreeuwenbergH n WiddershovenH 2QQiNH and the lived experience of dying MClaytonH
ButowH ArnoldH n *attersallH 2QQk] RyanH 2QQkN. Coyle M2QQ3H 2QQhH n 2QQiN did a series of
interpretive phenomenological studies about the experience of dying from cancer during the
last six months of life with participants who had expressed a desire to hasten death at least
once. Coyle M2QQhN interviewed seven patients Mfour maleH three womenN with diverse types of
advanced cancerH who all experienced severe physical pain in their final months. *hey describe
their experience with opioid use to reduce pain as both a blessing in temporary relief and a
guarantee of a peaceful deathH and as a burden because of their struggle with selfH with religious
beliefsH and with a readiness of die. In struggling to maintain lifeH the fear of pain was greater
than death. In a subseJuent studyH the hard work and urgency of preparing to die soon
involved an additional seven patients who were receiving only palliative services. Coyle M2QQiN
interviewed four males and three women MjQm of the sample was CaucasianN one to six times
over six months with a focus on their attitudes towards life and death. *he predominant theme
was how hard it was to prepare to die. *he tasks of dyingH for which there were no role
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modelsH was hard work in terms of negotiating relationships2 relationship to the health care
systemH to changing sense of selfH to pain or other distressing symptomsH and to the existential
crisis of imminent death. Coyle refers to this time as the qexistential slap.^ In their desire to
maintain dignity and sense of worth while livingH the participants engaged in searching for and
creating a system of supportH orienting themselves to the disease and maintaining controlH and
struggling to find meaning and create a legacy.

Psycho-spiritual factors
*his stress of cancer is compounded in Stage IV as persons must also deal with the
threat to their survival M&oodwinH 2QQ3N. Distress and despair that accompany a terminal
cancer diagnosis is described as an existential or spiritual crisis M3iraiH 2QQ3] bellyH McClementH
n ChochinovH 2QQiN. Existential/spiritual distress is adefined as an individual confronting
her/his own mortality arising from feelings of powerlessnessH disappointmentH futilityH
meaninglessnessH remorseH death anxietyH and disruption with his/her engagement with and
purpose in life` MbissaneH 2QQQ] LeeH CohenH EdgarH LailnerH n &agnonH 2QQiH p. 2j1N.
Research consistently shows that over eQm of those living with terminal cancer desire spiritual
issues to be considered as part of their care MAnandaracah n 3ightH 2QQ1] Luoma n BlomJvistH
2QQh] WongH FranssenH SlumacherH ConnollyH EvansH PageH et al.H 2QQ2N. Spiritual coping
encompasses existential well\beingH the finding of meaning and purpose in one^s lifeH striving
for authenticity and arriving at a sense of peace with a positive perspectiveH and/or includes
faithH a belief in and connection with a higher transcendent power or spiritH though not
necessarily through organiled religion MBreibartH 2QQ1] Lin n Bauer\WuH 2QQ3] Paloutlian n
EllisonH 1jR2N. Several studies have shown that spiritual well\being positively correlates with
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subcective well\beingH reducing anxiety and depression and significantly improving self\
esteemH self\efficacyH and Juality of life with level of comfort MBowesH *amlynH n ButlerH 2QQ2]
&iese\DavisH boopmanH ButlerH ClassenH CordovaH Fobair et al.H 2QQ2] &reenstein n BreitbartH
2QQQ] &reisingerH 1jje] &riffithsH C.H NortonH L.H WagstaffH O.H n Brunas\WagstaffH 2QQ2
LaubmeierH b.H oakowskiH S.H n BairH O.H 2QQh] LeeH et al.H 2QQi] LewisH 1jRj] Lin et al.H 2QQ3]
McCoubrie n DaviesH 2QQi] MoritaH *sunodaH InoueH n ChiharaH 2QQQ] WhiteH 2QQh] +ang n
+inH 1jjjN.
&otayH IssacsH and Pagano M2QQhN addressed the qexceptional survivor^ in their study2
1iQ persons who had a prognosis of a 2km life expectancy of five years or longerH were all
living well with a high Juality of life five years post diagnosis. *his exceptional survivor group
was matched with a control group for ageH genderH ethnicityH marital statusH and year of
diagnosisH though they differed in cancer types and treatment variables. *he exceptional
survivor group had mostly stomach and lung cancersH the control group had cancers with
much better prognoses and were predominantly breast and prostate cancer patients. *he
exceptional group received treatments that were more aggressive than the control group in
which surgery was likely the only treatment. Conducted in 3awaiiH all of the study participants
had Asian or Pacific Islander ancestry. Rather than focusing on what explained living for an
extended timeH athe primary goal of the study was to describe the well\being and its correlates
in long\term survivors who had exceeded their life expectanciesH` Mp.RR2N. *he research design
incorporated predictive indicatorsH psychologicalH and Juality of life measures. *he researchers
found that for a disease in which the risk factors are not highly predictable and in which
persons have little control over the outcomeH the participants^ well\being had little to do with
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thinking positively or optimismH and more to do with finding meaning and resilience in a
negative situation Mp.RRRN.
If distress is an unavoidable cancer experienceH hope is central MFerrellH SmithH
CullinaeneH n MelanconH 2QQ2N. 3ope with cancer is broad in context. 3ope is described in
various categories in the lives of those with terminal illness MClaytonH ButowH ArnoldH n
*atttersallH 2QQk] MooreH 2QQ1N. 3ope is defined as aa belief that the present situation can be
modified and that there is a way out of the difficulties` and is interconnected with one^s Juality
of life MRustoenH 1jjkH p.3kiN. 3ope is seen as a nonlinear reconciliation with life and death
MBenleinH Norberg n SavemanH 2QQ1N. For those living with terminal cancerH hope as a noun
refers to a cure or a need to fight the disease. 3ope as a verb is hoping to live longer than
expectedH taking each day as it comesH exploring realistic goalsH hoping to heal relationships and
encoy special times with family and friendsH to find meaning in lifeH and hoping for a peaceful
death MClaytonH et al.H 2QQk] Eliot n OlverH 2QQe] MaliskiH SarnaH EvangelistaH n PadillaH 2QQ3N.
3ope for women with breast cancer metastases means continuing life despite
ongoing treatment MFerrellH SmithH OuarelH MelanconH 2QQ2N. Despite suffering and lossH women
in the face of death with cancer have transformed their desolation into consolation MMitchellH
2QQi] Ohlen n 3olmH 2QQiN. Carter M2QQ3NH from interviews with ten participantsH emphasiled
that themes emerging from living with advanced breast cancer were experienced on a
continuum and could not be seen as separateH rather they were interconnected. As patients
experienced difficulty in one part of their lifeH other areas were also likely to be affected. From
a grounded theory approachH Carter theoriled that the central overarching theme was about
qtaking charge.^ *aking charge was about acceptance and adaptationH a sense of autonomyH and
a sense of moving on Mp. i11\i1RN. *he challenge was not in dying] rather it became how to
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liveH and how to live in the face of death. *he polarilation of life and deathH hope and fear
creates new awareness and wisdom which in turn fosters the opportunity for growth whereby
women with metastatic cancer haveH through introspectionH acJuired positive meaning and
made certain resolutionsH accepted greater responsibility for their own authenticityH and found
life more beautiful and valuable MArman n RehnsfeldtH 2QQ2H p.2j2\2jkN.

Palliative Care
All of the aforementioned research has been the impetus for the development of
guidelines for palliative care. People with Stage IV cancer can receive palliative care if
reJuested. In the past palliative care was administered only to those who were no longer
receiving any type of treatment aimed at cure or control of cancer metastases. *here are
international efforts to establish clinical practice guidelines to improve the Juality of
psychosocial care for patients with cancer that hope to promote effective evidenced\based
treatments and reduce ineffective and harmful interventions M*urnerH et al.H 2QQkN. *he
formation of these guidelines is the result of empirical literature that assessed patients^ needs.
Palliative careH once confined to providing comfort for the dyingH has broadened to include the
physicalH socialH psychologicalH and spiritual aspect of coping with cancer over the entire
continuum of cancer care and is administered simultaneously with disease modifying Mcurative
or controllingN care MbueblerH LynnH n RohenH 2QQkN. Psychological distress in palliative care is
currently described by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network MNCCNN as the
continuum of distress that can extend from feelings of vulnerabilityH sadnessH and fearH to
depressionH generaliled anxietyH panicH feeling isolated or spiritual crisis M2QQeH p.iN. NCCN has
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developed guidelines to address each facet of distress MbellyH et alH 2QQiH p.eRQN. NCCN
M2QQiN defines palliative care as follows2
Palliative care is both a philosophy of care and an organiledH highly structured system
for delivering care to persons with life\threatening or debilitating illness. Palliative
care is patient and family\centered care that focuses upon effective management of
pain and other distressing symptomsH while incorporating psychosocial and spiritual
care according to patient/family needsH valuesH beliefsH and cultureMsN. *he goal of
palliative care is to prevent and relieve suffering and to support the best possible
Juality of life for patients and their families regardless of the stage of the disease or
the need for other therapies. Palliative care can be delivered concurrently with life\
prolonging care or as the main focus of care. Mp.kN
Summary
As of Oanuary 2QQ2H approximately 1Q.1 million persons were living following a
diagnosis of cancer in the -nited States MACSH 2QQiN. Some of these people are cancer free
with no evidence of disease MNEDN while others are still undergoing treatment and/or symptom
management MPalliative CareN. *he number of persons living with a terminal diagnosis is
increasing with the advent of new treatments. Many persons living with cancer metastases
vacillate between being distressed and cautiously optimistic. *he research on extended survival
while living with metastatic cancer is in its infancy and literature on the experience of outliving
one^s prognosis is meager. Research over the last 3k years clearly indicates that living with a
terminal cancer diagnosis impacts every aspect of one^s life. *he physical aspects of cancer and
conventional cancer treatment can be severe and debilitating. -tililation of complimentary and
alternative medicine is on the rise. *he constant uncertainty that accompanies a Stage IV
diagnosis challenges the individual to negotiate the tasks of living and dying simultaneously.
Both Juantitative and Jualitative approaches suggest that psycho\social\ spiritual concerns
aboundH yet support for patients^ highest needs remain unmet MSchofieldH et al.H 2QQhN. Patients
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needs change over the tracectory of the illnessH as do their emotionsH yet throughoutH
terminally ill patients consistently report that obtaining information and support is criticalH and
that the process of sharing that information is as important as the content MbirkH birkH n
bristcansonH 2QQhN. Psycho\social\spiritual needs are framed by distress from unrelieved
physical symptomsH intrinsic and extrinsic lossH social isolationH financial costs of treatmentH
concerns for family membersH and a need to find meaning in the experience MArnadaH
SchofieldH WeihH +atesH MilneH FauknerH et al.H 2QQk] Coreil n BehalH 1jjjH CossitchH SchofieldH
n MacLachlan 2QQh] Foot n Sanson\FisherH 1jjk] &oodwinH 2QQ3] OohnsonH 1jR2] bissaneH et
alH 2QQi] Sheard n MaguireH 1jji] WongH 2QQ2N. Palliative guidelines for clinicians have been
recently expanded to address the concerns of terminally ill cancer patients and their family
members based on evidence for best approaches. *here are macor limitations to the research.
*he methodology of studies uses different measures and variables to investigate similar issues
that accompany a terminal diagnosis and definitions of advanced cancer an how terminal is
defined vary between studies. *he macority of studies have been conducted with
predominantly well\educated middle income CaucasiansH with a focus primarily on women
with metastatic breast cancer. Much of the research is devoted to end of life care and the tasks
of dying and very little focuses on life and living longer with well\being in terminal cancer.
Prognostication is limited by the multiple factors that determine the progression or remission
of disease and doctors^ reluctance to disclose. In a literature searchH no research has yet
focused on the lived experience of outliving one^s expected demise and living with Stage IV
cancer. *his study hopes to add to the current literature.
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Methods

Research Design
*he nature and topic of the research Juestion is the guiding principle in choosing
methodology. *he research Juestion awhat it is like to live past one^s expected time of death
and live with terminal cancerH^ starts the inJuiry with a desire for deeper awareness. *his type
of research strives to explore what is the lived experience and what is the meaning of this
experience as discovered through first handH personal accounts of the phenomena and
understood through the language and expressive representation of the experiencing person.
InJuiry into the nature of a person^s experience with phenomena guides the
researcher towards Jualitative inJuiries. Creswell M1jjRN contends that Jualitative research is
conducted based on the following premises2 when the research Juestion being asked is what as
contrasted to asking why, how many, or how frequently, when the topic chosen is understudiedH and
when the topic would best be explored through qthick description^ in the participant^s natural
setting. *hick description in this context refers to depth and not necessarily to volume.
fualitative research is a naturalistic inJuiry that studies real world situations as they unfold.
fualitative research is chosen over Juantitative methods when the research Juestion is seeking
discovery versus verificationH relies on the description of participants^ subcective meanings of
experience versus observableH obcective measurement and explanationH and uses language or
expressive representation versus numbers and charts to present data and findings. fualitative
research encompasses the holistic nature of a topic and contemplates all the parts eJuallyH their
interdependenciesH and dynamicsH versus Juantitative research that searches for linear cause
and effect with a few variables. fualitative methodology acknowledges phenomena and listens
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to its multiple voices. Participants^ lived experiences of phenomena are not accessible
through Juantitative methods that nameH manipulateH and measure only parts of a
phenomenon MFischerH 2QQiN.

Phenomenological Approach
Phenomenology dwells with and openly respects persons^ own points of view and
honors the multiperspectivity found in the life\world. Phenomenology is a low\
hoveringH in\dwellingH meditative philosophy that glories in the concreteness of
person\world relations and accords lived experienceH with all its indeterminacy and
ambiguityH primacy over the known. MWertlH 2QQkH p.1ekN
PhenomenologyH a form of Jualitative researchH is the descriptive or interpretive
study of how individuals experience a phenomenon in the everyday world. Phenomena could
be from one perspective or from multiple perspectivesH about actionsH eventsH changes and/or
appearances. Phenomenological descriptions could derive from the data of a single or a few
individualsH from textsH literatureH visual or expressive artsH and/or science. In situating
phenomena in real life contextsH human experience can be explored in greater breath and
profundity. It is an approach that aseeks to reveal more fully the essences and meanings of
human experience` and ailluminate` that experience athrough carefulH comprehensive
descriptionsH vividH and accurate renderings of the experience` MMoustakasH 1jjhH p. 1QkN.*he
aim of phenomenological research is to gain access to the life\worlds of participantsH which is
their world of experienceH and through their subcectiveH uniJue descriptions of the phenomenaH
discovers the structuresH the meaningsH and the common and uncommon nature of the lived
experience. Amongst phenomenologistsH many different schools of thought and approaches
exist2 interpretiveH hermeneuticH reflective/transcendentalH heuristicH existentialH sociologicalH
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dialogicalH empiricalH and psychological. Some of these terms reflect more than one form of
phenomenology. Some researchers explain their approach not by the school of thoughtH but by
naming a theorist whose specific techniJues they are borrowing M*horneH 2QQQN. Doing
phenomenological research begins then with understanding the philosophical origins of
phenomenology and a statement about which form of phenomenological inJuiry is to be
utililed by the researcher.
*wo very different schools of philosophy guide phenomenological methodology.
Phenomenology^s philosophical roots can be traced to the thoughts of 3usserl M1Rkj\1j3RNH
considered to be the founder of phenomenologyH and 3eidegger M1RRj\1jeiN in &ermany
MBryneH 2QQ1] PollioH 3enley n *hompsonH 1jje] MoustakasH 1jjh] RyanH 2QQ3N. Both schools
of philosophy are interested in the individual^s lived experienceH in the world of person^s lived
experienceH the Lebenswelt. *he dimensions of Lebenswelt are encompassed in the experience
of four life\worldsH the corporeal Mlived body\ embodimentNH temporal Mlived time\ time in which
we liveNH spatial Mlived space\ environmentNH and relationality Mlived human relations\ relations
with othersN MValleH 1jjR n +atesH 2QQ3N.
Followers of 3eidegger^s philosophy conduct phenomenological research with a
hermeneutic approach and are intent on interpreting the meanings that persons hold and form
about the world MShankH 2QQQN. In 3eidegger^s approachH the researcher^s role is ato give
considerable thought to their own experience and to explicitly claim the ways in which their
position or experience relates to the issues being researched` MLavertyH 2QQ3H p.1eN.
3usserl^s philosophy begins with the phenomenon itself. Followers of this school
conduct empirical research focusing on participants^ descriptions of their lived experience of
the phenomenon and the meaning of that lived experience. *he three main tenets of 3usserl^s
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phenomenology incorporate the concepts of intentionalityH EpocheH and intersubcectivity
M&iorgiH 1jRk] MoustakasH 1jjh] ValleH 1jjR] Valle n 3allingH 1jRj] WertlH 1jjk] +atesH 2QQ3N.
IntentionalityH the basis of transcendental phenomenologyH posits that an obcectH whether real
or imaginaryH is real to the personH the subcectH who perceives it to be true. *he individual^s
perception then is the primary source of knowledge and varies according to each individual^s
subcective experience. IntersubcectivityH through the sharing and relating of each subcective
experienceH is the manner in which others come to know the commonalities of the
phenomenon. *he role of the researcher then is to come to know the individual^s lived
experience by transcending her presuppositions through the process of qbracketing^ or EpocheH
in order to see the world as it really is MShankH 2QQQ] ValleH 1jjRN.

Epoche
aBracketing is a mathematical metaphor MthatN involves putting one^s natural attitude
to the world qin brackets^ in order to place it temporarily out of the Juestion` MPriestH 2QQQH
p.i1N. aEpoche is a &reek word meaning to refrain from cudgmentH to abstain from or stay
away from the everydayH ordinary way of perceiving things` MMoustakasH 1jjhH p.33N. It
involves setting aside one^s theoriesH scientific assumptionsH biasesH and precudices to accept the
phenomena for what and how it appears. *his process of suspending presuppositions about
the world is the conduit to genuine discoveriesH to find the meaning in the experienceH the
essences. Viktor Frankl M1je3N says that finding meaning reJuires a certain attitude towards the
world] the phenomenological attitude is aan openness of mind free of personal interestd an
attitude directed at the essence of a situation that allows one to be reached or even captured by
the situation` Mp.i2N. *he role of the researcher is then to remain as open as possible to the
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qother^ by putting to the side her own and the cultural understandings of the world. Being
more attentively tuned to each participant^s way of seeing the world and to connect with the
other^s consciousness the researcherH describes the phenomena precisely how it is heard and
lived M&iorgiH 1jRk] MoustakasH 1jjh] ValleH 1jjRN.
For 3usserlH bracketing enabled the researcher to move towards understanding the
essential structures of the phenomena that could then be brought together in a synthesis
MMoustakasH 1jjhN. 3usserl purported that for one to see things aas they really are` reJuires a
process of reflectionH intuitive seeingH and free or imaginative variation M&iorgiH 1jRk]
MoustakasH 1jjk] WertlH 2QQkN. Imaginative variation is the process of considering multiple
perspectives and reflectively looking at the description of a person^s lived world to come upon
elements Minvariant structures/possible meaningsN of the phenomena that would not otherwise
exist M&arkoH 1jjj] &iorgiH 1jRk] FischerH 2QQi] MoustakasH 1jjh] Van ManenH 1jje] WertlH
2QQkN.
Based on understanding the primary philosophy and the nature of the research
inJuiryH the methodology selected needs to include an appropriateH well\delineated set of
proceduresH and be custifiable. Letting the research Juestion of what is the lived experience of
living past one^s expiration date and living with Stage IV cancer serve as a guideH I chose
3usserl^s transcendental philosophical existential perspective. *he set of guidelines that was
most appropriate and offered a credible and systematic process that allows for minor
adaptations was Moustakas^s revised Van baam proceduresH the transcendental
phenomenological method MMoustakasH 1jjhN. *he methodology moves from collecting data
from in\depth interviews or aself\dialoguesH storiesH poemsH artworkH cournalsH and diariesH and
other personal documents that depict the experience` with a few individuals in a natural setting
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to focus on the uniJue textural and structural portrayals of the lived experience MMoustakasH
1jjhH p.1R\1jN. From descriptive portalsH the data in this study underwent a systematic analysis
to arrive at a synthesis of the essences and meanings of the group of co\researchers as a whole.
*he presentation of this process brings the experience alive to capture the complexityH
nuancesH and essentials of the phenomena in the body of the manuscript.

Role of the Researcher
*he researcher^s role is always directed towards the experiencing personH and
therefore participants are often referred to as the co-researcher in phenomenological literature
M3ubersH &raf n LantingaH 2QQ3] MoustakasH 1jjh] Valle n 3allingH 1jRjN. Co\researcher is a
term that describes the subcectivity of the data producersH the participants in the study being
interviewed. *heir descriptions and the intersubcectivity of the researcher direct the data
analysis.
*he tasks of the researcher included screening and collecting data through in\depth
interviews and subseJuent expressive representations. *hese tasks included recruiting and
screening participants/co\researchers. Methods of recruitment involved gaining access to
participants by contacting local oncology service providers and posting recruitment
announcements at cancer clinics and agencies that offer services to cancer patients. Another
method of recruitment included what is known as asnowballing.` *his was a recruitment
techniJue where one participant was asked to recommend others and where phone calls were
made to gatekeepers of oncology services asking for recommendations of those who might be
interested to contact the researcher. An open invitation was extended to any interested
individual. Inclusion criteria was used to screen potential participants for appropriate fit to the
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study. An informed consent sheet was distributed to interested individuals containing the
researcher^s nameH title of the studyH the theme of the researchH and reJuirementsH including the
estimated time investmentH of the research endeavor and that there would be no monetary
compensation. Initial screening occurred by telephone or through a brief face\to face
encounter. Msee Appendix CN Potential co\researchers were screened for appropriateness for
the studyH their willingness to participateH if they had the time for individual interview meetingsH
and had the ability to articulate and express sensitive personal material. *he researcherH a
licensed mental health provider and nationally certified expressive arts therapist had the
knowledge of networking and recruitmentH twenty years of clinical experience and familiarity
with screening measuresH and interpersonal skills needed to build rapport and create an
atmosphere of safety and compassion to encourage honest and comprehensive responses in
exploring persons^ lived experience. SpecificallyH the researcher followed the phenomenological
researchers^ guidelines established by &iorgi M1jRkNH Moustakas M1jjhN and Wertl M1jRkN. *his
researcher needed to maintain a non\cudgmentalH empathic presenceH patience to dwell with the
individual^s description to become more sensitive to every nuance of the participant^s self\
presentation and the details of the description as they became magnified. *he researcher
practiced staying fully attuned to the psychological experience being described. *he researcher
attempted to remain open to the co\researcher^s perceptions rather than attach her own
meanings and/or preconceived theories and taken\for\granted beliefs to lived experience of
the phenomenon. *he researcher collected dataH maintained proper storage of dataH
comprehensively analyled dataH reported findingsH and drew summaries guided by the tenets of
the phenomenological approach and adhered to professional ethical codes of conduct and
State laws and codes.
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Ethical Considerations
An approved 3uman Subcects application was filed with the Institutional Review
Board at Antioch -niversity Seattle. Each participant received an oral review of the written
information and informed consent form as outlined in Appendix A.
Confidentiality of participants was strictly enforced with pseudonyms applied to the
raw data in transcription. Any mention of others persons by name in the participants^ raw data
description was disguised. Participants^ verbal transcriptions and the primary researcher^s
written description of the individual co\researcher were made available to the participant for
reviewH verificationH and/or modification.

Data Storage
Proper data storage was maintained. In addition to an electronic file of each co\
researcher^s transcription and written reportsH a qhard copy^ file was created for each co\
researcher. *his file was labeled with the assigned pseudonym and color code. Each file
contains the following documentation2 the informed consentH the original audio/video
recordingsH hard copies of NVivo documents/reportsH original textural description given to co\
researcher for their verification or additionsH any notes or communications between the
participant and the researcher. Electronic information was backed\up onto a flash drive and
stored with password security and kept with the hard copy files in a fireproofH secured storage
container. *he destruction of audio/video taping materials will occur as agreed upon with the
co\researchers.
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Sample Population
Empirical phenomenology research dictates the type of participants to include. *he
nature of the research reJuires individuals to describe their lived experiences with the
phenomenon. Phenomenological inJuiry reJuires deep engagement with a small number of
participants. As potential participants were the primary source of dataH a purposeful sample
was utililed to elicit information rich descriptions to provide useful examples of the
phenomena under study. Identifying persons who had related experience to the phenomenon
was crucial. A brief pre\interview meeting took place by phone to screen potential participants
for appropriate fit for studyH to provide additional informationH and to answer any Juestions.
Initially fourteen persons responded to recruitment efforts. Of those potential participantsH six
were living with metastatic disease but were screened out because they had not lived past their
expiration date. *hree of those volunteering either became too ill or died before the initial
interview could be conducted. Five female co\researchers were identified by the following
inclusion/exclusion criteria2
!

Each co\researcher self\identified themselves with having lived past their
expiration date and were still living with a diagnosis of Stage IV cancer

!

Each co\researcher was over 1R years of age.

!

English was the native language for each co\researcher.

!

None of the co\researchers were in hospice care at any time during the study.
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!

Each co\researcher was able to verbally articulate their feelingsH thoughtsH and
perceptions in relation to the phenomenon as measured in a telephone or face\to\
face brief conversation of 1Q to 2k minutes. I asked potential participants about
the circumstances that lead to their diagnosis. *hrough the initial conversationH I
was able to obtain a sense of their ability and eagerness to express themselves
openly about their experiences. *his conversation also discussed the nature and
purpose of the studyH confidentialityH and voluntary participation.

!

Each co\researcher was willing to create or find an expressive representation
Mvisual artH poetryH music or musical lyricsN of their lived experience of the
phenomenon

Data Collection
Phenomenological data are the expressed nasve descriptions of each participant^s
lived experience and an exact recordH in some formatH of the description. Nasve means that the
researcher brackets the research Juestion and that the participant relates their experience from
personal perception M&iorgiH 1jRkN. *he nasve descriptionsH either in words or imagesH are
generally collected through in\depth interviews when the aphenomena of interest is complex
in structure and extensive in scope` and when seeking maximum depthH with minimal
structureH to obtain richH thick descriptions of the lived experience MbyaleH 1jji n WertlH 2QQkH
p. 1e1N.
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I adhered to the Epoche process before the gathering of dataH during the interview
processH and after the interview during the initial analyses of reflecting on the raw data
MMoustakasH 1jjhN. Before starting each interview I engaged in a brief meditative activity. *he
purpose of that activity was to increase the possibility of entering into the interviews with
greater presenceH mindfulnessH opennessH and authenticity as suggested by Moustakas M1jjhH p.
11hN. Data collection in this research occurred in two interviews.

Data Collection- Interview One
*he first interview began with agreeing upon a time and place to meet for collecting
data through a face\to\face open\endedH unstructured in\depth interview with each co\
researcher. I met with each co\researcher at an agreed upon time at either their home or the
primary researcher^s private office. Immediately prior to the interviewH I reviewed the informed
consent form with each co\researcher and obtained her signature of consent. *he co\
researcher then completed a demographic information sheet selecting a pseudonym for
confidentiality and a color for the purpose of coding. Information reJuested was for their
nameH ageH genderH ethnicityH religion if anyH national originH general socioeconomic classH
highest level of educationH marital or partnership statusH site and type of original cancer
diagnosisH current status of cancer diagnosisH current status of treatments. MAppendix BN
Participants volunteered to engage in the research after receiving information and informed
consent. Each interview lasted between eQ and 12Q minutes. All interviews were audio and
video recorded. *he interviewee was asked the research Juestion aPlease describe for me in
the most detail you canH what is your experience of living past your expected time of death and
still living with Stage IV cancerp` During the interviewH I asked general clarifying Juestions
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such as2 Could you describe that in more detailp What was that likep 3ow did that happenp
Could you tell me more about thatp Would you elaborate on thatp I^m not sure I understood
what you meant by thatH please let me repeat to you what I think you said and please correct or
elaborate on that. MSee Appendix D2 Interview &uideline2 Clarifying fuestionsN Additional
specific Juestions were spontaneously generated in response to what the co\researcher was
describing. At the end of the interviewH each co\researcher was encouraged to email or phone
me later if they had more thoughts or statements they wanted to add to what they had
expressed. Only one of the co\researchers had additional details she wanted to be added to her
interview. *his information was written into the record.

Data Collection- Interview Two
Some persons communicate better with images than words. aIn recent yearsH there
has been a growing trend in Jualitative research to move beyond a strict dependence on the
written and spoken word as the primary source of data` MShankH 2QQ2H p.1h2N. Images are
symbolic representations and can be metaphors for a description of a lived experience.
Since Jualitative research is a systematic inJuiry into meaningH metaphors are natural
tools for leading us toward previously undiscovered modes of meaningdmeaning
reveals itself via things like metaphorsH and part of our cob as researchersd is to be
committed to the notion that there is always more to understand. MShankH 2QQ2H
p.121N
Creative arts as self\expressionH expressed in any numerous mannersH are eJual to that
of verbal expression. Expressive arts Mvisual artH musicH movementH dramaH and poetryN have
been shown to be a positive experience for cancer patientsH enhancing their psychological well\
being MBorgmanH 2QQ2] FindlayH 2QQk] &arkoH 1jjj] &rayH SindingH IvanofskyH 2QQQ] bahnH
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1jjj] Pratt n WoodH 1jjR] PuigH 2QQi] ReynoldsH 2QQ3] Reynolds n PriorH 2QQi] Van
ManenH 1jjQN.
*o bring words and images togetherH participants were be asked to either find or
createH through visual artH poetryH musicH or lyricsH an expression of their lived experience of the
phenomenon of living past her expected time of death and living with Stage IV cancer. Co\
researchers did not reJuest any art materials. *he time it took to complete this endeavor was
varied amongst the participants depending upon the current physical impact of their illness on
their energy levels and with the use of fine motor hand abilities. *he collection of this data
spanned six months. Following the completion of their expressive representationH a second 3Q
to iQ minute meeting was scheduled for the collection of this phase two data. *his meeting
was held after the initial analysis of interview one data and after the co\researcher reviewed my
first written description of their experience. *he data collected at this time included a
description of the lived experience of the phenomenon through a symbolic expressive
representation. At this second meetingH I also asked any clarifying Juestions I had about the
co\researcher^s changes to the written textural description. As before in phase oneH I engaged
in the process of Epoche before starting the interview by bracketing the Juestion in the
meetingH practiced staying open to qsee and hear^ new and unexpected facetsH and attempted to
remain as free as possible of preconceived probabilities.
I met with each co\researcher in their home for this second interview. I asked each
co\researcher to show me their expressive representation and reJuested them to a*ell me
about your expressive representationp` Each interview was audio recorded. Copies of the
expressive representation took the form of a photographH purchasing of music recordingH
and/or copying text.
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Data Analysis
Descriptions keep a phenomenon aliveH illuminate its presenceH accentuate its
underlying meaningsH enable the phenomenon to lingerH retain its spiritH as near to its
actual nature as possible. MMoustakasH 1jjhH p.kjN
*he data in this research was analyled following the guidelines set forth by
Moustakas^ M1jjhN modified version of the Van baam Method. *he analysis utililed three
processes2 phenomenological reductionH imaginative variationH and synthesis. Minor additions
to this model are noted. *he following outline MMoustakasH 1jjhH p.12Q\121N and brief
explanations of the data analysis of all the steps are provided below.

Phenomenological Reduction:
Commencing with EpocheH the following steps were completed after each co\
researcher^s interview was completed and transcribed verbatim. *ranscriptions included
notations such as pausesH repetitionsH false startsH interruptionsH sighsH cryingH and/or laughter.
Each transcription changed identifying information by changing the co\researcher^s nameH
names of othersH and/or names of any mentioned locations.

Step 1\ MNote this is a minor addition to Moustakas^ written methodN With each co\researcher^s
first interviewH I listened to the audio\tape recordingH reviewed video recordingH and read
through the verbatim transcription a few times while in the process of Epoche to garner a
sense of the co\researcher^s whole lived experience of the phenomenon.
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Step 2\ *he first task of phenomenological reduction is aa process that involves a preflective
description of things cust as they appear and a reduction to what is horilontal and
thematic` Mp. j1N. *he process occurs through
a. a3orilonalilation` t For each co\researcher^s transcript I looked at the data
and regarded every statement or horilon relevant to the topic and Juestion as
having eJual value.
b. Determine the Invariant Constituents. I Jueried each horilon2 Does each
statement contain a moment of the experience that is necessary and sufficient
constituent for understanding itp Is it possible to abstract and label itp If \soH it
became a horilon of the experience. Expressions not meeting the above
reJuirements were eliminated. Vague expressions were presented in more exact
descriptive terms. A minor change to the method outlined by Moustakas
occurred here. Moustakas would have had all overlapping and repetitive
expressions also eliminated. In this studyH redundant statements were not
automatically eliminated until I considered athat the qhow^ of the appearance of
a phenomenon may be as important as to qwhat^ appeared` M&iorgiH 2QQiH
p.3QeN. *he statements that were left/the horilons became the invariant
constituents of the experience.

Step 3- Clustering and *hematiling the Invariant Constituents2 I then clustered the
invariant constituents of the experience that were related into a thematic label. *he
clustered and labeled constituents became the central themes of the experience.
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Step P\ Final Identification of the Invariant Constituents and *hemes by Application2
Validation\ I checked the invariant constituents and their accompanying theme against
the complete record of the co\researcher to determine M1N Were they expressed
explicitly in the complete transcriptionp M2N Were they compatible if not completely
expressedp M3N If they were not explicit or compatibleH they were deemed irrelevant to
the co\researcher^s experience and were deleted.

In steps 2\h the researcher used NVivo a Jualitative data computer assisted program
MfDAN to organile data MRichardsH 2QQiN. NVivo does not have the ability to analyle
the data or transform data into meaningful summationsH nor did the phenomenological
researcher desire such. NVivo cannot generate rich descriptions nor immerse in
reflective thought with the data to discover the deeper essential features underlying a
phenomenon. 3oweverH its strength lies in the program^s capacity to sortH codeH create
diagrams and tablesH and store large amounts of data in one place.

Step 5\ -sing the relevantH validated invariant constituents and themesH I constructed
for each co\researcher an IndividualiRed Textural Description MI*DN of the experience. I
included verbatim examples from the transcribed interview.

Step 6- *he researcher added an additional step at this cuncture. At this stage the
researcher provided to each co\researcher a copy of his/her I*D and was asked to
check it for accuracy. If the co\researcher had new consciousness or disagreed with
any aspect of the I*DH the researcher modified this accordingly.
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Step 7- Steps 1\i were repeated in analyling the second interview. In the second
interviewH video recording was not done. Only newH non repetitive horilons and
themes were added to the I*D. Each co\researcher was again asked to check it for
accuracy and if necessaryH subseJuent modifications occurred.

Step 8- From all of the I*DsH a Composite Textural Description of all themes that emerged
from each co\researcher^s experience was composed.

Imaginative Variation:
Step 9- I then constructed for each co\researcher an Individual Structural Description of the
experience based on the Individual *extural Description and using Free Imaginative
Variation on each theme. Free Imaginative Variation has origins in the procedures
3usserl developed to rigorously come to know essences] this is neither inductive nor
deductiveH it is the process of eidetic seeing M&iorgiH 1jRk] ValleH 1jjR] WertlH 2QQkN.
Eidetic seeing is to descriptively delineate invariant characteristics and clarify meaning
and the structure of a subcect matter MWertlH 2QQkN. *his was accomplished through
the utililation of reflective imagination Mimaginative variationN that enabled the
researcher to take textural descriptions and derive structural themes in which the many
possibilities were examined and explicated. *he specific steps of Imaginative Variation
included2
1. I systematically considered the underlying themes or contexts that account for
the emergence of the phenomenon. I pondered the following2 What conditions
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or Jualities are present to evoke this phenomenonp What must be present for an
experience like this to happenp What might account for this individual^s
experiencep 3ow is that this experiencep
2. I reflected on the universal structures that may have precipitated feelings and
thoughts with reference to the phenomenonH such as the structure of timeH
spaceH bodily concernsH materialityH causalityH relation to selfH or relation to
others.
3. I searched for polarities and possible variations that may underlie the textural
meanings.
h. I allowed for free play in considering any possible structural dynamics that
might have evoked the textural descriptions
k. I searched for exemplifications that vividly illustrated the invariant structural
themes and facilitated the development of a structural description of the
phenomenon` MMoustakasH 1jjhH p.jjN.

Synthesis:
Step 10\ Engaging in the idiographic nature of the lived experience of the
phenomenonH I created for each co\researcher a Textural-Structural Description of the
meanings and essences of the experienceH incorporating the invariant constituents and
themes.

Step 11- I then engaged in a nomothetic description of the lived experience of the
phenomenon. From all of the Individual *extural\Structural DescriptionsH I developed
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a Synthesis2 A Composite Textural-Structural Description of the themesH meanings and essences of
the experience that represented the group of co\researchers as a whole.

Strategies for Validating the Findings
Validity of the study is derived from the perspective of the researcherH participantH
and/or the readers of the account MCreswellH 2QQ3] FischerH 2QQiN *o insure validity the
following verification strategies were built into the study2
!

Epoche\*here is no absolute way to insure that the researcher will not be biased in
some wayH yet there are procedures that can assist the researcher with Epoche. Specific
procedures the researcher followed included2
1. Prior to conducting studyH to help clarify biasesH the researcher established a
cournal and wrote down preconceptions and leading Juestions to ask
participantsH to help clarify biases.
2. During the study the researcher kept notes of suppositionsH indicated biasesH
and missteps along the way in the cournal
3. Before each interview the researcher engaged in a solitaryH brief centering
meditation to allow for greater presenceH mindfulnessH and attunement to co\
researcher.
h. Before reflecting on raw dataH the researcher was consciously mindful of
coming to the data with naivety.
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*he researcher used rich detailed first person descriptions exemplified through the
actual text of the co\researcher. Rigor in a study occurs when the essences of the
phenomenon are arrived at through honest and contextual descriptions which in turn
make it possible for others to understand the lived experience MCreswellH 2QQ3] FischerH
2QQi] MoustakasH 1jjhN.
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Member checking occurred in phase one of the data analysis by returning to the co\
researcher with a written textural summary for modification or confirmation.
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Findings
Participants
Brynne is a Caucasian woman whoH at the time of the interviewH is kj years old and
living with her significant partner of seven years. She has no children. Brynne holds a MS
degree and has recently retired from her position of Executive Director and Consultant for an
employees union and identifies her household income level as middle class. She currently
claims no religious affiliation. She was originally diagnosed with early stage breast cancer in
1jjhH received treatment and was free of any evidence of cancer for five years. Brynne received
a second diagnosis of early stage breast cancer in 1jjjH had surgeryH and received
chemotherapy treatment. After finishing treatmentH she remained cancer free for three years.
In 2QQ2H she was diagnosed with Stage IV breast cancer metastases to her liver. At that time
her prognosis for surviving terminal cancer was 2\h years. *o dateH there have not been any
additional metastases. 3er treatments include conventional chemotherapyH cancer growth
inhibitorsH anti\anxiety medications as neededH and use of adcunctive complimentary medicine.
Brynne^s complimentary practices include an array of herbs and supplements taken orally or
through infusionH acupunctureH psychotherapyH and other ahealing` methods.
Zo is a Caucasian woman of Italian descent who was raised Catholic. She is ki years
oldH at the time of the interviewH and has been married for 2e years. She has a young adult child
that currently lives outside the home. Oo completed high school and went on to work as a
mortgage broker. She is currently retired and identifies her household income as middle class.
Oo received a Stage IV cancer diagnosis 2QQ2 without having any previous cancer diagnoses.
3er cancer type was diagnosed as breast cancer metastases to the liver and in the blood
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system. At the time of diagnosis she received chemotherapy and surgery. In 2QQ3H Oo
showed no evidence of disease which has continued to date. CurrentlyH she is on lifetime
management of disease receiving conventional treatment in the form of tablets and infusions
of biological targeted cell therapies that use monospecific antibodies to interfere with cancer
cell growth. Oo utililes several CAM practices and takes prescribed sleeping and anti\anxiety
medications as needed. Oo undergoes cancer detecting and heart toxicity scans every six
months.
Pearl is a Caucasian woman of ki years at time of interview. She has been married for
3j years and has two adult children that live out of the home. 3olding a MS degree she has
retired from all of her medical and educational consultant cobs. Pearl identifies her household
income as middle class and identifies her religious affiliation as Oewish and Spiritualist. Pearl
was first diagnosed with Stage III breast cancer in 1jj3. She received conventional treatment
of surgery and chemotherapy followed by anti\estrogen drug. After finishing treatment she
remained cancer free for 12 years. In 2QQkH she was diagnosed with Stage IV breast cancer
metastases bilaterally to the lungs and the bones in her clavicle and ribs. Pearl has received and
continues to be administered different combinations of chemotherapy drugsH drugs that help
slow down the destruction of the boneH a hormone suppressorH and an anti\depressant. Pearl
complements this treatment with physical exercise as she canH yogaH meditationH pet assisted
therapyH naturopathy productsH an anti\depressantH and counseling.
Simone is a Caucasian woman of h1 years at the time of interview. She lives with her
husband of two years. She has a step\child who does not live primarily at her home. Simone
has no religious affiliations. She holds a masters degree and is employed as a research assistant.
She identifies her household income as middle class. Simone was diagnosed in 1jji with Stage
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III breast cancer. At that time she received surgeryH radiationH and chemotherapy treatment.
She remained cancer free for i u years. In 2QQ3H Simone was diagnosed with Stage IV breast
cancer metastases to the liverH lungsH and bones. She was administered aggressive
chemotherapy drugs and massive radiation. Metastases to her liver and lungs went into
remission soon after. Simone continued to receive several different rounds of chemotherapy
drugs. CurrentlyH having cust completed Mat time of interviewN a round of chemotherapyH
Simone^s bones are also showing remission. She continues to take a drug to slow down bone
destructionH takes an anti\depressantH and gets cancer detecting scans every three months.
Christine is a Caucasian woman of k2 years at time of interview. Christine has been
married for 1R years and has no children. Christine graduated with a master^s level degree and
has held several different cobs. She currently is a self\employed owner in several businesses
with her husband. Christine identifies the household income as middle class. 3er religious
affiliation is Oewish. Christine was diagnosed in 1jj3 with Stage II breast cancer. 3er
treatments then included surgeryH radiationH and chemotherapy. -pon finishing treatment she
remained cancer free for e years. In 2QQQH Christine was diagnosed with Stage IV breast cancer
metastases to the bone. Over the last seven years she has endured many surgeries and
chemotherapy regimens. Christine has cust Mat the time of interviewN begun a new round of
chemotherapy as her bone cancer has spread to new sites. She also receives monthly incections
of an estrogen blocking agentH monthly incections of drugs to slow bone destructionH
prescribed pain medications and an anti\depressant. Christine also utililes complementary
medicine in the form of acupuncture and naturopathy.
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All of the co\researchers share many homogenous demographics in terms
of raceH genderH primary cancer siteH socioeconomic levelH and are all diagnosed with
breast cancer metastases. 3oweverH the sites of breast cancer metastasesH time lived
since diagnosed with metastasesH and the total lapse of time since initial diagnosis of
breast cancer differ Msee *able 1N.

*able 1. Co\Researcher Demographics
Age

Disease Status
Breast Cancer
Metastases

Time since
initial
diagnosis
(years)

Time since
metastases
diagnosis
(years)

Brynne

kj

to liver

1h

i

Pearl

ki

to bones n lung

1k

3u

Simone

h1

to bonesH liver n
lungs Mlast 3 mos.
in remissionN

11

k

Christine

k2

to bones

1h

e

Oo

kk

to liver.
Currently NED

k

k

CoResearcher
(pseudonym)

IndividualiRed Textural Descriptions
From each transcribed interviewH the primary researcher distinguishes all the
statements made by a co\researcher that are central to the experience of living with Stage IV
cancer beyond one^s expected death. *hese central statementsH comprised of auditoryH visualH
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and tactile sensationsH the awareness of and the meanings attributed to those sensationsH are
delineated as the horilons of the lived experience. *his is the process of ahorilontalilingH` the
first step in the phenomenological reduction of the data that reveals the core invariant
constituents of the phenomenon MMoustakasH 1jjhN. *he invariant constituentsH expressed in
the words of the participantsH are the textural material that is drawn upon to create a written
description for each co\researcher. In a state of openness the researcher returns again and
again to the horilons of experience to delve deeply into the layers of the co\researcher^s
experience with eye towards the thematic horilons emerging from the invariant constituents.
*he invariant constituents are then clustered into the identified core themes. *hese themes
become the organiling framework from which the individual textural descriptions are
composed. *he individual textural descriptions of the experience of living past your expiration
date and still living with Stage IV cancer were written by the primary researcher and then each
co\researcher received a copy of their description for review. Any changesH additions and/or
deletions were incorporated and the following textural descriptions are the results of this
process.

Individual Textural Description Zo: I can do it
Oo^s experience of living past her expiration date and still living with Stage IV cancer
is anot cust one answer because it changes all the time.` *he experience changes with each year
that Oo outlives her prognosis and with each year that her scans show ano evidence of disease`
MNEDN. At firstH aI bought into my prognosisH and cust accepted what the knowledgeable
doctors and everyone in the field` described. She went from abelieving I only had 12 to 1R
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months left to lived a really dark periodd to thinking that I had maybe the possibility of
living beyond my expiration date.` Once she outlived her prognosisH she astill thought and
expected the disease to show itself.` As the years she survived have accumulatedH Oo believed
she could acontinue to be NED but not totallyH not like I do now.` *he longer Oo lives with
NEDH the less she abuys into what she was told` and the statistics. And in turnH the greater is
her confidence in thinking that anowH I really think I am going to stay NED for a longH longH
longH time.` aI think I am probably going to be RQ something and die of something totally
unrelated to cancer.`
Oo feels she is in a very different place than she was when first given a diagnosis of
breast cancer metastases to her liver. 3er doctor and everything she read aconcurred` that
when there is that much disease spreading not through athe lymph systemH` but through athe
route of the bloodH` the longest expected survival time is a1R to 2h months.` a*here was
cancer coursing through my whole entire body.` a*hey vthe doctorsw never expected me to get
in to remission.` She was told that the best possibility was to keep her alive long enough to
abuy another two years of new treatments.` With the advent of new treatments coming out all
the timeH there was hope for another two years after that. Oo through out that time was
abasically on the same drugsH` the same chemo drugH and then a newer biological targeted cell
drug infusion every three weeks and a daily estrogen inhibitor were added later. Oo continues
to receive the latter two drugs and due to the potential damage that one drug can causeH
receives a heart scan every three months. What is different is that Oo decided to make a macor
change in her lifestyle and incorporate a variety of complementary care practices into her daily
routine. *his was in addition to following the Western medical model. Oo has been able to defy
how her doctor explained that acancer is really smart.` a*he treatment may work for awhile
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and vthenw the cancer figures out how to become resistant to it` and returns. As a resultH
contrary to what was expected Oo has been living as a Stage IV cancer patient for the past afive
years with no evidence of disease` showing on any of her scans. -nsure of what is workingH Oo
is definitely unwilling to relinJuish conventional treatments to find out.
Oo believes that her longer term survival is not necessarily attributed to aluck.` a*hey
say you have been so lucky. I guess I cust want to investigate that. 3as it really been lucky or
have I earned itp I want to sayH I know you think it is luckH but you knowH I have done a whole
litany of things that I think are responsible for getting me here and keeping me here. +ou
won^t consider doing any of that stuffH soH until it is proven that I am not luckyH that I am on to
somethingH don^t call me lucky.` aMaybe I wouldn^t mind be called lucky if I didn^t do
anythingH if I didn^t make a complete lifestyle change.`
One aspect of that lifestyle change is that Oo atotally changed the way I eat` and
achanged what I eat.` She went aorganic.` She tried a couple of different healthful diets athat
have a lot of validity and I think have been meaningful for me.` Every morning she imbibes in
a drink filled with agreen powderH fresh fruitH pro\bioticsH flax seedH vandw all kinds of stuff in
it.` AdditionallyH Oo engages in guided imageryH practices affirmations daily afor a minimum of
twenty minutes and some days lots more.` Oo has benefited from art classesH avibrational
healing` techniJuesH using a tone bowlH and other workshops geared towards healing. Oo
considers these practices a ahuge` component to staying in remission and when others ask
about her survivalH aI tell them what I^ve done that I think has been helpful. I feel really
strongly that these things haveH but I can^t convince any of my friends to do any of this stuff.`
aI am thinking how bad do you want to beat this cancer.` aI wanted to do everything that had
any impact on extending my life and I think people have to claim their power.`
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One of the first things Oo did to claim her power was to give up the astress from
my lifeH` that came from working. Even though Oo felt that she was areally good` at her cobH
she gave up her lucrative career and with aall the money and all the wonderful things that
money can give youH and my dream home that I dreamt of building for years and years and
years and my beautiful gardenH my Martha Stewart wantabe garden.` She also gave up athe
taxes on the house vthatw took two incomes.` Oo^s priorities shifted. Being aa top producer` in
her field didn^t seem important anymore. a*hat^s where I used to be` but then one starts
arealiling that life could be shorterH` one acould actually die.`
Oo^s relationship to death continues to change as she continues to outlive her
prognosis. InitiallyH she awent through a preparing to die mode.` Oo spent the first three years
really concentrating on awanting to be less afraid of dying because I thought that was in the
impending futureH near future.` In seeking to be less fearfulH aI went full bore into that and
read everything I could get my hands on` about the dying process. aI went and got trained for
hospice because I cust felt that if I could be friends with deathH then I wouldn^t have to be so
afraid of it. So now I am in another place` where aI can^t say I^m not afraid of death at allH`
but aI am not afraid of death like I was before.` At this timeH Oo regards the athe act of dyingH
meaning like the whole six months or however long that takesH` with athe physical and
emotional stuffdless important` and is far more curious about what happens after death.
When Oo thought she was going to die soonH she was still aa Catholic girl who bought
into all that stuff.` *hen she made new friends with cancer and became ainterested in having
conversations about religion` and in what they thought. *hrough these conversationsH Oo lost
her atrust and faith in Catholicism and I ended up going on this new courney` of trying to
figure out what happens aafter this life.` Oo feels she has made a areally big step` to get to
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where she feels aokay` with the possibility that nothing happens. +etH Oo continues to
explore through abooksH` aclasses or seminarsH` ideas about what happens after ayour body
stops beating.` Oo abelieves that our body goes onH` and wonders about the connection with
after life and the apower of intuitionH` apsychic abilitiesH` and the work of amediums.` But
most importantly she desires to astart the conversation` with others who are amore in the
same place that I am.`
As immediate death for Oo recedesH she experiences another change where ayou go
through that crisis whereH oh goshH who am I nowp I^m not that successfulH career person.` Oo
is atrying to figure out what I am supposed to be doing. What my purpose is.` It is asomething
that I still need to pursue.` Oo has come to recognile that she has a strong adesire to help
people.` Exploring several different optionsH Oo for now has settled on a volunteer positionH at
a local branch of a national associationH to train persons to be cancer advocates for newly
diagnosed patients. Oo tempers her pursuit of finding purpose by reflecting that ayou can^t get
too craly with it.` aI think we put a lot of pressure on ourselvesH you can^t be doing something
meaningful all the time.` aSometimes I stay in my cammies all dayH readH beadH go work outH still
doing the things that I saidH boy when I retireH then I will have time and I can do this and do
that.` aMaybe it^s cust the whole dying thingd maybe this is cust a bunch of stuff that we
people have come up with to give our life meaning. So the best I can come up with is I do
what I can to help peopleH cancer peopledto be able to give then hope that they can do this
too.` *hen she feels like she has helped someone. aI think this is our basic need and our basic
nature.`
As she progresses beyond her expiration dateH Oo^s desire to help others also
continues to shift. With the course of the diseaseH acertain things are going to be more
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important to you based on where you are along on that path.` A few years back she helped
form a support group for women with metastatic disease. Oo knows how this group is of
benefitH though it no longer meets her needs. She has been apulling away from group for
awhiledit started last year when vmy friendw died.` She doesn^t awant to make any new friends
with Stage IV cancer` because ones that have said we are anot going anywhere. I am not going
to die on youH` have died. EarlierH she awanted to be able to talk to somebody` about her afear
of cancer coming back.` *he longer Oo remains in remissionH the more she feels that her good
news adoesn^t feel right to share` with those who are more ill. Oo is feeling that she is in aa
whole different place than everybody in the group` and is alonely.` Feeling different and
without purposeH aI cust don^t think I can help anybody in group anymoreH` creates within Oo a
aneed` ato form a new groupdfor people that have been NED for longer than two months.`
3oweverH Oo has found few others with her similar experience. aWhen I was first
diagnosed I cust wanted to be able to see someone that actually had the same exact diagnosis as
me and that was still alive maybe 1R monthsH two years or more.` And awhenever I meet
people that do have the same disease as meH they are usually behind me in terms of being
diagnosed with it in the liver.` For OoH this is areally lonely because I can^t talk to anybody that
I know about what it is like to be living without disease this long.` She searches and finds
anobody to talk about it or exchange ideas about where we are now.` aI don^t know anybody
who has done the things that I have done.` aI seem to be the one who is always setting the
pace.` aI am like I have to be the pioneer. I have to be the explorer.` Oo wonders if there is
asomebody out there that has been NED as long.` Oo is thereforeH looking towards forming a
new NED group with aother women who had it in some organH not bonesH because you can
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have it in your bones foreverH but somebody that has had it an organ and that has been in
remission as long as me.`
Being agoal orientedH result orientedH` Oo is searching for a group of people who will
want to talk about their attitudes towards cancer and perhaps discover that there are aa lot of
the things that we do or think along the same lines.` She wants to know if with others there is
any commonality tied to being NED2 aIs he doing the green drinkp Is he drinking tons of
ioniled waterp Is she doing guided imageryp` aI would want to know what their practices are.
Do they have any type of spiritual practiced do guided imagery and vibrational healingp` She
wants to know how it is that she survivedH awhy meH` and what she can attribute to surviving
this long. She believes that aIf I found somebody that has pretty much done a lot of the same
things that I^ve done and that they have been NEDH it would cust kind of confirm that I need
to keep doing these things.` It would give Oo a agood feeling` to know that there are other
people awho are doing things that I am doingdand maybe some things I am not doing.` Oo
wants a new support group where people are aable to stay committeddto walk the walk` of
being committed to trying a more rigorous complimentary regimen.
Oo wants to find others with whom she would be able to share whatever it is that she
is experiencing. With a diagnosis of Stage IV cancer and being NEDH Oo sees that alife is cust a
series of phases` in which her experience of it is acust always changingH always changing.` And
amidst all those changesH aI realile that I^m always looking for some companionship along the
way to talk about the way you are feeling and knowing that somebody else is either struggling
with the same things or having a similar experience.`
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An analysis of the horilontal statements in Oo^s interview revealed the following central
themes2
"

Death

"

NED and CAM

"

Lifestyle changes

"

SpiritualityH meaning and purpose

"

Relationship to others

"

Beliefs

"

Changes

Zo’s Expressive Representation: I believe I can fly
Oo chose the song aI believe I can flyH` by +olanda Adams as an expressive
representation for her experience of living past your expiration date and still living with Stage
IV cancer. *he lyrics of this song follow Msee Figure 1N. 3earing the music that goes with the
lyrics is powerful. *he significance of the music is described by Oo2

When they start out they are talking about how horrible things were happening to
themH and they were really at this very low point in their lifeH and then something
happened where they were made to believe that they could do it. It cust really spoke
to me because my whole lifeH which I know I have said to you a number of times
during our couple of meetingsH is that show me somebody who did whatever it is that
supposedly can^t be doneH and if they can do itH I can do it. d *hat song popped into
my headH after I went through the holy crapH I am going to dieH there is nothing I can
do about it. d *his is not R. belleyH but I went out looking for his song and for
some reason found it on this gospel music CD. *he guy at the store was sayingH ohH
if you like the way R. belley did itH wait until you hear these gospel singers do it.
AnywayH I bought it and it was sort of like my theme song. I play it every morning.
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I Believe I Can Fly Lyrics
Artist - Yolanda Adams
Album - Various Songs
Lyrics - I Believe I Can Fly

But first itxs got to start inside of me

Verse 12 Be Be Winans

MChorusN

I used to think that I could not go on
And life was nothing but an awful song
But now I know the meaning of true love
Ixm leaning on the ever lasting arms

Cul I believe in meH
yeaH yeaH ohH ohH ohH ohH oh

Bridge2
If I can see it
*hen I can do it
If I cust believe it
*herexs nothing to it
Chorus2
I believe I can fly
I believe I can touch the sky
I think about it every night and day
spread my wings and fly away
I believe I can soar
I see me running through that open door
I believe I can fly Mx 3N

MBridgeN

+olanda Adams2
If I can see it
Be Be Winans2
*hen I can do it
+olanda Adams2
If I cust believe it
Be Be Winans2
*herexs nothing to itH oh
MChorusN

Verse 22 +olanda Adams

I believe I can fly MI can flyN x 3
I can do anything yeaH yeaH yeaH yea
I can fly x 3
I can do anythingH yeaH yeaH yea

See I was on the verge of breaking down
Sometimes the silence could seem so
loud
*here are miracles in life I must achieve

Anything I wanna do MAnything I wanna
doN x 3
I can do anything
I can fly

Figure 1. Oo Expressive Representation
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Pearl’s Individual Textural Description: A conundrum
Pearl experiences living past the time expected and still living with Stage IV cancer as
aa challengeH` that is aconfusingH` and aweirdH` though mostly it is areally a conundrum that
you grapple with.` It is a conundrum that surfaces in the wondering of aam I living and
knowing more about my dying than others doH or am I dying but in the meantime I have to
continue to live.` In living with deathH Pearl athinks` that athere are different components to
the Juestion of how to live after you have been diagnosed with a terminal or non\curable
condition.` *hose components consist of living with considering how to walk the afine line
between self\care and selfishnessH` limited by aprofound fatigue` and experiencing emotions
of aanger without the filtersH` aguiltH` afrustrationH` afearH` asadnessH` and afeeling inert.`
It^s a conundrum in living with a drastic change in how she lives daily life with not
working anymore and awithout goals.` Pearl was asomebody who used to do more between
k2QQ am and 1Q2QQ am than most people do all day.` aI was very high energyH high profileH get a
lot of stuff done and never felt that` it was so hard. For PearlH ait is confusingH because I am
pretty straight aheadH kind of take chargeH move forward kind of person` and now she feels
like aI^m not doing anything.` In this conundrum Pearl wonders that if she was living her last
six months adid I do in those six months what I would want to do. And yet since I don^t really
believe that they are my last six monthsH I^m not getting stuff done.` Pearl has the fear that she
is going to come up ashort.` aAnd people are going to sayH my godH she had three fucking
years to get her stuff in order and look at the mess she has left behind.` It^s that adouble bind
of wanting to get stuff doneH but not wanting to do it too soon.` Pearl wants to do certain
things before she diesH anot like go to the &rand Canyon or the Eiffel *owerH but re\
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alphabetile my spices` and aclean out my closet.` Pearl wants to aget rid of some of this
shit.` She wants to be atidy` and prepare herself cust as much as she wants to lessen the impact
that her dying and death will have on her family. She worries about burdening someone with
having to go through all of her things that she may leave behind. As she tries to anticipate what
she will want to wear in the next seasonH there is a part of her that thinks she may not even be
here next summer. AndH she has aalready experienced giving away stuff prematurely` finding
that she still wants those items. *his dilemma places Pearl in a position in which aI spend a lot
of time standing in my closetH planning to clean it outH and then I don^t do it.` It is a asense of
inertia` in which Pearl wants ato be preparedH but you don^t want to prepare too soon.` aIt^s a
timing thing.`
On the other handH in dying while livingH Pearl^s experience is that once diagnosed with
Stage IV cancerH no matter what she doesH the acancer has its own mind.` She believes she has
some influence over staying as fit as possible to lessen the impactH but that this will not alter
cancer^s agenda. Pearl lives with the aconstant concern` that she will be caught off guard by a
suddenH spontaneous acceleration of the cancer without having had time to prepare for itH
before she has had time to awrap up things.` aI think that is a fear that I haveH that that
spontaneous thing will happen and I won^t have the prep for it.` While Pearl doesn^t want to
prepare too soonH she also doesn^t awant to wake up to a surprise.` Pearl believes she could
adeal with any of this` if she could know the timetable. aAndH of course the definition of
cancer is chaos so you don^t knowdIt is very frustrating.` aI would categorile this whole
thing as really a conundrum. In the beginning I kept saying my biggest challenge is trying to
wrap my head around this. I think that that hasn^t changed.`
In the beginningH when Pearl was diagnosed with Stage IV cancerH all of the research
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she was able to come across pointed to aa mean survival rate of two years.` aSo that is what
I set my mind on.` For the afirst four or six monthsH` athere was this really heavy focus on
dying and what I was going to be doing and I needed to prepare for that and to prepare my
family members for that.` With a diagnosis of cancer metastasesH Pearl adidn^t go through the
same stages that I went through the first time.` *he first time when she was diagnosed with
breast cancerH Pearl afelt betrayed by my body. I felt betrayed by data and informationH health
education. I cust felt like how could this be happening to me when I wasn^t at risk by
traditional risk factors. ...*he first time I was diagnosedH maybe because I was younger and I
had an active family in the houseH I was very angryH very angryH because I had been health
conscious all my life t physically activeH no drugsH no alcohol. I had Juit smoking when they
said smoking was bad.` With the first diagnosisH Pearl worried for her children and turned
towards religious beliefs. She believed she could bargain and she amade a deal with &od` to
live long enough to ashepherd` her young adult child through life a alittle longer.` Pearl
survived longer and her child has grown. With the are\diagnosis of Stage IV cancerH` when
Pearl consulted a rabbi about her adealH` she was told that a&od doesn^t make deals. *hings
happenH but he doesn^t make deals. +ou don^t get to boss him around and say when you get to
die. So I wasn^t angry. I was profoundly sad.` a*his time it was as ifH ahaH I already knew this
was comingH yet I had never really verbaliled that beforeH that I was expecting a re\occurrence
or wanting a re\occurrence.` aIt wasn^t as anger\producing.` *his time ait was more like I was
paying a bill.` aI felt as if I had really lived a pretty good life and I cust wasn^t all that freaked
about it.` aBut I was on a mission to die.`
*he mission to die included Pearl wondering about awhat do you wear] who does the
eulogy] what kind of flowers] music.` Pearl was asearching` and amust have read kQ books on
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death and dying. I wanted the checklist. I wanted the to\do list and it doesn^t really exist.`
With her own list Pearl abought an iPod to organile my memorial music. I tried to put it in a
PowerPoint. I was using my typical educator skills.` aI was cust on a mission.` aI was kind of
angry when people would sayH butH you knowH you might not die. I was likeH wellH of course I
willH on timeH on schedule. I am never tardy. *hat was the beginning of it.`
After a whileH after witnessing others live longer and more actively with Stage IV
cancerH Pearl thought maybe her aparadigm was wrong.` aMaybe you do get to live with this
process longer. *hen I started thinking about living with this terminal diagnosis and managing
it like a chronic disease. I started pulling in other resources of wellness skills\ yogaH meditationH
exerciseH and changing dietH but not inconsistent with how I had already lived.` Pearl^s
management includes a amedical scenario` in which aevery jQ days I progress` cust as she gets
her ahopes` anot upH but out of the doldrums.` Pearl in the doldrums experiences emotional
stressH physical fatigueH insomniaH times of nausea and vomitingH diarrheaH weight gainH and the
painful hand and foot syndrome where her extremities aget redH blisterH crackH vandw the nails
turn black and fall off.` *hese are the cumulative aincremental side effects` from both the
cancer disease and the course of treatments. Out of the doldrums for Pearl is the arealilation`
that it wasn^t until she felt goodH had her energy back and could say to herself aI can do thisH`
that she recogniled acust how bad I had felt before.` Out of the doldrums also meant that her
tumor markers were dropping. *hen her meds stopped working aand in a very short period of
time my tumor progressed again and we had to switch medications.` a*hen it vthe scenariow
happens again.` aIrrespective of what we throw at itH no matter how noxious the treatmentH
how hard the side effectH the tumor seems to have its own timetable and it is progressing.`
*here in the timetable lies an aspect of the conundrumH the not knowing cust how slow or fast
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is the cancer progression. Pearl^s experience of living and dying is epitomiled in her
ametaphor for cancer` that she had when participating in a triathlon2 a+ou don^t know how
far you have to go. +ou don^t know how far along on the process you are. +ou don^t know if
you are going as fast as everybody else or slower. +ou don^t have any idea.` Along the routeH
Pearl experiences profound fatigue and tries to anot let the adrenalin burn out.`
In the beginning Pearl believed that death would be more rapid. aNowH I have had the
experience of seeing the progression of my cancer being somewhat slow in comparison` to
others diagnosed with terminal cancer. +et Pearl lives in this conundrum thatH ayou knowH all
this doubling could happen really rapidly and I could be kind of unaware of it for jQ days and
then all of a sudden be really sickH or have a side effect come up t an infection or a renal
shutdown or something.` Pearl is afraid that she might aget duped again by my body.` Duped
is athat body betrayal where it builds cancer and it doesn^t tell youH because I don^t really have
much symptom from my cancer.` aIt seems slow to my doctorsH but when it is growing inside
your body it doesn^t seem slow.` *his sense of betrayal for Pearl extends to doctors and cancer
technology. a*he medical scenarios we have created for me have not worked.` a&etting into
the habit of expecting it to not work` gives Pearl the afeeling that all of it is in limbo.` aI think
I come to that a little bit even counter to what my physician saysH because my experience with
cancer with physicians is that they are always a day late and a dollar short to me.` *he first
time Pearl was diagnosed her doctors told her that she awas cust behaving hysterically and I
had nothingH and meanwhile I had a Stage III C cancer which they told me was a stage two.`
As a result Pearl feels she has been aeither lied to or under\frightened by doctors` abecause
I^ve been told I have been doing fine when I have been doing really bad in the past.` Pearl^s
current oncologist ais really an optimist and always says all these wonderful things but he also
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saidH in DecemberH that I was fine. In February I was Stage IV.` Pearl does not hold this
physician responsible because she had no symptoms. While at the same time she thinks athe
technology in oncology is not sophisticated enough for early enough detection of any progress
until you have pain. -ntil you have a lump or a bumpH until you have overt bleeding or really
overt obcective clinical symptomsH they don^t follow up.` aSo the fact that he tells me I^m
doing fine doesn^t give me the reassurance` it gives others.
Pearl is not as ahopeful for a cure` and feels different than others in her situation who
aseem to still believe in some cure for themselves.` aI do not believe in an opportunity for a
cure based on the facts.` Pearl believes that others with Stage IV cancer are at adifferent places
with their acceptance of what is to comeH their management of time in betweenH` and in
greater adenial` than is she about dying. aI think I get that part of it more than others.` Pearl
doesn^t see cancer as a gift and aI have never saw it as an opportunity to improve my priorities
or straighten my life outH because I always felt like my life was in a pretty good place and
working toward some pretty decent goals.` A friend gave Pearl one of her favorite acralyH
sexyH cancer tips2` acancer is not a giftH because if it was who would I put a bow on and give it
to. Nobody I cared for.`
Pearl also finds it achallenging` to be with people who are not survivors abecause they
all want you to get better.` a*hey all want to believe that cancer is curable because they see on
television that we are racing for a cure.` It is even more difficult for others to grasp the nature
of the illness` now that she has her hair back and looks fit. aI^ve spent a lifetime exercisingH
eating wellH taking care of my bodyH so I have the benefit residual of having a really terrifically
fitH healthy bodyH other than the fact that it is full of cancer.` aPeople say you look terrific.`
Part of the conundrum is in Pearl^s not knowing awhether I am glad I look terrific or whether
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I wished I looked non\terrific so that people would give me more empathy and pity.` aWhat
do you do with thatp Do you want to stop and explainp` For Pearl the explanation would also
include that she believes that awe have fouled our nest irreparably and the cancer is the
canary.` Pearl wishes she had the astrength and the mental fortitude` to clear up athe myths
and misconceptions that perpetuate` but asome days there is cust not time or energy to
straighten the world out.` Pearl looks towards athe metaphysical level` believing that athere
must be some good coming out this experience for me` and for others who are in this
experience. She searches for the rationale to awhy am I going through this experience in
particular.` She ponders if it is to use her aresources and skills` ato be the role modelH the
articulate one` or if she ashould do this on a more privateH person level` and avacillates
between the two.` Some days she is amore willing to be public` while on other days she is cust
awanting to sit on my pity\pot.` Pearl considers the aglobal piece that I feel compelled to
dabble in` and then thinks about athe micro piece which says what am I going to do today.`
On many days Pearl doesn^t aeven get out of my cammies. I get up and I stay up in my
pacamas half the day and then it is time to go to bed again and I don^t even change them. *hat
is a whole new concept.` aI don^t sayH wellH you should get up when you don^t feel well and do
things.` aBut on the other sideH` Pearl is in a Juandary because ait still feels a lot like inertia to
me cust because I don^t get up and put on the stockings and heels every day like I did before.`
aIt feels like I am laly or slacking.` aIt feels like I am not doing anything.` She is aused to
being very task oriented.` aI used to have very clear goalsH either professionally or personally
and those things are gone.` Pearl believes that most people ahave this general sense of an out\
there timeframe that you are moving towards2` aI am going to go hereH I am going to
accomplish this. When I retire I^ll do that.` For PearlH ain my world that is all gone. *here is no
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planning for the future.` *here is no agoal setting.` As a resultH aI feel like I am not
accomplishing things` abecause I am not working toward a goal.` aBecause I am not moving
toward a goalH I feel inert.`
Pearl recogniles that awhile cancer doesn^t define meH I let it restrain me.` aPart of my
worry with this diagnosis is that I will do well long termH` alive long and have done nothing
and been prepared to die for so long that I allow that to be the rest of my life.` Pearl is afraid
that she will alook back` and abe really resentful that I didn^t do some things` that she had
wanted to do. a*here are things that I am not doing because I think I am dying.` a*hen I feel
like I have this timeH this gift of time and I am wasting it because I am not doing the things that
I would want to get done.` &etting things done refers to accomplishment for Pearl. In the past
accomplishing meant agrowing her businessH` agetting recognition and economic
reimbursement for her work.` So Pearl Juestions herself on those days that aare cust regular go
to the storeH cook dinnerH feed the dogH` days consisting of athe simple pleasures of the things
I like to doH` if she is wasting time. aLike how do my days pass.` aIt is really weirdH it is cust
weird.` Pearl in reflecting on the phrase amake each day count` asks ahow do you count` the
days and ahow do you make it veach dayw count.`
Adding to the pullle are those timesH Pearl may feel good enough to aplan for a
marathonH` for asewingH` or for entertaining guests at her house. But then Pearl feels
aapologetic` in those times of activity for athat extra cognitive burden that you bring to
everyplace you go` because she experiences everyone treating her differently because of the
cancer. *hose times are often compounded by feeling aguilty.` Pearl feels that she is ataking
up other people^s timeH psychic energy.` As a resultH Pearl feels athis compulsion to minimile
what I am doingH because I don^t want people to feel likeH wellH she is asking for all this slack
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because she is dying and then she is out living this large life.`
Pearl feels guilty because she is not working at her many business ventures. +et she
could not continue to work because she could not predict how she would fare physically. In
one of her business venturesH Pearl could not foresee if she would be able to asleep the night
beforeH` or if she would awake up with a bad case of diarrhea.` And she found herself
forgetting too many of the fundamental tasks that helped her perform well. Pearl did not think
she could aobligate` herself to something she could not fulfill. Being adepended on` awas
something that I was famous for.` aIt is that sense of irresponsibility or undependability that
makes me say no to the work.` In another business she ownsH Pearl feels guilty because she is
not working and still receives some funds. She stepped away because she found herself losing
empathy and aresenting` the anon cancer` clients who talked about their ahyper\neurotic`
troubles. Pearl had difficulty abeing nice` to her staff and would get aangry` when they did not
meet aclearly delineated procedures` not because she views it as amy wanting to control how
everything is done. I cust want everything done right.` Pearl stepped away from work abecause
I was going to destroy other people.` 3er afilters were thin` and anger was expressed
outwardly. Pearls^ anger arises from not being able to preside over her disease. Pearl is used to
ahaving things that I can learnH and then once I learn themH I can do them and I can excel at
them and then I can teach others.` It is the agetting it right piece.` But with cancerH athere is
no protocol.` aCancer is something that you can^t control. +ou don^t get to say no. I don^t get
to say no to treatments. I don^t get to say no to doctors^ appointments. I don^t get to say no to
anything anymore.` aCancer is my life. Every day I take medicines that are related to cancer.`
Pearl has few non cancer interludes and finds that almost everything she engages in is cancer
related. She thinks about activities where cancer isn^t the focus and surmises that aI don^t have
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enough of that.`
In her cancer worldH Pearl also feels guilt emerge aaround the notion of being selfish.`
She is trying to distinguish between taking care of her needs and caring for the needs of others.
Pearl aintellectually` aunderstands that I need to take care of myself` and believes that aI am
probably living longer because of self care.` +et Pearl believes that conserving her resources
aenergetically and emotionallyH physically for my own self` ais aselfish` and reJuires aputting
up boundaries which I was never very good at.` aIt^s difficult stuff` to do what she wants to
do and put amy needs before somebody else^s.` aPeople are always sayingH wellH do whatever
you want.` aWellH that is all fine and good if you die fairly Juickly and you don^t burn all your
bridges. But if you keep doing everything you wantH irrespective of what others wantH then
fairly soonH that won^t be how I would want to be.` Pearl values an aact of selflessness` over
being selfish. aNot that I am a big Mother *eresa but I think I^ve generally chosen others and
then found my own happiness in that.` In living longer than expected with terminal cancer
ayou have decisions to make all day long that make you choose between yourself and others`
and that^s aa really hard one.`
In the conundrum of dying while having to continue to live past the time expectedH
Pearl says she does not have any fear of death itself. *hough she does have aan interest and
curiosity` about awhat happens to my energy or not.` For herH that is the part awhere it gets
better for me at the end because I have a spiritual faith and a universal sense of energy.` Most
recentlyH Pearl has begun a daily yoga practice. Pearl^s new practice that incorporates aDharma
discussions` creates a way for her to connect to her spirituality on a different plane. In
studying the ayoga sutras and the yamasH` Pearl resonates with a changed understanding of the
afive reasons we suffer\ attachment and aversion and impermanence and those kinds of
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things.` *hrough this daily yoga practice Pearl has opened herself to moments of aflow`
that provide her with a sense of connection with a universal energy and sense of harmony in
time. *hese moments add to Pearl^s beliefs about death. Pearl believes athat the essence of a
person or the essence of your soulH whatever language you want to put to itH is neither created
or destroyed.` In death thenH awhatever will beH will be.` aI don^t have any idea what it is` and
she is anot concerned about that at all.`
Pearl is concerned about friends and family. aIn the beginningH the first few days` aI
think the hardest part` was atelling people you love.` NowH athe hardest part is to watch the
impact my cancer is having on the people who care about me` and aI would rather protect
them from that.` In protecting her loved onesH Pearl filters what she tells her family. a*here is
no need for them to know test result to test resultdunless they ask.` a*oward the very endH
there will be enough in\your\face shit for my family.` aSo during the interim it doesn^t have to
be rubbed in their nose every day.` Pearl expresses particular worry for her husband. aI am
concerned about the impact on my husband and his ability to grieve and be happy afterwards.`
aWe have a good marriage and good friendship and I am concerned that he will be so
profoundly sad. dSo I cust want to make sure that there are people checking in on him.` With
her adult childrenH she feels avery sad that I complicated their lives.` Pearl worries about how
her grandchildren will handle the information about the process of her dying and death. Pearl
doesn^t awant to control things from the graveH but I would like to make things easier for my
family afterwards.` aI really want to somehow do this in a way that is enlightening` for them
aso that it feels like a natural processH that this is part of what happens in life and this is okay.`
She is aconcerned about the examples and the lessons` she can impart to them about death.
She especially wants athe process to be somewhat healing` for one of her adult children.
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Pearl knows that acancer is not a clean death` and she would prefer anot to elongate
it.` In order to make the end easier for herself and familyH Pearl has delegated tasks to certain
friends. aI have friends who have sort of been given assignments. When I die this is what I
need for you to do. When I take to my bedH I need you to do this. I need you to manage this. I
have had some of those really nice and hard conversations with my friendsH early on.` Pearl
has many friends and the abest part of this experience` is that athere have been great people
along the way that I may not have encountered in the same way. *here has been an incredible
outpouring of friendship from people who are my friends.` aAnd now they verbalile what I
mean to them. So it is really nice to get to sort of be present at your eulogies on a day\to\day
basis when people share nice things with you.` It is all part of aliving with knowing about your
dying.`

An analysis of the horilontal statements in Pearl^s interview revealed the following central
themes2
" Death
" *he conundrum of time
" 3ow to live while dying
" Role of CAM
" 3ow to prepare for dying while living
" PhysicalH emotionalH and cultural impact of terminal cancer
" Former self\identity and relationship to work
" BeliefsH valuesH and strategies
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" Relationship with others
" Spirituality
" Meaning
" Changes over time

Pearl’s Expressive Representation (1): The Fall of Freddy the Leaf 9uilt
Pearl chose to create a Juilt to represent her experience of the phenomenon Msee
Figure 2N. She described the process and the significance of the expression and representation2

I don^t consider myself creative artisticallyH but I am an avid Juilter. I look at Juilting
more like mathH geometry and science. I look at color as percentage of saturationH
deep saturationH light tones. *o me that is a function of some sort of physicsH light
saturation. *he actual cutting is math. 3ow many little triangles do you get out of a
yard and how do you put them back together to make a two\yard Juilt. dAs I was
working on it vthis Juiltw and picking the colors and picking the layoutH I was
reminded of this Leo Bascaglia storyH The Fall of Freddy the Leaf, which is a story of life
and renew and death through the eyes of a leaf. dAs I started doing the layout for
this JuiltH the finalH where each sJuare was going to godI ended up putting the
darkest leaves sort of in the centerH sort of representing the end stage of Freddy^s lifeH
when he actually turned very dark and brittle and fell from the tree. *here are some
where there is different stages of color. d*he Juilt became very symbolic to me in
that this deathH or this letting go of the limb became the central piece and then all the
different phases of it are somewhat scattered around the Juilt. *hat was sort of the
thinking. I did a label for it t*he Fall of Freddy the Leaf. dAll of my relatives that
came from Russia were tailors and seamstresses. I had forgotten the tradition of
sewing and how far back it went in our family. Maybe I come to this tactile thing
with fabric and texture and textiles from some old country courneyH to touch the
fabricH and piece the things together. dI keep the Juilt out in the living room and the
book adcacent to itH so if somebody was sitting downH having a cup of teaH a guest or
whateverH part of my thinking was that at some point down the roadH when I am not
here anymoreH somebody is going to catch on to that and goH ohH she was pretty
funny. She has the book thereH then she made the Juilt and she named it the sameH
ohH I get it. dv*hey will get thatw I was trying to tell them stuff about itH and that it is
okayH that it is comforting. +ou can snuggle up with it. d*hey will cust be sitting
there one day and goH ohH mom was trying to tell us somethingH or this is why she did
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these Juilts. *hey had meaning to her. dPart of the concept here was my constant
desire to communicate with my family or my friends in a way that is not only verbalH
but symbolic. As much as I am a big talkerH there is a lot of symbolism in many
things I doH and so this is really very symbolic of teachingH trying to let my family
learn that everything can be okayH and that book certainly t in the book everything
ends okay.

Figure 2. Pearl Expressive Representation M1N
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Pearl’s Expressive Representation (2): Tattoo
Pearl also wanted to share her recently completed tattoo as a second expressive
representation of her experience of living past the expiration date and still living with Stage IV
cancer Msee Figure 3N. Pearl described the planning and expression of her tattoo2
I thought about all my obcections to tattoos. One is it is going to be on you forever.
WellH forever isn^t so long anymore. d*hen I thought where on my body. I had
several months to plan this out\where and how big. I started collecting some stuff on
the web and I found these beautiful yoga people in this tree pose and mountain pose.
*hen I found these great musical notes and treble clefsdthat reminded me of dthe
music in our family. *he yoga people sort of represented my friendsH even my friends
who don^t do yogaH but that whole supportiveness of friends. dvthere is thew
symbold the African symbol of resiliency and fortitude. One who wards the symbol
has overcome much dit is in the centerH and around it are the peopleH woven into
this filigree t you can^t really see them unless you look for them t and underneath is
the musical notes and the whole flow of it is symbolic of the treble clefH even though
there is not really a treble clef there. *o me it saysH based on the love and support of
my family and my friendsH I have been able to have this amaling fortitude and
resilience.

Figure 3. Pearl Expressive Representation M2N
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Brynne’s Individual Textural Description: It’s a journey
Brynne^s experience of living past her expiration date and still living with Stage
IV cancer is of a acourney.` *he courney described as acomplexH` is often experienced as being
on a aroller coasterH` and aall over the mapH` but a areally full experience.` Along the wayH
Brynne has learned to think that anobody^s life is cust this beautiful plane of sunshine. We each
have our challengesH and this is mine.` And through this courneyH she has alearned more in
these five years about myself in real depthH about my core spiritualityH what I really believeH
than in the first kQ years of my life. I now truly experience my connections to the universe.`
*he map of this cancer courney ais not cust a straight pathH it winds and turnsH` and sometimes
circles back around. Within the landscapeH there are amagical placesH really hard things and
growth timesH` where hope is interwoven at every twist and coy supersedes to provide her with
a more enhanced Juality of life. a*he coyousH the really goodH wonderful times outweigh the
really terrible times.`
Brynne^s cancer courney is infused!with coy and hope. aIt is coy at every moment.
It is coy at living longer than I thought I would. It is coy at living longer than I thought I would
and still having my cancer be about the same.` Brynne has not had lesions outside her liver. aIt
is cust the same ones vtumorsw that get bigger or get smaller or become inactive. So it gives me
the feelings of hope.` Brynne feels hopeful that there are still other treatment choices for her
and that she seems to respond to everything for awhile. Brynne^s hope centers on whether she
will be aalive long enough to be a part of whatever new things they discoverH on the Western
medicine frontH that change the nature of the disease.` aShe knows there are persons living
who have had ano evidence of disease for 2Q years or moreH who had a very similar disease as
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mine.` Brynne hopes that if one person can outlive their prognosis for that length of timeH
perhapsH she could too. Brynne believes that is possible because aour body/mind can heal
itself.` aWhether that will happen for me or notH I don^t knowH but I believe it can happen.`
Brynne hopes to die from something other than cancer. She doesn^t see herself as a aPollyanna
person` who denies the terminality of her disease. aClearly I accept that. But I also refuse to
give up hope.` a3ope has always been with me` aOver the these many years it has been hard
for me to get really depressed that I have Stage IV cancer` for aI think that every day is
beautiful and every day is so meaningful.` a*here is so much magic and so much coy in this
world in which we live.` *hough there are times that reJuire her to work psychologically
harder to remain optimistic and positiveH especially when she considers awhat the treatments
are doing to me.` Reminding herself that ait^s only been six years since my metastases
diagnosisH 1i years since my original breast cancerH which apparently wasn^t enough to get my
attention thenH so it makes me have to work harder to stay in the place that I amH where I
believe.`
*he roller coaster on which Brynne finds herself living from day to day on a variety
of emotional and physical planes depends upon which situation in an intricateH multifaceted
male of treatmentsH side effectsH and/or tumor sile she is confronting. It also depends upon
ahow good I feel about where I am goingH and the focus and depth of meditation I am doing
to help myself.` On the physical planeH the ride depends upon available treatments both
conventional and complementaryH awhat drugs are out there and looking at what new things
are happeningH what are the choicesH what are the side effects.` *here are great days and ahard
days.` a*hese really great days I am having right now might be really different in another
month or two.` *he side effects from treatments are not always so tolerable. *here are days
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when she feels physically areally bad because of the drugs.` *here are nauseaH mouth
blistersH fatigueH intestinal crampingH bowel and neuropathy hurdles. *here is afatigue and hand
neuropathy` that prevents her from finishing procects she enthusiastically began. *here are
weeks of non stop diarrhea where even getting out of bed is difficult. For aa few weeks when I
started this one vdrugwH I got up one morning and I couldn^t walkH my feet were so messed up.`
*hat particular side effect ascared me because walking is one of my coys.` *hose are the times
when emotions and thoughts other than coy come to the foreground.
On the emotional planeH Brynne has learned how to express her emotions and does
so more often. She has learned how to shed more tears and not ato stuff my anger.` When
Brynne^s cancer goes into remission and then in only a few months acomes backH` she gets
areally frustrated.` aSometimes I am feeling frustrated because I think I^ve really dealt with a
lot of issuesH and I shouldn^t have this cancer anymore.` +etH there is agrowth that comes from
doing the work connected with having cancer.` aI know the work that I^m doing is helping me
grow more beautifullyH but I don^t get to experience it fully until the brief times I am off the
drugs.` Every time Brynne stops the chemo for awhile and coalesces what she has learnedH she
begins afeeling really good` and aliving on a wholeH more wonderful transformational level.`
a*hen I get two or three months of cust feeling wonderful and alive.` Intermingled with lossesH
she grasps the magic and gifts cancer metastases has brought her.
Brynne doesn^t think of cancer as a agift` to give to someoneH yet she appreciates
how cancer has bestowed her with opportunities to gain new insights and to find days of coy
and awe. One such gift was in having to receive adisability benefits` because she couldn^t do
her cob anymore. aOn the one hand it was really devastating.` aI had 1k years of my life of my
heart invested in it vthe cobwH but it was reallyH really bad for me` with long hours and high
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stress. aSo for meH not working was hard to get to and hard financiallyH tooH but the gift of
waking up every day and knowing that this is my day and I decide what is in itH there is magic
in thatH because it helps me make decisions from the heart.` a*he fact that I can go for a walk
anytime I want. *hat I can turn on music and twirl around the room if I want to. *hat I can sit
and be Juiet and meditate any hour. I don^t have to try to cram it in before or after work. I
can see friends and there is a gift in that.` It is the gift of having more time to figure things outH
ato make peaceH to do things that are coyous and loving.`
Another gift for Brynne is having agreat insurance coverage` for aanother six years.`
3er insurance covers the costs of Western and complementary care that most other people^s
insurance does not. If she is not ahealed in six yearsH` Brynne has a plan. She is trying to sell
her house so that she can ahave a little pot of money` to investigate the acutting edge things
with vaccines and mistletoe` that are being studied in other parts of the country. Brynne
reflects on thisH understanding that Western medicine ais about how long you are going to live
and not about can we cure youH` and believes that she needs to ato fullyH fully explore
complementary medicineH because that seems to be where more of the long remissions or
curesH in JuotesH are happening.` Brynne finds support for this belief in feeling that her
experience is aless traumatic` because she is aso fortunate to have a pretty indolent set of
tumors instead of more aggressive ones. ButH I don^t know how much of that is because of the
complimentary things I am doing. *hey may not be taking the cancer awayH but they are
helping with making them grow more slowly and me feel better in the process.`
Brynne speaks of the gift of relationships of having a awonderful healing circle of
practitioners that keep me wellH keep me feeling wellH keep my spirits in a good placeH who cust
support me.` Although she has lost members of her family and some friends to cancerH atoo
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many recentlyH` she delights in the gift of having aa wonderful family and wonderful
friends.` Maintaining those friendships at the times when she is most impacted by treatment
reJuires Brynne to awork really hard not to become reclusive.` She encourages herself to get
out to socialileH ainteract with peopleH` atravelH` or be ain the garden.` Brynne is most
appreciative of having found her asoul mateH` aa wonderful partner who is the biggest gift to
me in the world.` It^s ahaving unconditional love in my life and being able to give
unconditional love that is so remarkable.` 3oweverH there are hard aspects that accompany life
together with cancer and the couple alongs to be more carefree.`
a*he ease of life is differentH cust the total abandonmentH being able to do whatever
you want anytime.` Most of aour time together has been with me having a pretty serious
disease.` *here is always this alife threatening disease hanging over us and the treatments that
are involved and thinking about dying.` *here is no certainty that aif we plan to do something
on a weekend we can do it. We have to wait and see how I am going to feel.` aIt is hard. Right
now my energy is very goodH but for many of these years I haven^t been able to participate in
the houseworkH in routine errands.` Brynne also amourns the loss of my sexualityH` due to her
decreased asex drive` and because athe tissues are so thin and dry.` aIt is those kinds of
thingsH where you look at losing chunks of the life or of your body that you lovedH that is
hard.` Brynne has struggled with the physical aspects of what she can and cannot do and is
frightened by losing physical capacity. a*hat has been hard on us. 3aving this disease involves
making sure that your relationship doesn^t become one of patient and caregiver.` Brynne and
her partner work at keeping their arelationship as balanced and eJual as possible.` *he couple
finds that acancer counselors are really good` for assisting them to deal with issues that arise
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and for facilitating open and honest communication especiallyH on the really hard days. aI
have this gift of not ever being afraid of telling` her partner how she feels.
Living longer with terminal cancer has given Brynne time to explore her spirituality.
Previously she knew that aI had no use for organiled religion and I knewH I believed that there
was something more. I started meditating the minute I was diagnosed.` Meditation allows
Brynne to be astill.` AndH athe more time I can spend being stillH the more I can experience
things that are out of our realm of experience. *he universe opens up to us when we are still
and listen.` Brynne has come to believe in a universalH transcendent benign loving energy. *he
longer Brynne practices meditationH the greater is her sense of that energyH the apeace and a
sense of connectedness to the universe` which feels areally magical.`
In that frame of mindH it^s easier for Brynne to ahave the sense that I have lots of
years left.` +etH along the courney the coaster rolls in another direction where aI have a more
narrow sense` of either how long there is left to live or if I want to live under certain
conditions. It^s an ongoing assessment of her Juality of lifeH aas you have this disease longerH
vyouw redefine what is acceptable.` She acknowledges that the details will probably changeH
athings that I think are essential to Juality of life right now may not be essential in a year.` *he
essentials for Brynne this day are aloveH coyH tasting things and vhavingw really good visual
access` to see things such as abeautiful flowers.` Brynne understands that a time may come
when she will gauge her Juality of life as too deficient. *hen she will have to confront making
the decision whether to continue with all her anti\cancerH immune building endeavors or not.
Brynne acknowledges that awe are all terminal] we are all going to die.` She is afraid anot of
dying` but ascared of the treatmentsH of what^s nextH` and what she must endure to stay alive.
*he cycle of chemo working and then not working builds and apretty soon either your body
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can^t handle the chemo anymore because it is depleted or you cust don^t want to do it
anymore or there aren^t anymore treatment options available.` When athat path cust sort of
rears its headH^ aI get scaredH` and she thinks about stopping treatments. Brynne wants ato
encoy vthew last days or months at home.` She has agone through those kinds of times` when
cancer adrug protocols were hard` feeling that athis is cust too much` that aeverything was too
hard.` *hose are the times in which Brynne started to think aI don^t want to live like this.` aIt
doesn^t feel like a good Juality of life.` aIts not that I am sicker. It^s cust that I don^t feel any
coy.` aI get tired of the struggleH the worry about things and working on things.` aI cryH I don^t
want to do it anymore.` At those momentsH Brynne wondersH aqIs this itp Do I really have to
make this decisionp I know I am capable of making a decision of this is it, this is the time. I want
to let go now.` *hen the hard thingsH the hard times pass and athings workH you feel better.` 3er
view changes. aAs sad as I feel sometimes and as frustrated as I get or as tired of it allH` aI still
have such good times that it is not a Juestion for me right now of letting go.` aRight now I am
starting a new drug that is making me feel good and it is working so I am very optimistic.`
aWhen and if it stops working I^ll get a little frightened again and get a little worried.` *his is
the courney that winds and twists around. And for right nowH ait feels good to remember that
life is coyous.` *he amagic in cust loving everythingH` connecting with the universe is what is
ameaningful to me.`
At this renewed cuncture with an aaverage of h to k hours each dayH some days moreH
some days less^^ focused on conventional and/or complimentary cancer careH ait^s life on bad
drugs butH it^s not as bad as I thought it would be.` CertainlyH aI think there are things worse
than cancerdother diseasesdthat really interfere with your Juality of life.` Brynne^s
experience is not as bad as what she previously witnessed with other family members who died
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from cancer.!3er goal becomes to aoutlive` her mother of Rk yearsH survive a longer time
than did her father who died of cancer at age e2 and to pass on to others that apeople live who
have metastatic breast cancer.` Brynne wants others to know that from her experience that
ayou can have a really good life with Stage IV cancer for however long you live.` a+ou don^t
have to be cancer free necessarily. *here is a place where you have stable disease where you
feel really good. *here is Juality of life.`! ! !
Pertinent to Juality of life for Brynne is recogniling that achoosing is part of the
courney.` We haven^t chosen these diseases but it is what we have.` Choosing therefore is to
atake control` by being aactively involved in your treatment planH with as wide of circle of
people you can get.` aI believe I have some control. It is perhaps an illusion of control. But I
have some responsibilityH some ability to participate in my treatment and my health.` Choosing
may be about tending to the emotional plane and making a decision that will not cause her to
alose hair` again. Losing hair for Brynne is adepressing because it was something about me
that I always liked. d I know I will never have all those curls back.` It was how she defined
herself and crucial to her self\image. a+ou^re going through this treatment that makes you feel
really badH that makes you look really drawn and sometimes bloated and sometimes cust dull so
it is nice that you can at least walk out and have your hair on your head so that you don^t look
so different so you don^t look so bad.` aI look at it as this is a totally vainH stupid thingH but it
isn^t. It is how I feelH and I have learned to cust validate my feelings. vIfw I can take a drug that
doesn^t make me lose my hairH vifw it is going to work as well as one that doesH then I will chose
that one. If I can take something that is oral that allows me to travelH then I^m choosing that.`
Brynne also chooses self care by atalking to her cancer` and atalking to her liver` in
addition to her meditation practice. Brynne stays avery attentive.` aI can feel my cancer when
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it grows.` aI can feel it push on my colonH feel it push against my lung.` aI can^t feel it now
because it is calming down.` Other crucial choices embrace complementary care with
naturopathsH a chiropractorH mental health therapistsH and other healers who utilile
acupunctureH Chinese 3erbs and supplementsH IV vitamin and mineral therapyH detoxificationH
body awarenessH and emotional release. Brynne experiences complementary care as afun and
enlightening.` aIt has all worked really well together` and these aare things I should be doing
whether I had cancer or not` because ait cust make me feel so good.`
BrynneH in wanting to share her choices and beliefs about living longer with Stage IV
cancer with other patientsH struggles some though remains respectful. aI think doing the work
on helping with this anger and doing chemotherapy and doing supplemental therapy is
certainly improving my Juality of life. I think it has increased the length of my lifeH because I
am not dealing with new cancers and more things.` SoH aI want to make choices for them
vother patients with cancer metastasesw that aren^t mine to make.` aI^ve done a lot of work
with cust letting people make their choicesH cust like I want to make mine.` Brynne will only go
so far now as to give out references and talk of resources so that apeople have information or
an opportunity to do something on their own` if they desire.
Staying alive with Juality of life necessitates that aI am absolutely active in the
decision of my care` which endows Byrnne with a strong sense of aempowerment.` It is
important to her to have her oncologists^ advice so that she and her partner can then make
final decisions. a*his is my bodyH my cancerH my life.` aI don^t know the things that they know
but I am learning as much as they know as fast as I cand so I make sure they talk to me then
I make the decisions.` AndH aI^ve been really lucky that none of them vthree oncologistsw want
to be the main person.` Brynne was careful in her selection of oncologists and chose ones
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awho listen and know how to hug` In turnH Brynne has secured the arespect` of her
oncologists. a*hey have learned that I really know my body and have come to respect my
opinions regarding treatment. *ogetherH we are finding that smaller drug doses are better for
me and the cancer.`
Brynne has encountered bountiful growth opportunities with her trek through the
cancer panorama. She identifies what she has learned and the numerous changes. She^s learned
to have a healthier relationship with her body. aI am heavier because of all the drugs than I
ever have been in my lifeH` and instead of awishing` to be back to a previous weightH is able to
athink it is a good bellyH good legsH good feetH good liverH` a*his is how I am.` As a along
timerH` Brynne recogniles that athe liver could grow back healthy tissue` and uses this to
discern awhen to get concerned` and when not to worry about the rise in her tumor marker
numbers. Brynne receives alittle slow down messages from the universe` reminding her to
change detrimental patterns. a*hen when I slow down I feel great.` She is not only more
attentive to her bodyH she is amore present with people` and to the needs of others. aI give a
lotH but from a place of loveH not obligation.` Brynne now does anot get angry with people
muchH` preferring to be akinder.` *ending more attentively to relationshipsH Brynne has
learned to acare much less about what people think.` AccordinglyH Brynne eliminated those
relationships that felt atoxic.` Brynne feels she is learning how to adeal with struggles with
self\esteem or self\concepts in a more open loving and direct` manner. She steadfastly
practices aopening my heart and my mind/body to the universe.` As a resultH aI like how I feel
in my heart and my psyche better now.` aI am much more peaceful. I feel so much more at
peace with myself and my life than I ever have.`
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Brynne believes that aall of life is a courney and within life we have side courneys`
in which ayou learn about yourselfH you growH expandd you make decisions` and these side
courneys aare all life changing.` Living longer than expected with Stage IV cancer for Brynne is
a adifferent courney.` It is a uniJue life changing courney that carries greater significance and
achallenge` for it is also alife threatening.` a+ou have mets vbreast cancer metastasesw in your
liver and think that this was the worst place it could ever end upH like a really macor organ.`
+etH knowing and feeling her mortality and subseJuent vulnerability makes the days feel all that
more aprecious.` aI wake up in the morning cust immediately full of gratitude. *hat to me is
really magical.` aI^ve had so much love and so many great times and so much enlightenment
and made so many wonderful heart friends along the way that I wouldn^t have wanted to miss
a day of it.`

An analysis of the horilontal statements in Brynne^s interview revealed the following central
themes2
"

Life and death

"

Cancer as a courney

"

Physical and emotional impact of living with terminal cancer

"

*he role of CAM

"

3ope

"

Significance of others

"

fuality of life

"

Choice
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"

Body self\image and self\identity

"

Personal growth

"

Spirituality and meaning

Brynne’s Expressive Representation: Dancing Collage
Brynne was unable to complete her expressive representation at the time of this
dissertation due to blistering and neuropathy of her hands. She had chosen to create a collage
and gathered all the materialsH including a 1^ x i^ foot long wooden board on which she intends
to construct the collage horilontally. MSee Figure hN. Brynne describes the elements of her yet
to be completed expressive representation2
I had this clear vision of my life and what it was like to be living with metastatic
cancer so long. It was being on this ledgedsomething that was fairly substantial in
sile. And the ledge was litteredH coveredH filled with all the trappings of my life t the
beautiful and the really challenging and the not\so\prettyH my kittiesH my partner in
love and coy and the ocean and shells and those thingsH and also with IV bottles and
syringes and supplements and toilets. So I cust decided to do this collage and that is
where I ran into so much troubleH because my hands t I cust couldn^t do the scissors.
I got really bad blisters from trying to do it. But here is my lineH qexperience the good
life.^ *his is my favorite bracelet for breast cancer t MothersH DaughtersH Sisters and
Friends. *he futureH of courseH is there. *he courney of your dreams t this isn^t
necessarily the courney of my dreamsH but it is the courney of my dreams nowH
because my dreams are a huge part of my life in a way that they never were. Let me
cust identify a few of these things. It is about if you were a mothH this would be your
flame. Lots of things are bad dreams. *here should be pictures in hereH too. I can^t
remember t flowersH sun thingsH water. dalso shells. I love the beach. I love walking
on the beach. dMy animal totems tthey all come to me in dreams. One sort of
actually a vision t I was really hurting and meditating and these wolves came to me.
One of them is named k\dear which means springtime. dIt is a very power shaman
totemH this green being that floats a little bit above the earth. AnywayH a wolf that
stays with me almost all the time and this owl that came and nullled against me in a
dream once. My otter and my whale that keep my heart open and protected and the
wolves keep me protected and the others keep my heart open. *he turtle at my back
that protects my back but also keeps me grounded and slow. An owlH obviouslyH
shows the way. dI have my drugs dI have syringes and supplements and all of
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these things go in the pile on the ledge. My ankle braceletsH my udder cream for
my handsH the anti\nausea drugsdacupuncture needlesH unkempt bedsH yoga matH
blood test tumor markers t things that become your life that you never even knew
existed before. Interesting foods t papaya and yogurt a lotH booksH slippery spotsH
wigsH hatsH scarves and beads and my altar and wine. *hen those things that are
intangible that I try to pull out of the magaline t things like coyH coyful energyH loveH
compassionH forgivenessH painH discomfortH anxietyH sunshineH moonlight. On this
balcony there is this little tiny space where I could get away from the craliness cust a
little bitda tiny foyer occasionally for stillness. I figure it is so clearly there.
dOutside of the edge on the balconyH off of the ledge or whatever it isH there is a
drop but you can^t Juite see where it goesH but you can see around. *here is a sense
of lushnessH of green and trees and thingsH but farther away and unknownH but
beautiful. I have wires and colorful things to do for my hair and stickersdbutterfliesH
candles and some really cool wires and things. *hen this was going to be me. *hat is
what the tools are forH the wire figure. I would be right here on the edgedvI wouldw
sculpt something that is sort of freeform of me dancing on this edge right here.
don the edge of this. I think I have been on that edgeH dancing on that edge for the
full six yearsH after the initial shock of what was happening. dvRecentlyw it became so
clear to me that the next step wasn^t dancing on this edgeH because I had always
associated the leapH the fallH with death. As long as I could stay dancing on the edgeH I
was alive. But that is not what^s going on. d I think there is another really big step
for me. I^m almost there. I am almost there. dI would be twirling stillH but my feet
would be cust a little off the groundt like poised in the position that is ready to fly or
ready to leap. I may fly. I may drift softly to a beautiful place that I don^t even know
about it. I may crash and burn. And that it is all okay. d I wasn^t able to finish this.
It has cust been really difficult. I would like to still do itd it vcreating the collagew
helps me see who I am and how I feel on a different level.
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Figure h. Brynne Expressive Representation

Simone’s Individual Textural Description: Lucky or unlucky
For SimoneH the experience of living past expected time and still living with Stage IV
cancer has been both aunlucky` and alucky` with maybe aten percent` of surviving due to her
tenacious awill to live.` Simone feels that her aoutcome has been luckier than probably more
than jjm of women that have this.` aIf I look at the metastatic peopleH I am super\lucky.`
3oweverH her original breast cancer diagnosisH eleven years agoH had aa low probability of
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recurringH` and athen it came back.` When the cancer returnedH several years laterH it had
spread to her bonesH liverH and lungs. a*hen I had to go through all that hell. *hat was very
unlucky.` Part of that hell encompasses Simone^s cancer treatment history which necessitated
surgeryH extensive and radical radiationH a feeding tubeH hormonal therapyH and prolonged
periods of chemotherapy drugs. A few years backH because of radiation side effects she
acouldn^t eat` and athrew up everything` which contributed to huge aweight loss.` *his
combined with the inability of her body to ahandle all this toxicity` of cancer treatmentH
caused Simone to fall into a coma in which she aalmost died.` Over the past yearsH Simone has
had to deal with many adverse and debilitating physical effectsH and the emotional residue of
living a long time with a life threatening disease. *he avery good news` of living past
expectations is that aI didH which many other people don^t get to]` amost people don^t live
with metastatic disease long.` 3oweverH the good news is peppered with bad news. *he abad
news is that you liveH for however longH let^s say for a really long timed with this thingH`
aknowing that everyone has this vcancerw come backH` aknowing that I am supposed to dieH`
acust looming over you.` aI feel scared.` It is living longer with trying to manage that fearH
experiencing asadness and anger about all these things that happened to meH` and aconstantly`
feeling amisunderstood.` Simone is trying ato fix all this vemotionalw stuff because why would
I want to claw my way into a long life cust to feel bitter and alienated and lonely and angry.` In
reflecting on living longerH Simone laughs wryly when sayingH aAnd you get to feel these things
for a really long time.` aObviouslyH I still think it is worth itH but it is a mixed bag.`
Living longerH no matter the sacrificeH has great significance for Simone. Physically
surviving advanced cancer treatment has not been easyH aeverything I get is the worst case they
have ever seen.` aI had the worst case of radiation esophagitis they had ever seen. I had the
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worst neuropathy.` While taking one chemo drug aI had bleeding splits all over my hands
and feet.` aIt was cust so painful.` “A lot of times at my house I would cust crawl around.`
Because of neuropathyH Simone at one time was afalling all the time` and acouldn^t do
anything with her hands.` She continues to be challenged with maintaining overall muscle
strengthH has residual disabilityH neuropathyH in her hands and feetH utililes a walking caneH and
had to relinJuish artistic talent that relied on her hands. Simone endures and has to navigate
fatigue. For Simone alife is totally changed` and she is anot like I used to be.` aI never used to
get tired. I get tired if I do too muchdlike walk around too much. I am exhausteddlike some
old lady. *hat is cust alien to me.` And throughout all of this experience Simone adamantly
declares that athere was never any point where I thought this cust isn^t worth it.` a*here wasn^t
a single moment.` aI wouldn^t have done anything any differently.`
*here isn^t a treatment that Simone would forego or a aside effect that would stop
meH unless it was making me die.` aIf a drug is working I^ll keep taking it. I only have so manyH
and since I intend to live a reallyH really long timeH I don^t want to waste anything.` Simone has
reJuested from her oncologist and has received additional and more aggressive chemotherapy
treatments beyond that which was considered protocol or recommended. Simone asserts that
her physical Juality of life is not worth as much as the preciousness of staying alive. aAll I care
about is that I want to be alive.` aIf I am not aliveH how am I going to live my lifep 3ow am I
going to do all these things that I like to do if I am deadp` Others have said that aSimone will
cust not give upH` and may ahave the strongest will to live of anybody they know.` Simone
admits she has bargained to stay alive. If Simone could abargain with somebody who is
actually running this show that I could give up x and then be cured` she would be willing to
suffer abigH bigH bigH loss.` In order to reach old ageH ait would be hardH but I definitely would
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be willing to be a paraplegic.` aI wouldn^t even think about it.` She contemplates even
becoming aJuadriplegic` in trade for more years. a&odH that sounds really badH but I still think
I would rather be alive.`
When others do not understand her tenacityH attributing her feelings toH perhapsH
ahaving cust finished treatment` with two years of chemotherapyH Simone describes herself as
a aseething cauldron of anger.` She becomes especially angry with medical professionals when
they atreat` her aas a dying person.` She reflects back on those times when non\oncologist
doctors assumed all her symptoms were caused by cancer metastasesH rather than understand
that most oftenH her symptoms were reactions to cancer treatment. She experiences many
doctors who act like aidiotsH` without any aidea of what they do to me` with their words. aI
think they must have a book of things to say to scare people.` Remembering specifically the
months of vomiting preceding her comaH Simone^s experience was that doctors adidn^t really
try to figure out what it wasdcust kept saying you must have cancer in your stomach.` When
she awas literally wasting away` from the aeffects of radiationH` aall the gastro docs disagreed
with each other.` Simone was athe one who figured it outH` that athey had radiated that little
valve at the top of my stomach and it caused the vomiting.` aIf they thought I was a non\
dying personH they would have worked hard to find the cause and fix itH but I was cust a
throwaway. *hey were cust palliating me. 3ow dare theyp` aIt makes me so angry. I have come
so far. A lot of it has cust been luck but I feel like they should have respected me and realiled
they were looking at something different.` Simone is unwavering in wanting to be treated as an
individual and not lumped together aas part of this group` where she is cust atreated like any
other Stage IV person` who will die. She demands that ano matter how sick I amH don^t you
dare treat me like I am dying.` aWhen I am dying I will let you know.`
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Right nowH death is not an option for Simone. Contrary to close callsH she believes
that there isn^t any evidence to conclude that she will die from this disease or has been close to
dying. Simone has learned to tell herself that dying from Stage IV cancer adoesn^t happen to
everybody.` She is resolved athat I could be the one that is different.` Simone believes in
apossible improbabilities` in that she acould be one of those people` who responds well to
treatment and may possibly be!acured.` aIf it is possibleH then why on earth can^t I do itp` aA
few others have survived long term so why not mep` aFrom the very beginningH I always held
in my mind that even though not very many people surviveH there is a very small number that
do. 3ow do we know that it is not mep 3ow do I know I am not the onep`
Simone has been aworking on my miracle` in which widespread metastases to her
liver and lungs has been in acomplete remission` for the last four years and the cancer in her
bonesH in the last three months as indicated by recent scansH are showing ano evidence of
disease.` She hopes that aI will live to be ik years old. Some women laughed when I
announced my goal was ik because they don^t think that is old. I reminded them that for me it
is 2h years away.` Simone knows that cancer could come back. She knows that acancer could
kill me.`! AndH she loves being told that aI am in denial.` aBecause I know that I am not.`
*houghH aI still need hope.` aPeople hope for different thingsH like they won^t be in pain or
that their family won^t feel too badH my hoping is cust purely about I don^t want to die. It has
never gone any further than that. *hat is the only thing I ever hope for.`
Not wanting to die is also longing for some reliable source to give her the comforting
news that she could beat the odds. aI would love it if some doctorH` asomebody who really
knew` awould say I can^t guarantee thisH but I think maybe you are one of the ones that is
differentH` amaybe things could be different for me from what they have seen in the past.`
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a*hat would feel so good.` Simone viewed an aold study on the Internet` that suggested
that people who survive a long time tend to continue to survive. Simone concluded from this
study that aif you are doing wellH you are more likely to continue to do well.` a*hat makes me
feel so good. I love that. It gives me hope.`
3ope and comfort do not come from being aligned with spirituality for Simone.
Simone^s opinion is that aeither you believe or you don^t.` aI don^t.` aI never really did` have
any kind of spiritual practice. People have told her that her cancer is apart of &od^s big plan`
to which she responds aReallyp My suffering is part of a big planp What kind of a plan is thatp
If this person was your wedding planner you would fire them.` aI wish I did have a faith.`
Others afind it so comforting and I would love that.`
Simone wonders why others with Stage IV cancer do not share in her determination
to be acust willing to do anything` especially when it comes to asticking with drugs that are
working but have bad side effects.` What Simone doesn^t understand about those aother
peopleH` is why so many are resigned to die when diagnosed. She asksH aWhere is the outragep
What about a*his is bullshity` Simone concludes that aI cust don^t understand them.`
Simone also feelsH in turnH that others don^t understand her. Feeling misunderstood
occurs freJuently at work. Simone throughout all of this time continues to work close to full
time hours because she thinks that athe only thing worse than being sick is cust sitting at your
house all day thinking about being sick.` She is grateful to co\workers who have abeen
wonderful.` a*hey care about me` and nobody ever says anything about missing work time.
3oweverH Simone feels that the people there don^t know what to say or doH anot a single one
of them.` She grows areally frustrated` when nobody understands and when they offer
adumb\ass` suggestions. Describing her attempts to explain her situation to her colleaguesH
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Simone acust wantvsw to grab them` because aeverything I sayH they don^t understand. It is
cust like I am beating on this glass wall and the people behind it speak another language.` aI
am in this world of they can^t understand me and I can^t understand them.`
She wishes there were a few more people around that understood. Living longer by
asurviving this thing you weren^t supposed to survive` amakes you feel even more lonely than
other people` and that ayou are not like anybody else.` aI am not a normal person. I am not a
breast cancer rookieH a cured survivor of early\stage breast cancer. And I am not like other
metastatic women. I don^t know what I am.` aIt^s hard because I don^t fit anywhere.` AndH
ayou don^t have anybody to talk to.` *here are not many support people in Simone^s life who
understand or who have had a similar experience. She wishes there was a asupport group cust
for people like me` awho had metastatic disease and are doing really super\duper great.` And
Simone acknowledges that aI am always wanting more support than I have.` 3er spouse is a
afabulous support` but she does not want to rely on acust one person` abecause it is too much
for him.` *his is awhy I feel lonely.` And the loneliness brings on sadness.
*o meet the challenge of all these raw emotionsH Simone has found that ayou can
sort of keep the feelings in a file cabinetH where you can still feel them sometimes.` aI am
going to be sad about it sometimes` but ait^s not going to ruin the rest of my life.` Simone
doesn^t want to spend the rest of her life in fearH and later feel that aI wasted my whole life
being afraid.` Simone wanting desperately to hear from others that she will live a long lifeH
recogniles that she will ahave to say that for myself` and will need to alet go of expecting
others to understand.` InsteadH she^s adeciding` to make a choice to think that it is aokayH they
don^t understand. *hey^ll never understand. *hat^s cust the way it is.` Simone feels she has
been aunlucky in a lot of waysH` but that she is anot going to let it ruin my life.` aI cust tell
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myself that` and then aI cust always fall back on luck.` aI am lucky because most people
wouldn^t be here years later talking about this.`

An analysis of the horilontal statements in Simone^s interview revealed the following central
themes2
"

Life and death

"

Lucky and unlucky

"

Physical and emotional impact of medical systemH cancerH and treatments

"

Determination and choice

"

3ope

"

Relationship with others

"

Feelings of alienation

"

Life has changes

Simone’s Expressive Representation: Alienation

Simone has been unable to continue creating the charcoal renderings she used to love
to draw Msee Figure kN. 3and neuropathy from cancer treatments has left her with diminished
fine motor abilities. She is no longer able to hold the charcoal in her hands to direct its artistic
movement. As an expressive representation of living past her expiration date Simone chose to
create a poster board depicting four distinct groupings of people and what they speak Msee
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Figure iN. *his dialogue is displayed in typewritten Juotes displayed above and along side
the figures. *he text of those statements can be found in Appendix E. Simone^s described this
expressive representation2

*his poster is supposed to illustrate how alienated I feel. dhere are the breast cancer
rookies. dthese are the normal people who have never had cancer and don^t know
anybody that has had cancer. 3ere is the metastatic people. AnywayH all of these
things that I wrote are either things I heard or pretty darn close. d 3ere is me. I
think all these things and a bunch of other stuffH and then there are these other
people that I deal with and this is what I hear. I feel alienated. *hat^s always one of
the very chief emotions. dI get really angry here. I thought of other things to say
after I already made theseH but I thought ohH I don^t think I can fit them in. ...At the
time I thought about it vmaking this posterwH it was pretty therapeutic. I was thinking
it really shows cust how alienated I feel from other peopleH cust getting these things
down that were rattling in my headH getting them down on paper.

Figure k. Simone Charcoal Drawing
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Figure i. Simone Expressive Representation

Christine’s Individual Textural Description: It just so hard
Although ait was a surprise in some ways` for Christine to live past her expiration
dateH still living with Stage IV cancer is a dichotomous experience wrought with a amixture of
emotions and feelings.` *he experience runs athat gamut of its great in one aspectH but it is
hard.` aMy experience has been a roller coaster.` On the peak side of the rideH Christine
awasn^t supposed to be here nowH but I am.` *he cancer is still only in her bones and has not
yet spread to any organ or tissue. *his was a different outcome than what the doctors had
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expectedH which was that wider spread metastases was

aprobably going to happen

sooner.` *hey told her not to plan on a long life. Christine believes that living past the time
expected is the outcome of anew things happening` and that aexpectations have changed over
the last seven years.` aI am actually meeting people who have it in their organs and soft tissue
and brains and are living longer.` aIt^s this funny thing that I am not going to die from this
yet.` 3oweverH as the coaster dipsH Christine^s experience is alike constantly` atrying to walk a
tightrope` with feeling alucky` to be aaliveH` to be living longerH and to astill` be adoing it with
a good Juality of lifeH` while athe other part of me` is aangry and frustrated that I have to deal
with this.` While nobody has any guarantees` and aI recognile thatH on the other handH part of
me says I am almost more upset thatH ohH geeH but I have to have this thrown in my face.`
aI can say not a day goes by that I don^t think about the fact that I have Stage IV cancer and
will probably die of this disease.` Christine^s doctors have told her that they are anever going
to cure you but we can really start to work on this like a chronic illness.` With treating
metastatic cancer as aa chronic illnessH` Christine comprehends that with a chronic illness ayou
can live with it for a long time if you change behaviors.` But Christine acan^t Juite change
behaviors or do whatever with` her cancer to affect its course. aSo it is a chronic illness but it
is not a chronic illness. It is a chronic illness with death right there.` And that^s where
adoctors` adon^t know what to do with this.` aDoctors don^t know what to tell you. It could
be three years or three months.` Christine is aliving longer and that^s greatH but it is all this
huge unknown.` For ChristineH awho is somebody who likes to be in control this is very hard.`
a*here^s a part of me that I buy itH that I am lucky that I am able to` live past expectation and
live longerH abut I don^t know what^s around the corner.` Seven years agoH Christine thinking
she would not live long enoughH afigured there were things I didn^t have to mess with` like
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aworry about retirement.` Only anow I do.` Christine has to consider preserving things
and cokes that now she has ato go back to the dentist and start flossing her teeth again.` For
Christine it ais a mixed bag where I am almost wishing I knew how long I had` because then
she and her husband would know if retirement was even going to happen. *here are the times
when Christine wishes somebody could tell her if ayou^ve got two yearsH you^ve got five yearsH
you^ve got ten years.` aIf it was two yearsH then I would do this with my life. If it was ten years
I^ve got to do something else.` Christine wants to discern how much time she has so she can
decide ahow to manage my time.` Christine wants to know ado we do things sooner` or ado
we do things later.` -ltimatelyH she cust tries to aencoy the day.` aWhen people say` to
Christine aoh goshH you are doing so well with thisH` she thinksH aWhat else am I going to dop`
aWhat are the options therep` aAm I going to sit with my head in the sandp` aI am going to
try and live the best life I can.` She has learned to cust accept life with cancer as it isH abut it
doesH at times get hard.`
What is hard is dealing with the unknown and not being able to foresee what her
Juality of life will be. aIt is that thing where you constantly areH goshH you are so happy to be
alive. +ou are fighting this and you are doing whatever.` a*hen every time I feel better and I
do some stuffH something pulls me back.` aI feel like someone is coming out there and
grabbing me and pulling me back. It is likeH haH haH haH you thought you were going to get out
of thereH and noH you are not.` For Christine it feels like aJuick sand` in that a I cust know I
am never going to get out of it. *hat is really hard. If I knew thatH okayH if I do all this
vtreatmentwH` aI can get it vthe cancerw beyond me.` *hen afined I can do it.` aBut then no
matter what I doH no matter how hard I tryH no matter how everything goesH what is the end
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result. I am going to die. I am cust going to die.` And asometimes you cust have to say
what is this all forp I don^t know.`
In the cancer world awhile there are people who sayH ohH geeH my life has changed
and it is so much better. I look at things differently t there is part of that that very definitely is
trueH but there is also part of it where I cust want to gag on thatH and sayH ohH give me a break.`
Brynne does not believe ain that hokey thing of looking at life differently.` aShe is asick of
being a cancer patient.` Christine is tired of having to deal with the ongoing series of
challenges of new tumorsH treatment protocolsH and the side effectsH all of which have abecome
so much a part of my life.` Christine has had asome amalinglyH phenomenal wonderful times`
in challenging herselfH aputting myself out there` aand doing some things and looking at things
I might not have done vbeforew that have brought me some amaling happiness and coy.` Some
of those wonderful things included going to Europe with friendsH moving into her dream
homeH and establishing her own business and learning to set boundaries with clients. a+et on
the other hand there have been some times where I am up at 32QQ in the morning and I am
talking to my dog.` It^s in her dog^s tilted galeH that empathic ado you need a dog look` that
provides Christine some solace in talking. *he look ais the best thing in the world.` It allows
Christine to talk with her animal companion about what she dares not tell others in her family.
+etH if her dog aever learns to talk I am so hosed.` When Christine talks with her dog in the
pre\dawn hours she gets awhinyH` acries` and feels she is ahaving a bad attitude.` It is the
occasion when she thinks of the anasty people` she knows in high positions and where they
abuse power] she wants them to have Stage IV cancer. aWhy doesn^t he have cancerp
Wouldn^t that save the world from a lot of thingsp` Christine feels that ait^s not fair` that she
has to go through all of this. Christine at these times feels aout of control with this and is cust
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so frustrated.` When it becomes overwhelmingH Christine asks herself awhy meH` awhy do
I have to do this with my life.` aWhy do I have to spend this timep Why do I have to focus all
this time and energy on this when there are so many other things I would love to be doingp`
She feels that in some ways that dealing with ongoing cancer is acust such a waste of my time.`
Living longer with Stage IV cancer becomes athis all\consuming thing of my life` in which
aI^d much rather not be dealing with this.`
*here is a huge range of emotions abecause on one aspect you are supposed to feel
phenomenally lucky.` It^s a situation where Christine grasps that she is supposed to feel2 aIsn^t
this great.` a*his is so wonderful` that aI may be able to try this new clinical trialH` a new drug
that would keep her alive longer. aAren^t I luckyp` But what follows is that Christine does not
feel all that lucky because ait is not even a normal week for me unless I have at least three
medical appointments.` aIn one aspect I think it is great that I have been learning moreH
looking moreH and able to deal with this. On the other handH part of me ofH ohH godH cust
doesn^t want to.` Christine cust doesn^t want to do it again. !It gets to athat point where you
are really frustrated with itH when you are sick of itH when you say I don^t want to do another
treatment. I don^t believe I^ve got to go through this again.` And ayou feel extremely guilty`
because aI am supposed to be so happy to be alive.` aWho the hell am I to have those feelings
of thatH where this isn^t lucky.` a*he audacity of me to feelH I cust don^t want to do it again.`
a3ow can I say thatp` “Who am I to bitch and complain about this.` aI^ve got all this stuff but
I am alive.` And yet ayou feel like you can^t do this.` aI feel like it is cust sucking me dry.`
Christine is mentally and physically asapped.` aRight nowH I cust feel like I^m so tired. I am so
tired of living` as aa cancer patient.` It has ataken everything out of me.` aIt is cust so hard.`
aIt is hard living with it.`
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aIt is cust so hard to cust keep going with it.` It^s been seven years now that
Christine has been managing breast cancer metastases to the bone. In the year of her re\
diagnosis with metastasesH she ahad the year from hell with five surgeriesH chemotherapy and
radiation and back on chemotherapyH` off and then back on again. In the years that followedH
Christine^s prognosis awould get me between nine and twelve months on a drug.` a*hen the
cancer would find its way around it.` aI^d get another couple of spots and do either
chemotherapy or radiation for that series and then switch to another drug.` She went for six
years with everything cust in the left chest wall. AlthoughH three years ago she had a asimple
trip in a parking lotH` fell and shattered her right femur in three places. Instead of normal
bruisingH the break was a result of the abone drug I am taking vwhichw is making my bones
stronger but also makes it more brittle.` Christine lives with how aI can crack a rib now and
break a rib by coughingH turning funnyH by doing something because I^ve had radiation four
times in the left chest wallH to stave off another local reoccurrence.` She lives her life awhere
I^ve got ribs that will never heal.` And aall of a sudden now it vcancerw is down in my femur.`
Christine recently had surgery on her left leg ato put in a rod to stabilile it before radiation.` In
surgery because the cancer had eaten the boneH her leg broke. aNow I^ve broken both legs and
have to go through that.` As Christine continues to have swelling in her legH both she and her
doctor suspect that this legH like her ribsH awill never fully heal.` And her last scan showed
three new spotsH atwo in my pelvis and one in my spine.` aSo all of a sudden it is spreading]`
ait is moving.` For athe first couple of times it is like okayH you are doing itH you are going
on.` She accepts that she has another tumor and will have to go through treatment again.
Christine also manages by using aalternative medicine and worked with a naturopathic
physician. I do acupuncture. I do things to try to keep my immune system as strong as
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possible.` aBut there are times whenH ohH godH how many times do I have to do this.`
Christine has now run the gamut of the aaromatase inhibitors]` the current drug she is taking
is no longer working aso I^ll definitely be back on chemotherapy in a couple of months.`
Christine aknows that I^ll be on and off chemotherapy for the rest of my life.` Christine^s
treatments have akicked me into menopause` and she is ahaving an awful time with that.` She
suffers from the side effects of lymphedema and insomnia which keeps her aup and down all
night.` Christine also has had to learn to live with a certain amount of pain and reluctantly
relies aon pain meds most of the time.` Christine^s response to all of this is aohH geeH isn^t this
fun. Oust let me deal with the cancer.` aIsn^t the cancer enoughH then all these other things varew
affecting your life.` aWith each step along the waydit gets harder and harder.`
Christine recogniles that all of the treatments she has had are all achoices I have
made]` they are alife choices` which includes deciding that abecause of all the cancer and stuff
it cust wasn^t going to work for us to have kids.` aOn the other handH` Christine believes she
and her husband are good aunts and uncles. 3er goal was to alive long enough that she vher
niecew would remember me.` aI^ve achieved that.` aDo I let myself go to the point might I see
her graduate high schoolp I don^t know.` Christine aisn^t somebody with kids` who has agoals
like that.` She is someone who wants to plan for her time and has aup to this pointH` abeen
able to make the choices I want to makeH live the life I^ve wanted to liveH do the things I^ve
wanted to do without it drastically effecting me.` Now she feels the cancer is ataking more of
an emphasis on my life.`
*he tumors and bone brittleness are taking their toll and affecting Christine^s Juality
of lifeH specifically her ability to work. -p until nowH Christine has abeen able to continue
working through the whole thing.` RecentlyH at workH she was adoing what I normally do and
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had a hard time doing it.` aLast month when I came home vIw was in bad shape.` aI am on
my feet for my cob.` aI am moving and doing things and all of a sudden now it is beginning to
affect thatH` ConseJuentlyH Christine is talking now about whether she is going to Juit work.
For nowH she has apulled back` and delegated more of her tasks. Contemplating the limiting
effects of her current physical situation ais the stuff that is hard` because it is abeginning to
affect my Juality of life.` Christine is not sure that she wants to stop working. aEven if I
stopped workH I would cust be pulling back on my side of things. *here would still be things I
would be doing.` Christine would still be inclined to help with amanaging` the less physical
aspects related to her businesses. Christine feels cutting back on work amight be good.` She
reflects on hearing how an acJuaintance who Juit work could aget 1Q to 12 hours of sleep a
night and then wakes up in the morningH takes her timeH and then goes to the gym.` And since
Christine can now only walk a few blocks and not the ahQ minutes` she did previously for
exerciseH she wants to acommit to getting to the pool three or four times a week.` *hen aguilt`
surfaces and both she and exercise get placed aalways at the bottom of the list` in terms of
Christine^s priorities. Christine thinks she can^t take more time and aput myself first` because
in terms of who can slacken she places herself last. aOn the other handH` she feels avery lucky
that I love what I do` and concedes that aone of the reasons I have continued to work and do
things visw to keep myself on an even keelH` to abalance out` having cancer and living with its
impact. In mulling over whether to JuitH athere is the part of me that saysH ohH but then cancer
is going to become even more a part of my life` where she will have to live around cancer
instead of incorporating into her life. Christine does not want cancer to define how she lives.
Christine believes if she stops working athen it is almost sayingH like alright I am giving inH`
that cancer ais winning and in control.` So even though part of her is aenvious` of what some
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of the other women who Juit their cobs doH athe other part says ahhhhH I am too afraid of
going there.`
Christine^s fear is that the physical impairment from the cancer will soon force her to
areally make changes.` Accepting those changes for Christine signifies that this ais the
beginning of the endH` athe end of my life.` What and how the ending will be ais the really
scary part that I have been lucky that I haven^t had to go there.` When she was first re\
diagnosedH she apulled out the book` that asaid metastatic diseaseH 1R\2h months` and
promptly put the book aunder the bedH` declaring adon^t want to read that one.` She felt at
that time that aI am not at that place yet. *his isn^t going to kill me.` Christine has a afile in my
computer of my funeral and all the things I want because I don^t trust anybody else to do it`
aexactly` as aI want it.` OccasionallyH she updates the file with a letter to a loved one or a piece
of music she would like to have included in her memorial service. But that is as far as Christine
has gone. She has not wanted to think about the details of dying because it was atoo
frightening` and since she has not agotten to that point of deathH` awhy push it.` Christine has
been acust kind of living my life` with ahow am I going to live todayH get through this and go
from there.` Christine has learned how to live with cancer and to not to let the cancer
overwhelm her. aI^ve accepted that I have Stage IV cancer. I have been living with it all these
yearsH so okayH I can do this.` Christine is aexpecting that I will die of this diseaseH but it hasn^t
been right there.` But now aall of a sudden cancer has taken a bigger role. Instead of being the
appetilerH it is moving to the main course. It is likeH wait a secondH hold onH noH noH no. It is like
I^ve accepted you to this pointH but I don^t want it to go further.` aDo not tell me that I can^t
walk. I can^t do that. I am cust not ready to accept it yet.` Christine is not yet ready to use a
awheel chair.` aI am still not at the point of turning around and sayingH okayH this is how I
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have to change my lifeH this is how I have to incorporate it` because she still is hoping for
aa solution.` Christine admits that if she can find no resolve to her decreased physical
capacitiesH aif I am really honest with myselfH it is probably going to happen at some timeH`
athen I will have to look at that and deal with it.` aBut that is the scary part.`
In the last six monthsH Christine has had to start another round of chemotherapy and
experiences increased difficulty of walking. She has decided to use a scooter chair on occasion
for long walks or for when she will need to be on her feet for many hours. &etting around
became more important than whether or not she used a physical aid. Christine is glad to be
mobile. a*his last year was harder for meH but still functional. I^ve had to make changes in my
lifeH but I am not bedridden.` Although she continues to workH she has re\evaluated her
priorities once again. Christine now looks at taking larger chunks of time off work to explore
her creativityH visit with friendsH travel and examine what is important to her. aI^ve reprioritiled
thingsdgiving myself time to do those things that I might encoyH which might be very simpleH
but a little more creative and fun than in the past when I am cust busy and going.` And the
idea of her cancer progressing is still hard and scary.
&etting progressively worse is both the scary part and athe part that is harder
because it cust keeps going on.` It so adrains you with everything` athat Christine is beginning
to consider2 a3ow long do you do thisp` When Christine was recently hospitaliled for this last
leg surgeryH it was a period of time in which she thought about the Juality of her life. Christine
thought that even though she was not yet there physicallyH she understood why someone
might want to end their life sooner. aI can so understand for the first time the people who cust
sayH I^m done. I cust can^t do it anymore.` aI am so sick of living my life like this. I cust get sick
of going on.` a*here are certain times when I can sayH okayH I cust want it to be over.` aOust do
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it or not` because Christine does not know when the next time that her scans will reveal
aanother bone met` or when a day comes that her metastases will aturn around and it will be
in my liver or lung or brain.` She aknows that that^s out there.` And athat is the hard part that
you don^t say to anybody elseH no matter what.` aBecause I don^t think anybody would get it at
all.`
Christine can be open with both her siblings and is particularly aclose` to the
youngest sibling awho is willing to listen` and with whom she acan talk to pretty honestly.`
aBut if I ever said vthatw I^ve cust had itH I^m giving upH she would be ohH noH noH noH you can^t
do that.` Christine can understand her sentiments and also realiles that there is really no one in
her family with whom she could express how tired she is of all of this. aMy motherH who is in
such denial about all of thisH can^t go there.` Christine tried for six months to inform her
mother of the seriousness of her cancer. 3er mother tells herH aOf course you are going to be
fine]` ayou are going to do this like you did everything else]` ait^s going to be okay.` Christine
acknowledges that the thought of a parent losing a child is extremely tough. aShe vmotherw cust
doesn^t want to go there.` aSo there is a little bit of walking on eggshells with her.` Christine^s
husband is a acombination of in one aspect very protectiveH` and takes charge and lets her
know athis is what you need to do.` a+et on the other handH I know that when I am feeling
betterH I^m back to myselfH` ahe is very happy because then it seems like I am okay.` And
everything goes back to how it was where alife doesn^t stopH things don^t stopH you cust keep
going with it.`
Christine knows others diagnosed with Stage IV cancer awho are going through it`
whom she can talk to awho understand and can say q+esH I^m with you. I vtoow have had it.^`
*he abenefit` of sharing with these individuals is extremely valuable for Christine. Amongst
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those peopleH she has seen a range of aones who have fought all the way to the end and
cust never say noH and keep going. And other people who saidH qokayH this is it. *his is as much
as I can do.^` For Christine it is also athis mixed bag` of seeing somebody in hospice or
somebody who has died from athis awful disease that is killing people` and then having to
aput on this face to the world` where aI am supposed to be so happy to be alive.` It is a mixed
bag for Christine to have become connected with others with advanced cancer and to have
alost some good friends to it.` But by connecting with others in similar circumstances and
talking in therapyH Christine is realiling that she is not totally aaloneH` and that there is aa safe
refuge` to atalk about those things` awhether I choose to talk or not.` She feels comforted
that athey are there` on the aroller coaster` with her. Seven years agoH in the year of her re\
diagnosisH Christine could hardly find someone with metastatic cancer. aSo the fact that there
are people out thereH vthatw there are other resourcesH vandw that more things are being done
about itH` aI am hoping that vwithw the next generation of people who have to go through this`
that ait is not cust an uncharted territory.`
It has not always been easy for Christine to admit to her feelings about all of this.
PreviouslyH she acust didn^t want to go to vthosew places.` NowH acknowledging her emotions is
aa huge thing for me. I am not from an emotional family. We don^t do it.` Christine worries
about the emotional impact of all this has on her family members and friends. Embedded in
Christine^s memory is the intimacy shared when aat the beginning of thisH my husband turned
around to me and saidH qI cust never expected not to grow old with you.^ +ou knowH that cust
broke my heart.` Christine^s heart breaks because she can fathom that her dying ais not fair to
do to him.` a*hat^s so hard for me in terms of my family and friends and people who have
been there with me.` 3er family and friends have been there for her since the initial diagnosis
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of breast cancer in the early ninetiesH through the years in betweenH and through these
seven years during her re\occurrence of Stage IV cancer. Christine^s friends want to ahelp and
do whatever` and aeveryone rallies around and this is great.` aBut it is like how many times
can I ask them to do this.` ChristineH unlike her husbandH needs a whole bunch of people
around her and is eager when asomebody calls me up and says let^s go out for lunch.` aI can
manage that` wheneverH abecause I am a very social animal and encoy that and encoy those
relationships.` WhereasH Christine^s husband ais very supportiveH` ahe isn^t somebody who
talks about it` with others. She worries about how he will fare after her death because aif he
was ever going through somethingH he says qI have you. I don^t need anybody else.^` *hen
Christine thinksH aoh greatH if I am not here what^s going to be there for you.` And then she
remembersH that there are a few people he could turn toH a friend and one of her siblings.
Christine has also reminded those who are close to her husband that ahe is somebody who
doesn^t like any sort of ceremonyH` so when Christine dies they need to understands that ahe
might be here` or ahe might disappear` and ayou guys have got to let him do whatever he
does.` Christine comprehends how death leaves loved ones bereft because she shares her
husband^s sentiment of what there is to live for. It comes in a Juote from a Carol bing song.
A song Christine has aalways loved.` ChristineH echoing the words of the songH has lived
because aqI am no longer doubtful of what I^m living forH because if I make you happyH I don^t
need to do more.^`

An analysis of the horilontal statements in Christine^s interview revealed the following central
themes2
"

Life and death
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"

Range of the physical and emotional effects of ongoing cancer

"

-ncertainty and management of time

"

Importance of work

"

Choice

"

Changes over time

"

Relationship with others

"

Meaning and meaninglessness

Christine’s Expressive Representation: The Wedding
Christine^s expressive representation is a montage of photographs she took of some
of the pieces she created in planning a wedding for a dear friend^s daughter. Msee Figure eN
3ow this procect represents her experience of living longer than expected with Stage IV cancer
is best described in her own words2
It is taking what I have learned in the last seven years as a cancer patient. I wouldn^t
have gone down there for three days in the middle of work. It would be more I^ve
got to workH But that is where it has changed. I^ve reprioritiled things. 3elping these
friends is more important than work which wouldn^t have happened in the past. *hat
is where cancer plays in to it. d *his is what is really important in my life.
dPlanning this wedding gives me an extreme amount of coy since I^ve known her
vthe bridew since she was R years old. I am not going to be able to do this for my own
child. vtearfulw I will never have my own children vbecause of cancerw. So this is a
special treat out of the blacknessH a bonus to share and be a part of this tremendous
coy. I am lucky to be alive to witness and participate in this wedding. Planning the
wedding is being creative d possibilitydbeginnings. dI thought it took my creative
skills and it was thinking a little outside of the box dtrying to incorporate what was
important to them for this day and yet putting a little more fun with itH a little bit of
flairH doing things that would be interesting
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Figure e. Christine Expressive Representation
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Composite Textural Description: Emergent Themes
*he composite textural description links together the essential elements of all of the
co\researchers^ individual textural descriptions. *his composite textural description was
developed from analyling each co\researcher^s individual textural description for those
common themes that represent the various dimensions of the phenomenon. It is not a
complete listing of all the invariant constituents that have been identified for the five co\
researchersH rather this next step in the phenomenological reduction results in a composite that
represents the most core elements of the lived experience that emerged across all the
interviews. No single core theme captures the complexity of the five co\researchers^ lived
experience. Several interrelated and overlapping themes emerged from the data and any one
emergent theme must be considered in terms of the entirety. From the dataH five core
composite themes surfaced2 awareness of mortality] living on a roller coaster] feeling different
from others] interaction with medical systems and treatment protocols] cancer invades and
changes how you live and re\view life. Each co\researcher either explicitly or implicitly spoke
of these five composite themesH although there were variations in the way each encountered
these issues. Each composite core theme encompasses several of the individual themes that
have been previously delineated in the individual textural descriptions. Awareness of mortality
addresses the individual themes of life and deathH preparing to dieH management of time and
uncertainty in not dying with ongoing disease or NEDH and the threat of death that still looms
for each of the co\researchers. Living on a roller coaster encompasses the individual themes
that pertain to the range of affects cancer and treatment has on their Juality of lifeH persistence
of changeH and the duality of feeling lucky and unlucky. Feeling different from others relates to
the individual themes of the co\researchers^ relationship to others and their feelings of
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separatenessH alienationH lonelinessH and/or guilt. Interaction with medical systems and
treatment protocols encompass the individual themes of Western medicineH CAMH the doctor\
patient relationshipH and the all consuming nature of the physical and mental impact and toll of
ongoing treatment. *he composite core theme of cancer invades and changes how you live
and re\view life contains the individual themes of how the co\researchers live while dying with
cancer2 changes in lifestyleH self\identityH relationship to workH significance of choiceH individual
beliefs and valuesH spiritualityH and meaning.
In the following sectionH the composite core themes are elaborated upon and
substantiated either with summariling previously described examples in the individual textural
descriptions or with additional Juotes from the co\researchers^ transcribed interviews. *his
composite does not offer every statement made by a co\researcher related to a core theme]
instead it weaves together representative instances and Juotes to portray the central and most
often cited thoughts and expressions of all of the co\researchers. An outline of the composite
core themes and key elements can be found in *able 2.

Ongoing orientation to death
MaccommodateN
\ not in denial
\ possibility versus
probability
\ natural / unnatural
\ after\life

Live past the expectation
\ paradigm shift
\chronic
\ looming threat of
death

Preparation in anticipation of
death MassimilateN
\ plan
\ clean out belongings
\ continue treatment

Initial reaction to diagnosis
\ emotional
\ sense of urgency
\ behavior / actions

Awareness of Mortality

MJuality of lifeN

\ feeling sick / is this the
beginning of the endp /
when is enoughH
enoughp

versus

\ alive / active / hope

Extremes of good days / bad
days

-nlucky / lucky

Chemo cycle
\ effective / stops
working / new chemo

*umors
\ remission / reoccur /
progress MuncertaintyN

Living on a Roller Coaster

*able 2. Outline of Core Composite *hemes and bey Elements

+earn for / establish
connection

Feelings of
\ guilt
\ alienation
\ invalidated
\ loneliness

Different from others with
metastases
\ see others as more ill
\ more knowledgeable

Different from early stage
cancer survivors
\ they can get on with
their life

Different from non\survivors
\ not understood
\ media myths
\ treated differently

Cancer care all
consuming

Patient\medical systems
\ Western medicine
\ CAM

Doctor\patient
relationship

*reatment side effects
\ physical
\ mental

Feeling Different from Qthers Interaction with Medical
Systems and *reatment
Protocols

Spirituality without religion
\ connection
\ openness
\ meaning
\ no faith

Psychological development
\ choice / responsibility
\ values / beliefs /
strategies

Employment vs hard work
of coping
\ loss of employment
\ loss of identity
\ continued employment
different

Fear
\ dying process
\ wasting time
\ poor Juality of life
\ addiction
\ being a burden

Cancer is biologically and
psychosocially hard
\ not a gift / gifts in it

Cancer Invades n Changes
3ow +ou Live and Re\view
Life
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*he following excerpt is the composite textural description of the co\researchers^
experience of living past one^s expiration date and still living with Stage IV cancer.

Awareness of Mortality
Awareness of mortality for the co\researchers in this study was illuminated in their
descriptions of their initial emotional reactions to a terminal diagnosisH their initial and ongoing
preparation for the end of lifeH their readcustments in managing their awareness of approaching
death when medical conditions shiftH and their current varied beliefs and values about death. A
terminal diagnosis of cancer metastases immediately catapulted the co\researchers in this study
into a potent awareness of mortality. *heir initial reactions to diagnosis moved up and down
the continuum from shockH overwhelmH fearH and sadness to thinking about the prognosis as
the next task to tackle. All five of the women described fear of their death and/or the
cancerous road that lead to death. All of the co\researchers searched for other cancer survivors
with metastases with whom to share their plight and garner hope. For four of the womenH
their reaction to the current diagnosis was in partH based on a previous history with breast
cancer that was diagnosed at an earlier stage and treated several years before. Only Oo was
diagnosed from the start with Stage IV cancer. After receiving the diagnosisH awareness of
mortality prompted all five women to investigate what was known about their disease and they
began a search for what were the possibilities of staying alive and how much time they would
have left. PearlH ChristineH BrynneH SimoneH and Oo researched the Internet for information on
the mean survival time. Oo described the fear most of the co\researchers encountered from this
research2 aEverything that I read described metastatic disease t specifically breast cancer
metastases t that it cust comes backH even if you get to a state where you are in remission. It
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was really scary.` SimoneH Christine and Brynne described the common element of surprise
with re\occurrence and overwhelm2

Christine:
I really thoughtH you knowH I had my two year mark and I hit my five year markH and
I thought okayH that^s it. I didn^t do anything and it was seven years laterH and then all
of a suddenH surprise. dand with reading through everything you kind of get
overwhelmed.
Simone:
It was a long timeH almost six and a half years. I did the five years of tamoxifin
dthen less than a year and a half laterH after I stopped the tamoxifinH BoomH it was
really bad. It was everywhere. I cust developed this sinister dry coughH so I went in
there and they cust on a simple x\rayH the doctor was like I am reallyH really sure.
AnywayH that is when I found out I had it in my lungsH and then they tested my liver
and I had it there. *hen they tested my bones and I had it there. *hey tested my
brain and I didn^t have it there. I was likeH people thought I was insane because I was
cust running aroundH I don^t have it in my brainH yeahH whoo hooH whoo hooy I had it
in these three places. It seemed like such a big thing.
Brynne:
I went eight years until the second cancer. I found the lump myself. I remember the
cold sweats because I knew exactly what it was. So that was like a real kick in the
shins. *his is really serious now. Infiltrating cancerH but the nodes were negative and
everything. I don^t even think I took a year. I think it was shorter the second time. I
realiled I had recoveredH it was eight yearsH it was fineH it is going to be okay. So two
years later I gotH what I considerH the sledgehammer from the universe. dI
remember the day t I remember getting the call from the doctor. I was in Miami and
he was in LA. I wasn^t even going to go see the oncologist because I had had a
lumpectomy two years before. I had done radiation. I was like a QQ.2 percent or
whatever to have metsH and I get this call. d. +ou have mets in your liver and I was
thinking that that was the worst place it could ever end upH like a really macor organ.
*here weren^t cust two of themH and they were scanned in places that they couldn^t
remove little pieces like for breast cancer. dIt was cust being in shock. I didn^t know
how to get hold of this. +ou learn very Juickly. *his is about how long you are going
to liveH not this is about can we cure you. d I got on the Internet and they were
talking about two to three years to live with it in your liver.
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-pon learning of their diagnosisH in anticipation of deathH four out of the five co\
researchers underwent some preparation for the end of life. In confronting their deathH four of
the co\researchers made preparations to lessen feeling scaredH to befriend their fateH and to gain
some sense of control over how their lives would end and how they wanted to be
remembered. Preparation varied with each individual and involved reading everything one
could find on death and dyingH creating a check off listH talking to friends and assigning them
tasks for when the end nearsH imagining their dying sceneH planning funerals and memorial
servicesH and/or deciding what would become of their ashes. As Brynne described athese are
all the things you didn^t think about before` but now there is greater urgency ato make it really
clear what I want to happen and who is in charge of what.` Jo^s preparation changed from the
first few years when she volunteered to work with dying persons and their familiesH to
exploring what happens after deathH to currently volunteering with newly diagnosed cancer
patients.
Pearl^s preparation for dying extended to her family2 a*his will be the first serious
experience with dying and illness that my children have had. I am trying to figure outH I guessH
how to parent through that. 3ow to prepare them for an experience that really none of us
know what it isH but I would like for them to have some preparation for itH since we have the
time.` 3er preparation also included a acleansing in the beginning` which continues to be
ongoing process of determining when would be the right time to decide what possessions to
give away and to whom. Preparing for death was further embraced by Pearl as she has thought
through the physiological process2
Many of my tumors are in the upper lobe of my right lung and encroaching on the
bronchus. *hat is a really nasty place because it is not like it is down here where I
could have a pound of tumor and have fluid drained every week like. So there is a
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part of me that understands that there is going to be a point in time where I am
going to become respiratorily compensated if I don^t end up with brain or liver metsH
which would be sort of an easier processdless scary. *hen I see that as sort of in
phases where we will still be getting treatment and we will still be aggressively
working on this. Maybe I will end up on oxygen. Maybe they will end doing a trachH
which is something I hate the concept ofH but that would actually allow easier
breathing.
And then Pearl fantasiles of the perfect death scene2
I would want to kind of take to my bed and do my Camille scene. *hat I envision as
some sort of fairy fantasy where all my friends are goddesses and they all come and
the harps play and my friends sing and my sister cooks meal and my children cry and
then I drift off.
WhereasH Christine^s preparationH a file in her computerH remains in the background
as a plan in progress because it is too frightening to get closer to thinking about her demise
especially since she doesn^t yet ahave to go there.` Simone chose not to prepare in the
manners described above. *o ease her fear and muster hope she chose instead to find solace
solely in seeking out others on line who had survived long term with cancer metastases in a
macor organ. aAt the beginning of my metastatic courney I hooked up with a lot of people and
they were hard to find. Not a lot of people but enough that it helped.` More recentlyH Simone^s
preparation could be implied in her anger at those who refuse to dispel the death taboo2
*hey always say deaths were peacefulH like that is supposed to make us feel better
about losing a friend forever. Oust once I would like the announcement to sayH the
last thing she did was spit in my eye or we had to hold her down because she was
kicking and screaming or her last words were I^ll see you all in hell. When I die I am
going to have them put something like that in the obituaryH cust to see who is paying
attention. d When people die other people say they passed. Passed whatp What I
really want to know is did they collect r2QQ. *hat is a cheapH sick coke. But every time
I hear that I thinkH godH why can^t we say die. We don^t have to say croakedH but cust
die. It is a perfectly legitimate word.
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Once all the co\researchers recogniled that they might live longer than expected
they experienced a paradigm shift. *erminality began to take on the semblance of chronicity.
3aving surpassed their expected expirationH all five women strongly asserted that death for
them was not imminent. None of the co\researchers at the time of the interviews considered
themselves to be in an active dying phase. Pearl stated that aI am certainly not at any life\
threatening concepts d I don^t believe that these are my last six months.` Brynne asserted
that aRight this minute I am starting a new drug that is making me feel good and it is working
so I am very optimistic. dMy reality is that I am doing really well vlaughterw and my body is
doing its best to heal.`

Christine:
*reatment is still workingH it is contained. Doctors have said we will never cure youH
but they have been treating it like a chronic illness. dI deal with it as a chronic
illness. I go back on chemotherapy or I do radiationH so I have been on and off it for
seven years now. But each timeH so farH that spot isn^t going to kill me. I haven^t had
that one that is going to do it. NowH deep down in my gutH am I going to die of this
diseasep +es. With the movement of stuff this last yearH whoaH what is happening
nowH it is taking its next step. Every step along the way brings it a little closerH but
againH I^ve been lucky. I am not there yet. d I am kind of in this in between d I^m
hereH I^m thereH but I am not at that point.
Simone’s body was full of cancer when she was hospitaliled from the side effects of
cancer treatment in 2QQ3 and she became comatose. Simone perceives contradictorily the
impact of that experience and her current cancer treatments. For Simone those experiences are
separate from the cancer that threatens her life2
During the comaH at one point I was close to death because my kidneys started failing
but they managed to turn it around. But I wasn^t there to be conscious ofH ohH my
godH I^m close to death. At other timesH even though I was probably much closer to
death than I thoughtH I didn^t feel like I was. dI cust don^t feel close to it. d*here
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isn^t one single shred of evidence in my pastH of anything that^s happenH I have
never even been close to death t other than the comaH but I mean from cancer.
Jo was given a prognosis of two years or less and although she is still considered to
be living with Stage IV cancerH she is currently in remission from breast cancer metastases.
With no evidence of disease MNEDN for five yearsH she is far more distant in her perception of
imminent death and believes she may even die from something other than cancer. !
Not dwelling as close to imminent death as expected created a dilemma for the co\
researchers who all expressed that they have had no role models for how to live in this
unprecedented amount of time. For JoH she is constantly searching for validation that what she
is doing is working. For four of these women the dilemma is complicated because while they
still have vitality they are simultaneously slowly and steadily receiving dailyH sometimes moment
to momentH reminders that they are progressing towards death. aLooming` was the word used
to describe the felt sense of death^s distant presence. Looming holds life captive by the
awareness of mortality in ever present thoughts about diseaseH physical decline and emotional
distress. Simone described it as athe little voice that saysH q+ou know everybody has this come
backH okay. What are you thinking herep Like you are going to live to be RQ or somethingp Are
you cralyp^ *hat is the looming. d+ou live with that threat dcust always living in thatdcust
thinking about it day and night.` For Brynne that sense of looming appeared when she
clarified her response to thinking about death2 aIt hasn^t been as deep in my heart as it has
been for othersH but it really gets your attention all the time.` aIt is like dancing on the edge of
a longH narrow balcony 1Q stories up t a balcony that doesn^t have a railing` and longing for
the acarefree days` when athere was no life threatening disease hanging over usH no
treatments` to endure. Looming for Christine was described as watching your own dying with
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no escape routes in sight. For PearlH Christine and BrynneH looming is knowing well from
what and how they are likely to die but not knowing when] they do not know where they are in
the process of dying. Progressing towards death from cancer is a decomposing process thatH as
most of the women in this study described and fearedH is often untidyH uncleanH and foul. PearlH
Christine and Brynne also alluded to that felt sense of looming when describing their fears that
the cancer could suddenly accelerate and result in a rapid death. Christine recounts2 aI^ve seen
where persons are fine one dayH doing wellH and then six weeks later are dead.` Looming was
portrayed as the constant awareness of mortality.
Assimilating awareness of mortality and grasping that death was less imminent
reJuired all the co\researchers to make another adcustment in their mental maps of how to live
with death in the wings. None of the co\researchers have acJuiesced to dying and all continue
to aggressively treat cancer. Most of the co\researchers expressed that they no longer fear
death as they did before. All five of the women acknowledged they have accepted that cancer
kills and four of the co\researchers pointedly proclaimed that they were anot in denial` of the
facts. +et their level of acceptance and accommodation for death has been at different levels.
All the women in this study except Jo believe that death from cancer is probable. Pearl
describes herself as more realistic than most. Christine is reconciled with what is to come and
tries not to dwell there. Brynne actively hopes for the best while preparing for the inevitable.
For SimoneH death is to be remonstrated against at any cost and holds out for a long life. 3ow
the co\researchers accommodated this shift in their relationship to the awareness of mortality
was expressed in their attitudesH beliefs and values towards dyingH deathH and/or afterlife2
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Christine:
I was told at Sloan bettering don^t plan on a long life. In my research t you kind of
get overwhelmed going through everything then t okayH it is in your bones. It is not
in your liverH lungs or brain. At that point everything was as long as it is your bonesH
it is not good but it is better. *hen the minute it gets to liverH lungs brains you are
hopeless. SubseJuentlyH since thenH I^ve actually met people who had it in liverH lungsH
brainsH yesH some have died and a lot recentlyH but others are still living and still
managing. *his isn^t automatically the kiss of death. d+esH I^ve got metastatic
cancer. I^ve got Stage IV. +esH I am expecting that I will die of this disease but it isn^t
right there. It has more been cust how am I going to get through this challenge and
then that challenge and the next one. As opposed to you are now at the time where
you look at your life and get your affairs in order. dI never stopped and saidH ohH
goshH okay this is it. I am going on disability. I can^t function. I can^t do this. My thing
was always okayH how am I going to work around this. 3ow am I going to
incorporate cancer into my life as opposed to letting cancer run my life. *hat is still
very important to me. I still think that is how I am dealing with it. *hat^s howH for
meH ohH my godH you are so goodH how do you deal with itp I am likeH I don^t know.
*his is cust me and this is the only way I know how. If I was another type of person I
might be doing something else. All I know is me and my gut and how I have to do
itH and this is what works.
Pearl expressed her lack of denial in comparison to others. aDenial is a nice place. I
really didn^t find a lot of comfort there. *here are a lot of people who still don^t get that we are
dying. dthey are a lot more hopeful of a good outcome still. dFor whatever reasonH I don^t
believe that.` She describes that she has integrated her awareness of mortality into a more
universal perspective of life and deathH hints of a belief in afterlifeH and demonstrates her
ongoing engagement with preparation for her death2

Life and death and life again is a natural part of how this planet works. +ou have
livedH you have diedH but it is not the end of the world. *here will be life that goes on
after. *hings go on. *hey go onH and I go on. *he other day I was listening to some
music and a Beatles tune came onH a+ou say goodbye and I saw helloH helloH hello.`
*o me I thought what I great song to start my memorial service withH because you
are saying goodbye to meH but I am somewhere saying helloH helloH helloH to
whomsoeverH whatsoever. I cust thought it was kind of funnyH but that is my wayH a
little wild. Everyone will be sitting thereH JuietH JuietH Juiet in the church or whatever
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t not the churchH butH you know t and then all of a sudden this Beatles song will
come on. dIt is a great song. I don^t know if I will actually get somebody to play
that at my service. AndH I will know. I do believe I will know. I believe I will
absolutely know and be able to get a big chuckle out of it. What would be the point
of making it funny if I don^t get to laugh.
Simone was adamant that while she knows cancer kills and is afraidH she will not let
that interfere with her primary and steadfast desire to stay alive2
*he technology is only so goodH and in the case of most people that have what I
haveH it is extremely likely that it vcancerw will come back because it is cust too small a
seed and then it will grow. dIt is cust that possible things that are extremely
improbableH I believe in themH and that I can do them and why notH until proven
otherwise. *hat is not denial. Denial would be I don^t have cancer. Or I have cancer
but there is no way this could kill me. *hat would be denial. People with metastatic
breast cancer are curedH cust not very often. It cust makes me feel t I don^t know why
it makes me feel good. dOf courseH I am afraid to dieH but it is not really that. It is
that I want to be alive. So both I am afraid and I cust don^t want to be dead at this
time. d I am not in denial. d I believe in these possible improbabilities.
Brynne, clearly aware that her cancer is fatalH orients her life around hope2
I think we are all terminal. We are all going to die. I know that the scienceH Western
science will support that there is no cure for metastatic breast cancer. *hey can get
us into mostly short\term remissionsH but there is no cureH so it is terminal. People
live who have metastatic breast cancer. *here are not a lot of them but there are
some. *here are people living who have had no evidence of any disease for 2Q or
more yearsH who had a very similar disease to mine. All it takes is knowing that one
person has done thatH then it could be me. It might notH but I choose to believe that
it can be. *here is no reason it should be this one and not this one. I^m terminal
from somethingH and it may be from this cancer but it may not be.
Pearl and Brynne claimed that they no longer have a fear of death because of a
shared spiritual belief in a transcendent universal energy. Pearl expressed that she is not
daunted by death. Instead of believing in finality Pearl believes that the essence of a person^s
soul can never be destroyed and lives eternally. Brynne’s current orientation to mortality was
described in terms of a benign loving energy that after death visits the living2
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I don^t know what others would say about what happens when you die. I don^t know
how fully I embrace it. It is really strange. After I was diagnosed I had three really
powerful visitations from my father that I can^t explain. I don^t really believe that he
is in this format here floating aroundH but there is some messageH some energy
coming from the universe. I don^t think those things happen inside my head. It cust
blindsided me. It was very powerful and very helpful. I guess other things have
happened. I have had animal spirit guides appear to me at times of difficulty. +ou
read about themH and this is exactly what should be happeningH what I was looking
for. So there is so much that we don^t know. *he more time I can spend being stillH
the more I can experience things that are out of our realm of consciousness and what
we know. What I am sure of is there is this benignH really loving energy that exists. d
I think for a long time I believed thatH in my heart of heartsH that we are aliveH this is
greatH and then we are deadH and that^s it. I guess I am experiencing different things
now. I don^t know that I would go so far as to say there is some grand purpose for
everythingH but there is an interconnectedness and there is this energy that is us and
this consciousness that is us that isn^t connected to our bodies.
After three years of becoming immersed in seeking knowledge about the process of
dying and what shape death would takeH Jo turned towards wondering about awhat happens
after this life` and investigated amediums` who have contact with the deceased. She has
adopted a more philosophical stance2
I think that like all the stages that we go through in lifeH and certainly it is pretty
predictable that when people get to be somewhere in their kQ^sH that they will act a
certain way. *hey will start realiling thatH you knowH life could be shorterH that they
might actually dieH that they won^t live forever. I think that with the disease that you
are going to act a certain way and certain things are going to be more important to
you based on where you are along that path.
As she continues to live and the threat of imminent death recedes with every scanH Oo believes
that it is very apossible` that she will alive another 1Q or 1k or 2Q years.` She believes this even
as she is undergoing current treatment for a recurrent skin carcinoma on her nose. aI had
invasive sJuamousH within six months of having the invasive basal. *he sJuamous was pretty
scary. It is not as bad as melanomaH but it certainly is scary` because recurrent skin cancer can
metastasile with a fatal outcome. In her shifting stance toward mortalityH Oo directs her
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attention away from death and turns instead toward the beliefs she^s held for her awhole
life2` aShow me somebody who did whatever it is that supposedly can^t be doneH and if they
can do itH I can do it.` And Oo would like a little more confirmation for this belief2 aOf courseH
I always want to know how they thought they got there.`
In summaryH the five co\researchers experienced an intensified awareness of
mortality. All the co\researchers described their awareness of mortality with the initial
diagnosis of terminal cancer. *he confrontation with impending death was met with an
urgency to engage in one or more types of preparation. Some of the co\researchers ventured
forward to face mortality yet not wanting to go blind from staring too intently at deathH filed
their awareness. When death exceeded their terminal expectationsH when cancer was not
synonymous with immediate deathH most of the co\researchers were faced with reorienting
their mental landscape and had to make accommodations for dying while still living. *he co\
researchers^ described varied levels of acceptance and attitudes towards approaching death that
was related to a range of factors2 a Stage IV cancer diagnosis and prognosis] shifting emotional
and cognitive lenses to match the changing conditions of living with advanced cancer and the
constant threat of death] individual medical scenarios] and personal beliefs and values that
were expressed in terms varying levels of hopeH old or newly developed philosophical stances
in regard to deathH and whether death was viewed as the final event or as part of a continued
life force that exists beyond consciousness.

Living on a roller coaster
Surviving longer than expected with a terminal cancer diagnosis was described by
four of the co\researchers MPearl, Brynne, Simone, ChristineN as living in contradiction in an
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unparalleled ambiguous time frame in which the women described how they are living and
dying simultaneously. *hey talk of living actively with constant tangible reminders that they are
dying. *he experience was described using several metaphors2 Juicksand] walking a tightrope]
dancing on a narrow edge without a railing] and as a roller coaster by three co\researchers.
*hey portrayed that living was akin to the roller coaster white knuckled ride of extreme peaks
and troughsH twists and sharp bends on a narrow metal track. But is not amusing and it^s a ride
from which they cannot disembark. For these four womenH no matter what they doH the only
exit from cancer and treatment is death.
*hey all recounted how their cancer acame backH even though they said it probably
wouldn^tH` and athen it goes in remission and in a few months it comes backH goes into
remission then comes backH` cancer growth slows and then in a short period of time the
tumors progressH ait happens again` and again and again. It is the same with cancer treatment.
*he four co\researchers described that you go on chemo] it works for awhileH and then it
doesn^t work and you go on another chemo. *hat works for awhile and then it doesn^t.
Simone^s remarks that athere isn^t any end pointH` where you can stop doing treatment and go
on and resume life. Christine describes it as living stuck alike a hamster on the treadmill` for
the rest of her life. Life in the co\researchers^ world is living in on a perpetual roller coaster
with ongoing recurrenceH feeling lucky but unlucky and fluctuating between good days and bad
days sometimes on the same day.
All four co\researchers feel lucky to be aliveH lucky to live longer than expectedH lucky
for current distance from imminent deathH lucky that they can encoy lifeH lucky to have not
exhausted treatment optionsH and lucky that new drugs may be on the horilon. *hey feel lucky
that they have had some amaling experiencesH have nurturing friendships and more intimate
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connections with family members all as a result of cancer. Brynne remarks that aI am
lucky to have my partnerdlucky I haven^t had to take some of the drugs others havedlucky
that my strong\willed heart came out at the right time.` ParadoxicallyH the co\researchers also
describe feeling aunlucky.` *hey mention feeling unlucky that they were diagnosed with cancer
in the first place let alone having it become chronically terminal. *hey describe feeling unlucky
that cancer is in their face all the timeH unlucky with having so many medical appointmentsH
unlucky because of the unremittingH debilitating and often residual effects of anti\cancer
treatmentsH and unlucky for all the physicalH emotionalH and social losses they have suffered.
*hey feel unluckyH tiredH angryH guilty and depressed with being a acancer patient` for so long.
Simone debates the lucky and unlucky predicament and the emotional conseJuence2
I will get to feeling so sorry for myselfH which is fine. I am totally entitledH I meanH
about losses I^ve had because of this or that it had to happen in the first placeH you
knowH at the wrong time when I had a healthy lifestyle. d *hen it came back. *hat
is very unluckyH you know. *hen I had to go through all that hell. *hat is very
unlucky. d If I look at the regular peopleH I am horribly unlucky or even the breast
cancer rookies. If I look at the metastatic peopleH I am super\lucky. d I am still
surprisedH cust that things have gone so well. On the other handH I had to go
through a lot of hell and I wasn^t expecting that.
&ood days and bad days are described by the PearlH BrynneH and Christine as living
with extreme physical discomfort and emotional distress on one hand contrasted on the other
hand with an appreciation for the preciousness of timeH profound insightsH and newly realiled
coyH especially on days when feeling physically better. &ood days are times to renew verve and
for someH seen as transformational. Bad days are hard days on bad drugs with awful side
effectsH scary and worrisome because they could be perceived as the harbinger that the end is
drawing closer. On the bad daysH when BrynneH ChristineH and Pearl are sick and feeling lousyH
and cancer and the side effects of treatment intrude callously upon their livesH they have
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wondered if this is athe beginning of the end.` And thenH once againH the bad days pass
and the good days return. Brynne described the contrast in terms of a month of good or bad
days over the years of living longer with terminal cancer2
*hese really great days I am having right now might be really different in another
month or two. I think once we are out of the really terrible timeH we do our very best
to forget it. If we had this interview two years ago I might be saying some different
thingsdprobably more tears.
Pearl describes this dilemma of the good days and bad days2
I have both kinds of days. I have both kinds of feelings. When you feel goodH of
courseH you feel good. +ou don^t forget that you are ill. +ou feel good and things go
along normalH somewhat. When you don^t feel good and you are laying on the couch
or whateverH you begin to thinkH ohH is this the beginning of the end. Is this going to
be progressively debilitatingp Is this how I will feel every day and not feel better
again. For me the conundrum has been that I have both kinds of days. Emotionally I
have both kinds of feelings. Like I feel terrific and I do a bunch of stuff and then all
of a sudden I don^t feel terrific and I thinkH woe is meH this is the beginningH and then
I bounce back. I goH ohH wellH that was cust an episode. For me it is trying to
remember on the days that I don^t feel good that it isn^t the beginning of a
progressive demiseH but it is cust episodic. I really try to remind myself of thatH but it
is hard.
All four co\researchers portrayed living as an unending struggle to stay alive and cope
with the aunknown.` On bad days the co\researchers spoke of living with constant uncertainty
of when cancer will not only result in death but destroy their Juality of life beforehand.
Christine characteriled this as2
I would almost rather have two years and sayH alright this is it. I am going to have two
years. I am going to have a good Juality of life. Let me do what I want to do. *hen I
do itH focus in on thatdI can then manage my timeH as opposed to ten yearsH getting
progressively worseH am I going to be able to do thisH how it is going to workH how it
is going to happen. *hat is the part that is harder. It is harder for me having the
unknown of what^s out thereH and not knowing what your Juality of life is going to
be.
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It is in the midst of this struggle between the good days and bad days the co\
researchers mull over the Juestion of when is enoughH enough. It is a Juestion about the
Juality of their lives. Pearl ponders the Juestion2
3ow much of this will I toleratep dWill I continue treatmentp dOust how much
more treatment would I agree top ... Is there an end point where I won^t tolerate
feeling badp *hat^s a really tricky oneH because when you feel badH of courseH on a
scale of 1 to 1QH you think you are a 1Q. *he next day you feel better and you thinkH
ohH that was really only a 3. I could feel so much worse. But you don^t know that
when you feel bad.
Brynne remains resolute that there are aways I won^t live. dthe issue is really clear
for me and it is clear to my doctors that my concern is my Juality of life.` Christine asks
herself ahow long do you do thisp` She clearly understands that in the futureH the struggle to
stay alive could become an option she may no longer choose when she has had enough. *he
three co\researchers voiced that they know a time will come when they will want to make the
decision to stop treatment but presently they are troubled by not knowing yetH how to
recognile that time.
Simone indirectly spoke of the good days and bad days describing the physical
impactH the emotional perilsH and how extremely difficult it was to live with uncertainty.
3oweverH she emphatically stated that no matter how bad her Juality of life becameH she would
not be wrestling with the decision of when to stop treatment. Simone related that this was not
an option open for any consideration even if she lost the use of all four limbs. She declared
that staying alive was worth paying any price.
Jo was not included with the co\researchers who described living on a roller coaster
for she has been in long\term remission. She did not describe her days as split between good
and bad. Oo referred to luckH howeverH she did not ascribe a cancer diagnosis to being unlucky
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nor did she attribute her remission to luck. Oo attributes longevity to her hard earned
efforts with complimentary and alternative practices and lifestyle changes. +etH even OoH who
has been in long\term remission and is not currently experiencing any physical indicators of
the disease^s presenceH grapples with how to prevent a recurrence with a terminal diagnosis. Oo
Juestions what components of the treatments she actively utililes are effective and hunts for
validation and how to live with an acceptable Juality of life2
Sometimes I ask myself what about the aromatase inhibitor. If I knew for sure that
I would be able to sleep if I stopped itH I would probably take my chancesH getting
scans on a regular basisH for that Juality of life and being able to get off the sleeping
pills. dI would take my chances on recurrence showing up and get off it. Maybe I
wouldn^t take hormone replacement. d It is cust like all the other stuff. Some days
it is likeH ohH I don^t want to make my drink again today. Is this green stuff I am
putting inH is it really helping mep Is the flaxH is it thisH is it that. I cust spent
hundreds of dollars on supplements yesterday. Does this really workp WellH I don^t
know anybody else who is doing it. I don^t know anybody that can sayH wellH I do
all that and I am dying anyway.
In summaryH living on a roller coaster is having to cope with the extreme highs and
lows of ongoing cancer and treatment. It is feeling lucky on good days and unlucky on bad
days and trying to recognile and decide when enough discomfort and diminished Juality of life
will be more than enough.

Feeling different from others
All five co\researchers by exceeding their expiration date and still living with Stage IV
cancer perceived themselves as different from others. All five women cherished or expressed a
desire for connectedness which in turn underscored a feeling of being dissimilar and alone in
their plight. Jo, Pearl and Christine alluded to this sense of separateness in expressing
feelings of guilt. Pearl feels guilty about all this dying stuff taking up other people^s time. Oo
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feels guilty that she has been in longer term aremission especially when people say things
likeH you are so lucky.` Christine feels guilty for not always being as appreciative of being alive
with advanced cancer as do others.
*he five women described that their experience had created a chasm between them
and others who never had cancerH others who had completed treatment for early stage cancerH
and even from other persons with cancer metastases. All five co\researchers viewed their
difference from others in terms of being misunderstood. Simone described her anger over
being misunderstood when she was having a rough time in the hospital2
It was really frustrating because nobody understood and they would come up with
these dumb\ass suggestions likeH have you tried applesaucep I am likeH no dumb\assH I
didn^t think of that. I am starving here. I am literally going from 11k to Rk poundsH
but noH I didn^t think of applesauce.
Pearl, Brynne, Christine, and Simone mentioned that their outward appearance
was a contributing factor in being misconstrued as their cancer is outwardly invisible and
reveals nothing of the disease process on the inside of their bodies. On athe outside` they all
look afine` and afit` in the eyes of other. In the public domainH Pearl and Simone mentioned
how cause\marketing practices Mmarketing practices that capitalile on the promotion of a
causeN perpetuate misunderstanding of their condition. Simone was indignant when referring
to the proliferation of pink2
LookH this is serious. *his is not pink glitter. It seems like in the culture nowH cust
because of the media and commercials and we are going to have the pink peppermint
patties and the pink M n Ms and the pink rubber gloves t I^ve seen all sort of stuffH
pink mixer. *he idea t I get the feeling that most people think that virtually everyone
survives breast cancer. People go around wearing pink t\shirts and pink earringsdIt
bugs me that with any cancer it is cust when you have too much like glittery things
and rahH rahH isn^t this greatH we are survivorsH people forget what it is about. It is cust
a social event now for some people.
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With the non\survivorsH Pearl’s feelings of being different derive from her
experience in which others have felt the need to treat her differently. Pearl differentiates
herself in explaining that athere is this weird thing that happens when you talk to lay people.
*hey are less likely to get it. ...and they all have way more problems than I have.` Pearl
intimates separateness from her immediate family membersH even as she draws closer to them.
Pearl alone takes charge of aprotecting` family members from the burden of her illness and
death by deciding the flow of information and making the preparations for them.
3e doesn^t come to all my doctor appointments like other husbands doH and he
would if I asked himH and he would if I said I wanted him there. But I feel like
toward the very endH there will be enough in\your\face shit from my family and they
will be there. So during this interim it doesn^t have to be rubbed in their nose every
day. It doesn^t have to be rubbed in their nose once a month. *hey get itH and it is
probably a roar in the back of their heads at all timesH but I don^t need to be
constantly rubbing their faces in it. So I do try to filter for them. Because I am the
health care executive in the familyH they look for me for interpretation anyway.
What does this meanp
Brynne described how she treasured connection with friendsH with her partner and
the open communication between themH and most importantlyH with her spirituality. While
Brynne has grown more intimate with her partner and found apeace` in her aconnection with
the universeH` these connections have heightened an awareness of her difference from others
diagnosed with cancer2
It vdiagnosisw really did get my attention in a way that doesn^t happen for everybody
I know. Some people don^t change their lives really at all. I watch the different
ways that people handle this kind of a diagnosis and this kind of a life. dI know
there are many people who cust ache for the life before cancerd but I am much
more settled and peaceful and complete.
Simone and Jo portrayed how they feel aalienated` from everyone else with cancer
with the comment that ayou are not like anybody else and you don^t have anybody to talk to`
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Oo spoke of athis wall between me and others.` Simone talked extensively about feeling
misunderstood and lonely. Simone disclosed this felt separation from early stage cancer
survivors2
I feel very cealous of people that cust had one thingH stage one or something and took
care of it and they are fineH and especially if they are really out of shape and don^t do
anything to try to take care of themselves. d*hey feel very proud of the fact that the
bad thing didn^t happen to themH which they shouldH I guess. It is cust painful when
they say it. dlike a superior attitude toward meH and it is really cust basically they
don^t want to make whatever mistake I made. If you go into a regular breast cancer
group and a lot of times people cust start peppering you with Juestions like was it in
your family. Where are you getting your mammogramsp Did you smokep It is like
they are trying to put you in a box. I understand it. We all want to control itH but it
makes me feel so alienated.
Simone and Oo portrayed their yearning for persons with whom they could connect
and mutually share their life situation. Simone wants to be understood2 aI know the world
doesn^t revolve around meH but if there were cust a few more people that understoodH that
would be all I would need.` Oo emphasiles her difference and longing for connection in
desiring companyH commonalityH and validation2
Whenever I meet people that do have the same disease as meH they are usually behind
me in terms of being diagnosed with it in the liver. I^ve actually been thinking about
maybe going to some of the cancer websites trying to find other women thatH you
knowH have beenH had it in some organH not bonesH because you can have it in bones
foreverH but somebody that has had it in an organ and that has been in remission as
long as me. d I mean that if I could meet up with someone who has had a similar
diagnosis and not even breast cancerH but any sort of serious cancer. . . I know
everybody thinks they are going to die when they get diagnosedH but we are talking
people who really don^t have a big chance of outliving a 12 or 1R month t to know
somebody who believes and practices all the stuff that I do. *he nutritional pieceH the
exercise pieceH t to me even if someone who does partly what I doH I guess would
give some validation. People made me doubt that having a positive attitudeH you^ve
heard itH aI know a lot of people who are dead that had a positive attitudeH` so I guess
I cust don^t feel like anybody gives any validation to what I do. d I guess it makes
me feel like I am not alone when you can validate how you are feelingH that someone
else is in the same place and feels the same way. d share whatever it is you are going
throughH that somebody else is doing it too.
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Christine values the connection she has made with other women with Stage IV
metastases and feels less alone. At the same timeH because her cancer spread is still confined to
her bonesH she expressed feeling different from these women2
I have been living with it for seven yearsH but I also haven^t been living with it the
way some of these other women haved who are so constantly in it. I^ve had that
luxury of having it thereH but being able to step back. In some ways part of me feels
like phony. d I kind of feel likeH ohH my godH these people are much more serious
than I amH but mine is as real as theirs and I know that in my head. But it is not to say
that sometimes my gut doesn^t.
Pearl verbaliles feeling different from others living with Stage IV cancer based on
her perceived proficiencies2 aI get that part more than others. dBecause of the resources and
skills I haveH should I be going through this differently than othersp d *heir prior experiences
don^t let them integrate it the same way mine do.` Jo and Brynne express feeling different
from other women with terminal cancer who won^t try the complimentary treatments that they
found effective for themselves. Brynne disclosed frustration with the dissimilarity2
She was having nausea and she was losing tons of weight and she wouldn^t take any
of the anti\nausea stuffd I guess those are things that are sort of beyond me. I gave
some anti\constipation Chinese 3erbs to one woman who was clearly suffering. She
came back and saidH ohH I can^t drink that. It is too terrible. *o me it is like nothing. I
try to get people to go to acupuncturedthey don^t godI get frustratedd. it is really
painful.
Jo described bewilderment in feeling removed from others2 aWhy are people so
resistant to making changes that would extend their life. What do you have to lose if it doesn^t
workp dI get irritated with people. dI guess we can^t all be craly committed like me.`
In summaryH feeling different from others is feeling different from most every one
the co\researchers know. It is feeling different from those who never had cancer and different
from those who want them to be well and perpetuate media myths of a cure. Feeling different
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from others is treasuring the connection with family and friends and feeling separate from
loved ones who must be protected. *he co\researchers feel different from early stage cancer
patients who put them in a box until they figure out what to do so as not to be youH the one
with cancer metastases. *hey feel different from others with metastases that all appear worse
off than they and who don^t utilile practices they believe to be of benefit. Feeling different
from others includes feeling2 guiltH unacknowledgedH misunderstoodH alienatedH invalidatedH
exceptionalH and alone striving for connection.

Interaction with medical systems and treatment protocols
All five co\researchers in this study conveyed their experience in the medical world.
*he five women talked about the impact of treatmentH treatment preferencesH their interactions
with both the Western medical and CAM systemsH which included their relationship with and
expectations of medical professionals. *he five women all described extreme discomfort and
incapacitating effects resulting more from cancer treatment than from the cancer itself.
aProfound fatigue` was mentioned by most of the co\researchers as the most disconcerting
side effect from anti\cancer drugsH radiationH and surgeries. Brynne relates the fatigue directly
to treatment2 a*here are some treatments that cause a lot of fatigueddrugs that make me
really tired. *here are days when I get tired. I think most of it is taking chemo.` Simone sees
the chemotherapy effects of fatigue in every day endeavors2 aI get tired if I do too muchH like
go to b\Mart and walk around too much. I am exhausted.` Pearl’s describes how fatigue
interferes with engaging in encoyable activities and the simplest of tasks2
My first notice of being fatigued like that was not having energy to do things you likeH
so not being able to read. +ou are laying on the couch. Why can^t you readp +ou cust
can^t. It takes too much energy to focusH to turn the pagesH to remember the storyline.
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d*here are the things I intended to do. Now I don^t have the energyH staminaH
fortitude or interest.
Pearl aptly illustrates the experience most of the co\researchers expressed in her description of
being too tired to even to have a personality2
It^s that profound fatigue. Even when people callH I have found that there have been
plenty of times when I don^t have the energy to smile while I am on the phoneH to
put that lilt in your voiceH to say hello. *he way I defined it is I don^t have enough
energy for personality. I never had any idea how much energy personality takes.
People have said to me all my lifeH ohH you have so much energy. I never Juite got
that. I meanH unless you are running around like some sort of a whirling dervishH I
don^t know why people would say that. OhH you have so much energy. Sometimes
they say it when they are cust visiting with me and I am not running a marathon.
Now I kind of get it because it takes energy to be personable. People call and you are
likeH vwhispersw ohH godH why do I have to talk to her. *hey want you to have energy
on the phone and I don^t wanna. I actually screen callst that is actually the only time
in my life I^ve ever screened calls. I don^t want to talk to peopleH even though they^re
well intentioned.
Impeding their ability to carry on routine functioningH all of the women mentioned
one or more other physical side effects2 insomniaH nauseaH mental fogginessH bowl irregularitiesH
sexual dysfunctionH neuropathyH and the blisters that accompany hand and foot syndrome.
Brynne conveyed the wretchedness of treatment2 aI was blistered from my eyelids to my buttH
inside and out. My mouth would be blistered. I couldn^t taste anything. I had terribleH terrible
intestinal cramping.` Simone told of similar misery2 aI literally threw up everything I ate. What
I could eatH things would cust burn like craly. It wasn^t that I couldn^t chew or swallowH it is
that if I didH it would be like I swallowed acidH like lye or something. ` It was cust the most
horrible time of my life and I felt really scared.`
Jo and Brynne spoke of the sexual side effects of dryness and thinned tissues
interfering with intimacy. Jo talked about a myriad of physical and emotional symptoms she
experiences because of her medical treatments2 aDiarrhea is cust sort of a way of life for me.
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dI am getting four hours of really sound sleep and then I wake upH and start to toss and
turn and not be able to stay asleep. dhave had fungal infectionsH unbelievable itchingH anxietyH
skin rashesH weepinessH irritabilityH night sweatsd`
*he emotional impact of treatment was described as eJually intense. Christine
disclosed emotional fatigue as a result of medical procedures2 aI am tired and sick of it. dI
cust get sick of going on.` As did Brynne a*he biggest intrusion is cust being so tired of it all.`
Pearl tries to avoid getting caught up in her emotions2 a+ou cust try not to think about thatH of
courseH because that is a really big pity\pot vicious cycle. +ou can really get caught up in that
emotionality. I try not to get too caught up in thatH because that really doesn^t serve any
purpose.` Simone divulged the dark side2
It is cust hardH because you get emotional. d I cust live in this t it is like a black cloud
hanging over my head and I try as hard as I can to ignore it and figure out ways to
manage itH because what is the point of trying so hard to be alive if I am cust going to
feel bad. d It is so hard to cust live and try to be happy and it is not like I am never
successful at itH but it is cust alwaysH always there d I get really angry.
*reating their cancer is aall consuming` for each of the co\researchers. Most of the
co\researchers described that the average week is not normal unless it is filled with multiple
appointments for some type of medical intervention or complimentary therapy. Living with
terminal cancer dictates a daily focus even when in remission. Christine summariles the
medical aspects that were voiced by all2 aI am either at the doctor^sH I have physical therapyH I
am going to a support groupH I am going to therapyH I am going to get scans.`
*o assuage the impact of side effects and to buffer their chances for containing the
cancerH all of the co\researchers utililed more than one type of CAM remedy. Jo, Brynne,
Pearl, and Christine are all engaged in a combination of complimentary practices. *he types
of CAM that were mentioned included2 yogaH meditationH Chinese herbsH vitamins and
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supplementsH nutritional counselingH dietary changesH inclusion of organic foodsH
psychotherapyH vibrational healingH acupunctureH and expressive arts. Jo stated that ashe has
done it all` and described the weight of doing a rigorous complimentary regimen2
*here was a while there where my husband would come home and be likeH did you
do your green thing todayp Stop. OhH you didn^tp I am likeH you knowH I can miss a
day. WellH did you do your guided imageryH did you play your bowlH did you walkH
did you exercisep What did you dop Did you do your yogap LikeH back off. It is
too much responsibility sometimes.
All five co\researchers do not believe that the Western medicine can offer them a
cure for their cancer but they do believe that Western medicineH although insufficientH has
prolonged their life. Only Jo believes that she may have cured her cancer but does not for a
moment think of stopping treatment. Out of the fiveH four women believe you cannot cure
cancer but can live for many years with a diagnosis of Stage IV cancer. All of the co\
researchers have placed their faith in new drugsH complimentary and alternative medicine
MCAMN which includes utililing psychological support through engagement in therapy. *hey
believe like Jo that if there is at least one other who has beaten the oddsH survived for a very
long period of timeH than they can too. aIf they can do itH I can do it.` *he co\researchersH
having located few othersH recognile that they represent a smallH but growing sample of people
with advanced cancer who have lived beyond the expiration date. Simone believes you may be
able to beat cancer for many years. Brynne acknowledges that as of yet there is no cure for
cancer. Brynne believes that she can exert some control over her cancer by talking with it. She
also believes that with CAM and working on yourself you can heal and make peace with your
cancer which in turn could add years to your life. Christine believes with new anti\cancer
developments emerging all the time that life can be prolongedH especially if treatment keeps the
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cancer from traveling to an organ. While Pearl continues to aggressively treat cancerH she
pragmatically believes in the inevitability of the statistics and probability.
*he five women view their oncologist\patient relationships as both special and
disappointing. All the co\researchers talked of having established a good working relationship
with their doctors. While the women expressed confidence in their oncologists and valued
their professional careH they asserted that their view of doctors as experts had dramatically
changed. Jo talked about no longer abuying into` everything they say. For all the womenH
disappointment descends in regard to not receiving answers about how much time they have
left to live and what treatments will be effective to stave off progression. Christine remarked
that the doctors cannot tell her anything about how fast or slow the cancer will spread because
they don^t know. All five co\researchers^ expression of their frustration with not getting such
answers is encapsulated in Brynne’s statement2 a*hey shouldn^t tell you anything because they
don^t know. dI came to realile fairly early on that they had no idea how long I would live.`
*heir dissatisfaction extends to the Western medical model as a whole] the women all
mentioned that medical technology and knowledge of how to treat advanced cancer is critically
lacking and not fully trustworthy. Pearl described her doctor^s recommendation for treatment
based on treatment protocols as a acrap shoot.` Simone voiced regret in recalling her first
cancer diagnosis2 aI was thirty years old. KIt^s one of the biggest regrets in my life and I hope
I don^t regret anything moreH but I was cust so innocent then. *he doctor said he thought I
didn^t need any other treatment. I think most doctors would have said thatH but I cust wish I
had gone for a second opinionH because I did need more treatment.` Pearl further related
feeling a sense of betrayal and annoyance in dialoguing with her oncologist2
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I did have a conversation with my oncologist the last time I went for the
purposes of asking these kind of metabolic Juestions. What is the doubling ratep Is
there an acceleration as tumor load reaches a certain pointp Of course he had no
answers for any of those very thought\provoking Juestions. 3e did say they were
the most thought\provoking Juestions that he had been askedH but he didn^t have
any answers. So that really didn^t help me.
Simone pointedly recalled interactions with doctors where she felt deprived of
dignity. Non\oncology doctors are viewed by Simone as clueless2 aI could go into some doctor
for a stubbed toe and they would say it was a metastasis. +ou can^t go to a regular doctor if
you are somebody like us. *hey think everything is caused by thatvcancerw.`
In summaryH the interaction with medical systems and treatment protocols involves
all consuming medical care with conventional treatments that cause unrelenting severeH
intensely discomforting and disabling side effectsH to keep the co\researchers alive. *he
interaction with medical systems engendered disillusionmentH disappointmentH and diminished
trust in Western medicine and in doctors as the aexperts.` *he harshest of disappointments to
bear is living with uncertainty and the fatigue that surrounds it all. At timesH when their dignity
is challenged and they are pulled under a cloud of blackness the co\researchers try not to
drown in feeling sorry for themselves. bnowing that Western medicine cannot provide a cure
or ease their distressH the co\researchers seek CAM hoping for a longer life and for relief of
physicalH psychosocial and spiritual discomfort.

Cancer invades and changes how you live and re-view life
Cancer in the lives of the co\researchers is viewed as an outsiderH an intruder with a
force of its own that has to be tolerated. For most of the researchers cancer is something that
resists control. *he women referred to the invader as an ait]` asomething that doesn^t belong
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in thereH that is growing and pushing.` Advanced cancer invaded the bodies of the women
in this study and drastically altered the way they live. Cancer shoved its way into their workH
their identityH their social livesH and compelled them to examine their faith and seek meaning.
*he co\researchers spoke of cancer^s force in definingH restrainingH and/or providing them
with an opportunity for growth.
Living under the rule of the invader was described as ahard.` a3ard` was the most
freJuently used word by the five co\researchers in describing how their lives have changed. In
contrast to the relative aease of life` before cancerH the descriptions included that it was
physicallyH emotionally and socially hard2 hard to face cancer every day] hard to endure the side
effects from medications] hard to advocate for oneself and be disappointed with medical
professionals who do not have definitive answers] hard that medical technology is lagging] hard
to remember that you are not yet dying] hard to keep up the struggle to stay alive] hard to have
cancer change your preferred way to live] hard to live with the unknown] hard to figure out
how to spend time] hard being misunderstood] hard to comprehend others] hard to listen to
people say stupid things] hard feeling alienated] and hard to talk to family members about
being tired of it all. *he co\researchers described that surviving longer with terminal cancer
makes it hard to live and hard to dieH and how all of that is hard on friends and family.
Stage IV cancer was not seen by any of the co\researchers as a gift. Pearl and
Simone both expressed the following2 aCancer is not a gift. If it was I would want to put a
bow on it and give to someone else. *his is not a gift to give to somebody I care about.`
Simone explained further that athere are others who say that qbreast cancer is the best thing
that ever happened to me. It taught me to appreciate my life.^ I^m not saying everyone is thereH
but I guaran\damn\tee youH most of the people that say that it vcancerw is a gift thing are not
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metastatic.` Pearl stated that she was already satisfied with her life and does not see cancer
as adding any new opportunity to improve upon her life. Christine echoed similar thoughts2
aWhen I hear the ohH geeH qI^m so glad I got cancerH this diagnosis. It has been that epiphany.^
I want to say up yours. vLaughterw I^m sorry it wasn^t an epiphany for me.` 3oweverH Jo,
Christine, Brynne and even Pearl talked directly about one or more ariches` they have
garnered as a result of having terminal cancer. Brynne, unlike ChristineH voiced that cancer has
been transformational2 aI wouldn^t give it to anyoneH but there are gifts in it. *here are Jualities
of my life that are much richer. dI feel more coy on a daily basis than I felt pre\cancer.` Pearl
expressed feeling more enriched by all the friends she has made as a result of having terminal
cancer. Jo and Christine, dissimilar to PearlH revealed that terminal cancer has given them the
opportunity to reevaluate their priorities. Christine remarked2
It does make you look at things a little differently. In terms of thatH and I^m not glad I
have itH but it has given me an opportunity to look at my priorities. Why am I doing
thisp dWe are cust going down the pathH doing whateverH but what am I doing it for.
It is okay to work. It is okay to make money to do thisH retireH whatever. It is like wait
a second. Why not do some things now.
Cancer^s invasion has generated fear in these women^s lives. Most of the co\
researchers were less afraid of death itselfH and more in fear of how cancer takes over their lifeH
what they have had and will have to do to live. *hey expressed fear about dying in terms of
when treatments stop being effective or when there are no longer any more treatment options.
But mostlyH the co\researchers described fear of painH sufferingH and losing control that
accompanies ongoing deterioration and progressive limitations imposed on their physical
functioning. Christine fears addiction to her pain medication. Jo fears becoming addicted to
her medications for insomnia and anxiety. Pearl and Christine fear becoming a burden. Pearl
fears being unprepared and leaving unfinished business. Brynne fears the misery of anti\
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cancer medications. Simone and Jo fear loneliness. PearlH BrynneH ChristineH Simone and
Oo all expressed directly or indirectly fear of wasting time.
For some of the co\researchersH fear of wasting time has restrained how they live.
Simone’s fear of wasting time restrained her medical decisions2 aI had a radiation oncologist I
couldn^t stand. I cust stayed with her because we had wasted so much time.` Pearl fears
wasting time in struggling with preparing for death too much or not enough. Fear of wasting
time has also been a motivator for most of the co\researchers. Simone expressed not wanting
to be years down the roadH looking back and agoingH wowH I wasted my whole life being
afraid.` Pearl has atried to finish all the unfinished procects or the planned procects that are in
my closetsH so that I get them sewed up before I die.` Brynne described her delight in taking
time to think things through and encoy life more with traveling. Jo explained that time now
allows her to get pleasure in the ways she imagined with retirement. Christine summariled the
sentiment of all of the co\researchers2
*here is a definite differenceH I am not putting things offH I am not waitingH which I
think I totally would have done in the past. dNow it^s what do I want to do and
how do I want to live my life. dgiving myself time to do those thingsH things that I
might encoyH which might be very simpleH but a little more creative and fun than in
the past when I am busy and cust going. It^s saying this is what I^d like to do so give
myself the time to do those things.
All five co\researchers described losses in the context of defining themselves by who
they were in the past and what they had been doing. Brynne talked about losing her hair and
its relationship to her self\concept2
If you take the hair away and the eyelashes and if the eyebrowsH tooH that^s an issue.
It cust messes with your self conceptH your self esteem. I found I had to work harder
to continue feeling good about myself. It is not impossible to doH but I knowH for
me it was really part of my identity. It was really part of how I define myself.
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Brynne, Jo, and Pearl described how their self identities were defined largely by
their careers. +et to survive longer with advanced cancerH all three co\researchers had to give
up their cobs. Jo described going through a crisis of awho am I now` after deciding to leave
her highly successful and lucrative career. Pearl described that her identity was wrapped up in
all the ways that she aused to beH` aused to haveH` and aused to do` both professionally and
recreationally. NowH she struggles to redefine herself and how to live.
I am used to doing things that are publishedH that are importantH that make a
differenceH that get both recognition and reimbursement. So it is really hard for me
vnot to workw d. I am also used to my work nationwide having it publishedH having it
recogniledH having people court me to do the work. We would love to have you as a
consultant on this procect if you are available. *hat is all ego workH but I am used to
that.
Brynne spoke of the loss of work but also of the rewards of not working2 aOn the
one hand it was devastating because it was my baby that I had worked. Not working was hard
to get to. dBut there is the gift of waking up each day knowing that this is your day and you
decide what is in it.` Christine described not yet relinJuishing her careerH but has had to take a
step back and reprioritile now that cancer is progressing more2 aIt^s now where I say I want to
work part\time. I don^t want to work full time.` Simone has worked as she could throughout
her diagnosis but is beginning to Juestion her cob now that she wants to shake off being
defined only by cancer2
I have cust been cancer woman for so long that I don^t want to be cancer woman. I
don^t want that to be my identity. I^m still working on my identityH like things I can
do instead of have cancerH a hobby or something. dAnd the thing is work is a little
bit of problem because sometimes I don^t like it and some times I do. I can^t really
decide what to do.
For all five co\researchers paid work shifted to the high price they pay to stay alive
and the unpaid toils of working on themselves. All of the women brought up working on
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themselves psychologically. *hey all expressed similar sentiments to what Simone
succinctly stated when she described wanting to becoming more adept at expressing and
dealing with her emotions2 aI still have all this emotional stuff that I don^t know what to do
withH but I am working on it.`!Brynne explained2 aI^ve been in and out of therapy because I
wanted to work on these issuesdwork on the angerdnot stuffing it as much. dI do really
intense work when the cancer is growing.`
Another aspect of psychological change all of the co\researchers portrayed was
recognition of what was uncontrollable and a greater sense of agency over what they could
control in their lives. *he women all referenced how they are choosing to take more control
over their medical regimensH choosing how they want to liveH and for most of the co\
researchersH as discussed previouslyH choosing when they may want to stop treatment and how
they want their death to be commemorated. In addition to choosing how to mange her
feelingsH Simone described taking more initiative in reference to treatment2 aI^ve always gone
with what my doctor thought was the best thingH except that I talk him into being more
extreme]` she reJuested and received additional and more aggressive chemo than what was
standard protocol. Brynne described her sense of empowerment in relationship to her doctors
and medical decisions2
I feel like I am making decisions for my life and my body. And that^s really
empoweringH rather than cust letting go of control and seeing what they are going to
throw at me next. *he decisions aren^t always prettyH but it is empowering to know
that you get to be the person making that choice for your bodyH that if it is going to
be something that is really hardH that you get to make that decision. It doesn^t cust
happen to you.
Brynne also described a sense of agency in deciding to stop work and the transformation that
ensued2
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*here was a sense of urgency initially. What am I going to dop I knew I didn^t
know. I spent my life as an adrenaline cunkie which is the worse thing you can doH
for meH to feed cancer cells. Oust giving them all the food they would ever need in
case they wanted to growH they had it. Realiling that I had some control in this
matter. dWhat do I need to do immediatelyp Not to workH and to take this stress
away. I need to start breathingH be JuietH be stillH listen to my body. I don^t feel urgent
about it anymore. dI am not cumpy anymore. I don^t need lots to be happening to
be happy. I am more present with people. Oust encoying themH but also thinking about
three other things2 I am really more often here. d I like how I feel d there are
Jualities to my life since the diagnosis that are so much richer.
Christine described that undergoing treatment procedures were all her choice as was
sadly choosing to not to have children because of cancer and treatment. Pearl described
learning to choose on a daily basis between the fine lines of altruism and setting boundaries for
self care. Jo talked about choosing to stay committed to her CAM regimen.
Cancer growth has also propelled the co\researchers to reflect on spirituality and to
probe for meaning and purpose. Pearl, Brynne, and Jo sought and developed deeper
connection through spirituality as a result of their living longer with advanced cancer. For all
three co\researchers spirituality was not defined as organiled religion. Jo and Brynne gave up
the Catholic faith of their families in exchange for delving into the realm of aspirituality.`
Pearl and Brynne talked of spirituality in terms of connection to the universe. Brynne
described how ataking time to connect with my spirituality and spiritual beliefsH which I never
did before` was greater than anything she had experienced in any previous year of her life.
Brynne described the sheer coy and love that comes from her spiritual connection which in
turn gives her life meaning. A meaningful life is also one in which she can give something back
to others. Pearl claimed never to have settled on one religious faith and has found through her
yoga practice the spiritual connection she was seeking2
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I have wanted a yoga practice foreverd I kept trying to do yogaH but it was more
t maybe I wasn^t ready for it. I was still in the aerobic mentality of no painH no gain. I
was doing it more for physiology rather than spirituality. Because I don^t have a
religious practiceH there was always something missing that I wanted to have this
sense ofH I don^t knowH comfortH structure around a practiceH but I never had the time
or never spent the time to go find it. I hardly ever went to templeH occasionally went
to churchesH and I kind of called myself a -nitarian for a whileH but I had never been
in the -nitarian church whatsoever. I cust assumed I would get along with those
people better because they are a little bit more open minded. But this has actually
become my religion or my practiceH and this particular teacherH she is amalingly
connected to whatever is going on this planet. +oga is helping me open. I think I was
always kind of connected but I wasn^t open to the flow. I wasn^t letting it flow. d
For meH it isn^t about can you touch your toes or whatever. It is really about t first of
allH the Dharma discussion.
Christine described that she has a more scientific approach to life than faith\based.
In identifying with Oudaism she conveyed values often associated with what gives her life
meaning2
I^ve gone through my own process about a spiritual &od and various things like
that. I am more of the belief not that &od created man but that man created &od.
dI am more scientific and the big bang and all that. I really like the fact of Oudaism
that we don^t believe in an afterlife. It is more what you do on this earth and being a
good person. *hat is what is important. It is not all for the next life. On the other
handH I have known peopleH like D. I admired her spirituality. I was a bit envious of
itH of somebody who has that belief and can put that utter faith into thatH that gives
them a sense of security. I think that can be a wondrousH wondrous thing for that
person. I can^t go there. I don^t buy it. d*here has been a lot of years in
processing. I think I have found something that is good and works for me. I am
really lucky that I think in Oudaism there is the two. +ou can be a very proudH strong
Oewish person in our heritage without having anything to do with the religious side
of it. It is a nice balance.
SimoneH like ChristineH envies others who have a strong faith2 aI wish I did have a
faith. *hese people find it so comforting and I would love that. I really do. I wish I could cust
instantly make myself have some kind of niceH tolerance toward other religious faith. But you
either believe or you don^t believe.` Simone referenced meaning in not wanting to live any
longer with fearH bitterness and loneliness while declaring that her sole purpose was to put her
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energies into staying alive. Jo described her connection to spirituality as being curious
about what happens aafter your heart stops beating.` Oo described several attempts she has
made to find her purpose in life. When she described her recent search for meaning and trying
to figure out what she is supposed to be doing. Oo alluded to believing in &od. Oo described
how her search for purpose was based on what she read in a popular book2
If we can cust find that blackboard in the sky that our purposeH you knowH the
purpose &od has for youH vpausew we are going to find the answer somewhere out
there on this blackboard. WellH the reality of it is there is no blackboard. *he reality of
it isH &od did not give you a purpose. 3e did not give you like a chore. It is up to
you to decide what your purpose isH and you can write in what that is on that
blackboard.
In summaryH the invasion of cancer changes the co\researchers^ bodies and their
lives. Inwardly and outwardlyH cancer changes how they live. Cancer is a force that brought
new fearsH left a trail of lossesH and for a few engenders new insights and appreciation. Cancer
forced the women to change how they workH forced them to revision their identitiesH change
how they related to the time leftH their Juality of lifeH and to spirituality. Contending with the
force reJuires fortitude and for some of the co\researchers resiliency ensues. None of the co\
researchers are grateful for the harshness cancer has thrust on themH but in the hard work of
coping with cancer and in reexamining their prioritiesH they have discovered the freedom and
responsibility of choice. For some of the co\researchers choosing leads them to spirituality that
creates an opening in which connection and meaning can flow.
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Individual Structural Description

*he individual structural description moves from the textual facts toward the meanings
and essences of the lived experience through the process of imaginative variation. Imaginative
variation as explained earlier aapproaches the phenomenon from divergent perspectives`
MMoustakasH 11jhH p.je\jRN to ask what structural elements were present for this experience to
emerge. *his process moves from the appearances of awhat` the experience was for each co\
researcher towards understanding ahow` the feelings and thoughts of the experience of the
phenomenon were aroused. From this processH the fundamental elementsH the invariant
structures are identified and a vivid description of the underlying dynamics and structural
elements of the themes and Jualities is composed for each co\researcher. *o illustrate this
aspect of the data analyses only one co\researcher^s individual structural description follows.

Pearl’s Individual Structural Description
*he structural elements of how Pearl experiences living past her expiration date and
still living with Stage IV cancer relates to universal structures and to her uniJue set of valuesH
beliefsH strategies and ways of making meaning. 3ow Pearl experiences this phenomenon
includes her self in relation to lived timeH spaceH and bodyH in relationship to her self\identity
and in relationship to others.
Pearl is in a conundrum in relation to time. Living longer with terminal cancer has
turned her world upside down and dumped Pearl into a conundrum of not knowing how
much time she has left to liveH how to live best within that timeH when time is near the end if
she will be able to recognile that this is the endH and if she will have had enough time to
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prepare for the end. Pearl has lived longer than she expected and yet she anticipates living
much shorter than most. *ime for Pearl has been disrupted. Experiencing discontinuity with
her past and feeling unable to make long\term plans for a future life sends Pearl plummeting
into a void. Lost in time and spaceH she finds herself in a state of ainertia` and grapples with
how to move in time while holding simultaneouslyH seemingly opposing realities of dying and
living. Looking backwards at how everything aused to` be Pearl focuses on apreparing` for
future death and struggles with how to live in present time. *ime lived is now a race for which
she has not trained and in which there is no algorithmic way of knowing how far she has left
to go. *ime is lived incongruently in shuttling back and forth between days of feeling bodily
well or physically horrific. 3er bodyH once private space becomes public domainH a receptacle
for innumerable medical intrusions in public settings. 3er time in this lived space becomes
defined by the boundaries of scienceH the limitations of what medical treatments are able and
unable to do. *ime is an unending calendar of innumerable medical appointments. +etH time
cannot be pigeonholed into exact monthsH daysH or hours to ease Pearl^s angst from not
knowing death^s proximity. As Pearl lives longerH as time temporarily stretches between life
and deathH she has recently found a spiritual practice that offers her moments of being in the
aflow` of time. In that flow she can accept bits of randomness. With that acceptance Pearl
finds herselfH after considerable planning timeH engaging delightedly in some activities she
previously recected. *his movementH an opening to all of lifeH reinstates a sense of comfort and
structure. 3aving structure has always been a soothing time for Pearl. For most of Pearl^s life
ataking charge` of awhat to do` with time was more important than abeing` in time. For
PearlH time even now is measured by accomplishment.
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Pearl built her life around achievement and recognition and craves that still. 3er
identity began with the investment and strong determination to surpass her early roots2
aWhere I come fromdthe fact that I have no trace of that accent and that I can actually put
an articulate sentence together is Juite a sense of accomplishment for me.` Early in lifeH out of
necessity Pearl embarked on a voyage to become dependable and strove to excel in everything
she tackled. Work became the channel through which she forged her identity to become
commander of her craft. Pearl spent years learningH developingH and mastering with fine tuned
precisionH a set of standards and procedures with which to conduct her life. With the diagnosis
of terminal cancerH Pearl immediately drew upon her skills and aset her mind` to working on
aa mission to die.` Failing to die and having to relinJuish work because the effects of still
living with a cancer that ayou can^t control` has left Pearl floundering in uncertainty. Pearl is
not in controlH she adoesn^t get to say no to anything.` Pearl feels removed from a sense of
normalcy and from living a life that is full of meaning where her values are endorsed and
where she can gain respect from others. Pearl feels aduped` by her body and by the medical
science she had learned to trust. *he insidiousness of cancer fell below both her and her
doctors^ radar. Cancer^s invasion of her body and into her world of knowledge and life^s work
has threatened the integrity of Pearl^s entire existence. -nable to master knowing what will be
the day to day effects of cancerH when it will interfere with her lifeH and when she will dieH Pearl
struggles with how to recognile herself in the experience. She astands in her closet` at the
threshold not knowing whether to turn towards death or towards life. *he recurring failure of
anti\cancer treatmentsH the physical distress of aprofound fatigue` and a myriad of other
disabling symptoms accompanied by emotional upheaval causes Pearl to doubt her worth and
confidence in who she is and how to live in a world devoid of work. She has entered a world
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where the randomness of cancer eclipses her scientific frame of mind. Pearl was very
content in her life and was not looking for change she did not initiate. 3er world was tidy and
she adidn^t make mistakes.` Everything she did served a purpose and was ordered. Pearl likes
being succinct and abhors incompetence. As a person who prides herself with applying high
performance standards to everything she doesH Pearl confronts the possibility of not getting
this experience aright.` Paralyled by wanting aeverything done rightH` the lived space narrows
and further arestrains` her from living expansively or spontaneously while she is still able. She
recoils from the unruliness of her emotions. She fears being stuck on a apity\pot` and caught
up in a web of emotionality. *hese reminders of vulnerability severely challenge Pearl^s self\
image and diminish her sense of self\supportH safetyH and trust in this longer than expected
situation that lacks all predictability and protocol.
Not finding the right way to live in the either/or world she has constructed
indicates a moral dilemma which evokes ontological guilt. In relationship to othersH Pearl
wrestles with balancing how to take care of others with how to ultimately and fully give back
to herself. She worries about whom she will be if she is not enoughH how she compares to
others and to her former anormal` self. Pearl has always been highly self\sufficient and is not
aprepared` for the interference of outside factors that are beyond her control. With eroding
self\sufficiency and diminished sense of trust in othersH Pearl worries about being dependent
upon others and does not want to burden family or friends. Careful to tread lightly on others
apsychic spacesH` Pearl resumes her polished chief executive post and additionally assumes the
role of protector in relation to others. Acting as health care administratorH interpreterH and
provider Pearl gets to choose. She monitors the flow of informationH tries to predict and
modulate others^ affectH and places people in a hierarchal athree tiered model` for the
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purposes of identifying to whom she can delegate tasksH deciding who needs to be taken
care ofH and who needs to be purged. She aidentifies the criteria of how and who` can move
within the model. She has found a way to have structure. *aking chargeH shieldingH and
ashepherding` others helps Pearl feel more secure in the uncertainty of on ongoing terminal
cancer. In relation to others in the face of dyingH Pearl reaches for connection and pulls her
immediate family members and friends closer. *o offset the absence of family traditions she
would have loved in her childhoodH she creates family traditions and ritual to transcend her life.
Pearl^s past successes and the interaction with others in the cancer world have brought her an
aoutpouring of friendship.` *hrough the supportiveness of these friendsH Pearl regains some
sense of her worth through the positive feedback of others who averbalile what I mean to
them.`
In the process of surviving longer with terminal cancer Pearl^s relation to others
extends beyond her personal constructions and is additionally impacted by the broader social
structure of culture. Cultural mythsH expectationsH and others^ attitudes further segregate Pearl
from mainstream society. Cognitive and emotional dissonance results from other people
thinking she will be acured` because she looks agood` on the outside and from media^s
attention on a pink ribbon cure. Pearl^s sense of isolation increases as does her need to mask
emotions and protect family members from the cruel realities of her disease. Pearl^s urge then
is to aeducate and illuminate` the public and aclarify the misperceptions.` -ndertaking this
task would help Pearl fulfill her need to make a difference in the world and in turn give her a
sense of belongingH to feel and be seen as a member of society worthy of esteem. But on most
daysH advanced cancer drains her of the energy this endeavor would entail. AlternativelyH she
turns to contributing through creativity. Pearl^s Juilt makingH at her own paceH becomes a
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purposeful endeavor she derives meaning from in giving these hand made Juilts to people
she cares for2
Oust that whenever I Juilt or piece a JuiltH whomever it is forH if I already know when
I am making it who it is forH they are really in my meditation t it is a form of
meditation for me t as I am sewingH the drone of the machineH the processH the
procect management of doing itH that person is in my consciousness. During that time
I think of themH I wish them things and truly t I know this sounds so syrupy coming
from me t but every stitch has some intention for these people. Sometimes I make a
Juilt because the colors or the pattern called to meH and I have no idea who it is for.
I cust start making it. Interestingly enoughH by the time it is doneH it knows who it
belongs to.
In spite of the huge losses to her life as it wasH Pearl remains aresilient` and
perseveres. Pearl through ongoing treatment often comes in to contact with patients who have
advanced cancer. Drawing on her afortitude` to overcome obstacles and compelled to learnH
she studies how others diagnosed with terminal cancer progress through life into death. 3er
thinking shifts into different paradigms as cancer continually rearranges her life. *he most
arduous aspect of this experience for Pearl is that change never ceases. *here is no chance to
settleH no gradual mastery and control over cancer^s progression and her demise. Pearl can^t
confront the illness and have a chance to reorder her priorities and then get to move onH
because illness becomes the priority and staying alive becomes more grueling and limiting. On
days when Pearl is living well in her bodyH when the effects of cancer and treatment are not
extremeH Pearl through yoga and meditation encounters moments of merging with a larger
harmony and dying becomes more distant. On those days she finds meaning through creative
endeavorsH and she builds on the legacy she will leave behind. Pearl astitches` a story that
connects her family members of the previous generation to current and future generations. On
those daysH Pearl recogniles in which spheres she can exert influence over her lifeH make
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meaningH have purposeH a sense of accomplishmentH and reestablish her place in the world.
On the other days when the effects of having cancer are harsh and she is physically spentH
Pearl is more bodily aware of death^s approach. In her mind she has become familiar with the
dying processH days of feeling good are on the decline and she expects to die. She becomes
anxious about unfinished business and wonders has she done enoughH has she done all she
can. *hese are the days when suffering the dying process is feared more than death itself. *hen
those days passH again. Pearl is unable to grasp fully how to do this life and death
simultaneouslyH though she accepts death as a natural part of life. Pearl maintains hopeH not for
a cure but for an easier deathH for what will be after deathH and for her family and those dearest
to her heart to eventually be comforted by the legacy she leaves. Contrary to the rules of
science Pearl sees cancer play unfairly and finish in an aunclean deathH` yet she allows herself
to fantasile and hope for a more surreal death scene of beauty and calm. 3oping for the bestH
living life as best she can, and preparing for the worst is the vessel upon which Pearl navigates
the turbulence of cancer when she is not dry docked in the harbor.

Individual Textural-Structural Description

*he structural and textural elements of the experience are in a continual relationship
according to Moustakas M1jjhN. aIt is the appearance and the hidden coming together to create
a fullness to understand the essences of a phenomenon or an experience` Mp.ejN. *he next step
in data analyses was to create a textural\structural description for each co\researcher. *his
description combines elements from the individual textural description and the individual
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structural description. Oo^s individual textural\structural description is presented as an
example because unlike the other four co\researchers she presents as an anomaly. She has been
living longer than expected with Stage IV cancer with no evidence of disease MNEDN for five
years. -nlike the other co\researchers Oo has not experienced the instability of ongoing
recurrence and harsh treatments. 3er situation thereforeH highlights different aspects of the
phenomenon.
3ow Oo experiences living past her expiration date and still living with a diagnosis of
Stage IV cancer is directly related to having or not having evidence of cancer appear in cancer
screening tests and to anti\cancer treatments. Oo^s experience is situated temporally and
spatially in relation to her internal process and in relation to others. Oo described her
experience as changing over time. Over timeH Oo^s beliefs and ways of responding to her
experience shift too. Oo described her experience by delineating three time phases on her
cancer path2 initial diagnosis] post diagnosis 1R months to h years later with NED] and in the
current year. Part of what changes is her beliefs and how she subseJuently decides awhat
things are important to you based on where you are on that path.` When Oo was first
diagnosed with breast cancer and metastases to her liverH she abought into the diagnosis.` At
the timeH Oo placed her trust in medical science and the experts who practiced the science.
Resigned to die and hoping to live longerH she readied herself for the inevitable and followed
conventional treatment protocols prescribed by her oncologist. 3er doctors gave her not a
specific expiration day but a range of time that left open the possibility for newer effective
drugs to give her a longer span of time in which to delay death. With hopeH the doctors also
issued Oo a warning that cancer is known to outsmart most attempts to contain it. Looking at a
truncated futureH Oo experienced a really scary adark period.` &one in the instant of diagnosis
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were the life she had established and the dreams she had realiled. *he ground fell away
from beneath her feet. &one was the competent and self\assured person who had a successful
and influential career. She had control over her life and the decisions she made had worked
well for herH until now. *he diagnosis was a signal that she was no longer in total control of her
world. Oo began to look for ways to manage the tumultuous shock of cancer cells coursing
through her bloodstreamH eating her liver. *he sudden awareness of her mortalityH that alife
might actually be shorterdmight die and not live foreverH` colored her nights black and left
her standing aloneH unsafeH and uncertain. As the fear of death and what she did not know
about the dying process escalatedH she busied herself with finding out as much as she could
about her disease and death. Everything she read concurred or was even worse than her
doctor^s prognosis. Confronting mortality is an ultimate test of aloneness and Oo began a
frantic search for anyone who had her aexact diagnosis and was still alive` for more than one
or two years. 3er life now felt compressed with too much clutter and stress. 3er life space
became an uncomfortable fit. It was time to decide what was and what was no longer
important. Oo began re\examining her prioritiesH hoping that newer treatments would buy her
some more time. 3ope was the desire for something positive to come out of the darknessH for
a change that was difficult to obtain. Days slipped into monthsH a yearH then 1R months elapsed
and death did not call. Dawning was Oo^s realilation that maybe you don^t have to die as early
from cancer.
3aving NED for more than a year using the same anti\cancer drugsH Oo still expected
the disease to reappear but really thought that she could remain NED. She decided she would
do whatever she could to stay alive. She embarked on a total remodel of her life. She Juit her
cobH changed her dietH gave up her dream homeH and with complimentary and alternative
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remedies MCAMNH adid it all.` For the next three yearsH Oo shifted from a position of
resignation cumped past reconciliation and dove straight into remonstrating against the threat
of death. She concentrated on long\term remission. During this time frameH Oo acknowledged
to herself that the doctors did not know everythingH were not the ultimate truth sayersH and
were not experts on her life. Oo^s strong need to survive led her to doubt Western medicine^s
ability to keep her safe and she took greater responsibility for her own recovery. From all
cancer screening testsH it appeared that she was succeeding because she was anever expected to
get into remission.` Remission for this long period of time allowed Oo to reestablish a sense of
safety and faith that she could exert influence on how long she would stay alive. With cautious
optimismH Oo believed that regaining control of how she lived and the decisions she made
would work now as it once did before in her life. With NED there was once again the
possibility for future plans. Oo^s confidence grew and she reordered her life story. Behind her
actionsH a Juestion remained about why it was that she was still alive and others not. She
wondered if she could she attribute NED to luckH conventional treatmentH or to how she had
changed her life and incorporated CAM. Oo witnessed metastatic cancer patients die and ruled
out that NED could be attributed solely to conventional treatments. But she was not about to
go off conventional anti\cancer drugs to test that out. Oo surmised that remaining NED must
primarily be due to her willingness to do what others would not. Oo unlike her peers was ready
to break away from the conventions she relied on in the past. She disdained the notion of luck
and was annoyed with friends who said she was lucky. Luck depends upon randomness and
lies beyond individual control. In contrast to the arbitrary and powerlessness of luckH is the
omnipotent belief that if someone wants something bad enough and they try hard enoughH
they will get it. Oo felt that her lengthy remission resulted from all the changes and sacrifices
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she made and how diligently she followed her CAM regimen. Oo remains frustrated with
people who are more ill than she and who don^t want to try CAM because she feels they are
not claiming their power as she has done to beat cancer. *hinking of a friend that died from
cancerH Oo believes if only she hadn^t bought into her prognosis and if she would have tried
athis stuff]` amaybe she didn^t have to die from this diagnosis or maybe not in as short a time
period as they had given her.` Preventing or delaying mortality meant tying trust to some thing
that appeared to have success rather than the uncertainty promised by the doctors. Reminders
of others^ vulnerability evoked a strong determination to conJuer cancerH a psychological
refuge from the overwhelming fear of death.
During these second through fourth years of surviving cancerH Oo attempted to
abefriend death` to lessen her fear. Most of the activities she engaged in to conJuer her fear
were very short\lived. She trained for hospice but did not stay to work with patients for long.
She thought about rocking babies in her spare timeH thinking babies connect with the aspecial
sparkles` they can see in her aaura.` But the only opportunity that presented itself was with
sick babies and Oo acust wasn^t sure I could handle that.` As the possibility of impending death
receded further in her mindH Oo shifted her curiosity from the concrete aspects of dying to
exploring ideas and others^ opinions on life after death. In the process of dialoguingH she lost
faith in the Catholicism of her childhood. Religious views blindly accepted were Juestioned. Oo
described adopting a anew spirituality` to incorporate the existence of some form of life after
death which in turn piJued her interest in developing her apsychic abilities.` She felt no one
else in the support group she attended was interested in discussing the topic of what happens
after death and subseJuently stopped regularly attending the group after several members died.
Oo voiced feeling that she no longer fitH that she was ain a different place` and did anot want to
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make any new friends with people who had Stage IV cancer.` *he implication is that Oo
feared their courney as too close to her own. She needed to escape to a space where she could
feel more secure and at ease.
In the fifth and current yearH as NED extends her time aliveH Oo feels the threat of
death from cancer to be less relevant in her current life. As cancer and death are no longer
synonymousH death can be parked out of direct sight. +et at the same timeH Oo identifies herself
as still living with Stage IV cancer and continues to be treated with conventional anti\cancer
agents regularlyH undergoes screening scans several times a yearH and follows many CAM
regimens specific to preventing cancer. Oo feels atotally confident` not only that she can
remain in remission for a very long timeH she also believes now that she is capable of curing her
cancer2 aif it can be doneH I can do it.` A cure is not having to worry about cancer returning.
Convinced that she will not die like othersH she clings to the belief that she is different from
others. She wants to believe she is the exceptionH aI lived longer with my type of cancer than
anyone else.` a*here^s no one else like me.` aIt^s so easy for meH but I think I am the only
one.` *he mental sanctuary she establishes results in feeling more special and unfortunately far
lonelier. Loneliness is painfully isolating. She feels there isn^t a place where she fits2 aI^m in a
different place than everyone else.` *here is no space that conforms to her experience and no
space where she can rest. With loneliness there is a sense of not belonging and feeling separate.
Awareness that her experience sets her far apart from the mainstream of society and that her
support group no longer meets her needsH she has no social network from which to obtain a
sense of comfortH validationH and satisfying social contact. Loneliness is involuntary aloneness
and invisibility. She feels bereft of others who can fully understand what it must be like to live
with her experience and of feedback that gives her a sense of significance. aI guess I cust don^t
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feel like anybody gives any validation to what I do.`!Loneliness then evokes self\doubt. Oo
considers taking the risk of discontinuing one of her anti\cancer drugs to alleviate the side
effects that impinge on her Juality of life. After discussing this with her oncologistH she decided
not to proceed with that choice. -ncertainty still abounds as to what is effectively keeping
cancer from emerging again. Oo thinks she is aon to somethingH` and feels she is the apioneerH`
aexplorer` and apacesetter.` Oo perceives herself to be far beyond and outside the packH
aeveryone I meet is behind me in diagnosis.` A pioneer ventures into unknown territoryH the
explorer searches out new information in that unknown areaH and a pacesetter is the one
everyone follows there. *hat is not Juite Oo^s experience. Oo finds herself hunting for
confirmation and support that someone has gone before her. She seeks validation from othersH
specifically with CAMH that it is indeed effective and that she is following the right course of
action. 3aving experienced her world suddenly and unexpectedly turn upside down and inside
outH Oo cannot completely and predictably trust her decisions or that cancer can be prevented
or conJuered without validation that there are others following her same path successfully. aI
don^t know anyone who has done the things I have done with my same diagnosis and is not
dead.` Experiencing a terminal diagnosis and having outlived her prognosisH Oo struggles with
how she is going to connect with others and how she will figure out aWho am I nowp`
Loneliness engenders a sense of emptiness and hungers to make a difference in the lives of
others.
In relegating cancer to the past and locating death far into the futureH Oo finds herself
in an identity crisis searching for her purpose in life. With NED for five yearsH Oo searches for
what to do with a renewed sense that she can make future plans. She wants a purpose doing
something that helps others. Oo thoughH pursues purpose with nonchalance. She doesn^t want
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to put too much pressure on herself and have to abe doing something meaningful every
minute.` Oo brings up the idea of purpose but stops short of making the exploration
meaningful. She is concerned with what she can do and not how she can be. She avoids
dwelling too long in her own depths to find meaning. *o stop doing would involve moments
of surrenderH which is what Oo finds scaryH and the opposite of what she believes she can gain
from control. Fear is the driving force behind Oo^s search for everything that will help keep her
alive and doing anythingH meaningful or notH gives her purpose by keeping anxiety manageable.
Outliving one^s prognosis and still living with Stage IV cancer changes all the time
for Oo and in the process of those changes she revels in being alive with no evidence of disease.
3er confidence in staying alive longer is strong and she believes she has been influential in the
outcome. *he costs of staying alive involve changing her entire lifeH enduring continued anti\
cancer treatment with side effects that at times impinge on her Juality of life. *he CAM
treatments she chooses to vigorously adhere to receive little validation. She finds herself alone
and lonely. 3er experience being unusual in terms of mainstream society and from those
diagnosed with metastases is isolating. Oo reaches out for companionshipH for others who could
confirm that one can control cancerH that life will not shatter againH and that she does not have
to struggle alone in staying alive. Oo is unable to find companions who mirror what she hopes
to see. 3er strategies to avoid the fear of death may add to her estrangement from her self and
othersH which leaves her feeling ultimately alone. Lonely and with a renewed sense of a futureH
she searches for a purpose. Without finding meaning from which to act purposefully in the life
she has endeavored to saveH she is restless. She is looking for what is the next change in a
world that appears to have more stability for her than it does her counterparts.
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Synthesis: Composite Textural-Structural Description

*he final step in analyses is to integrate the co\researchers^ textural\structural
descriptions into a composite. In this stepH the textural themesH the concreteH and the structural
elementsH the abstractH are interwoven to create a final illustration of the core experience. *his
final synthesis captures the themesH the essences and meanings of the experiences of the group
as a whole.
*he co\researchers^ experience of living past their expiration date and still living with
Stage IV cancer was described as more than one experience and aalways changing.` 3ow the
phenomenon is experienced changes in the movement from the initial shock of diagnosis of
metastasesH to acknowledgement of their fateH to searching for how to live with their prognosis
ain\between` life and deathH as it too is in constant flux and laced with contradictions. Every
aspect of the co\researchers^ lives is affected by the changes terminal cancer brings. Being in
the experience of all the changes is physicallyH psychologically McognitiveH emotionalH and
behavioralNH sociallyH and spiritually complicated. 3ow all this variability is perceived depends
upon a complex of factors2 the length of time co\researchers have survived with or without
evidence of disease] the cancer tracectoryH the range of metastasesH and symptoms arising from
disease and treatment] their uniJue set of beliefs and values that they bring to the experience]
their relationships with others] and others^ reactions to them. Being with the experience for
each co\researcher changes adepending upon where you are on the path` in the multifaceted
male. *he co\researchers are each aat different places with acceptance of what is to come and
their management of the time in\between.`
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*he core themes and essences that emerge from the study of these women^s
experience revolve around change. From the rich portrayal of what continues to change in
living longer than expected and from the structures of how the co\researchers manage the
constancy of those changesH the essences of the experience surface. *he essences that emerge
are the continuum of hidden suffering and the varying dimensions of fortitude that are
experienced while living within a liminal space and time between life and death. *he co\
researchers experience suffering in the response to the threat of deathH to ongoing disease in
the bodyH and to endangerment to the integrity of the self. *his suffering remains mostly
hidden from public view. *he continuum of suffering unfolds in the context of the co\
researchers^ struggles with the duality of their lives. *he women in this study struggle to take
responsibility for and participate in their health care and to make sense of what has threatened
and continues to threaten their life. *hey struggle with a sense of belonging socially and with
recognition of the self in the experience. Most of the co\researchers struggle to endure the
chronicity of unpredictable and unrelenting disruption in their lives with changes to their
bodies. *he gamut of unremitting variability reJuires the co\researchers to repeatedly renovate
their being\in\the\world while simultaneously living and dying. In the midst of suffering all the
co\researchers hold onto hope and move with fortitude towards greater authenticity yet only a
few of the women have obtained peace of mind.
*he co\researchers began this acourney` of change when the awareness of mortality
came like a asledge hammer.` *he initial diagnosis of metastases was ashocking` because most
of the co\researchers believed themselves to be safe having treated and survived early stage
breast cancer a number of years previously. aI hit my five yard mark and thought okH that^s
itdthen all of a sudden` they were caught off guard. *hey lost their sense of place in the space
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they once lived and lost how to see themselves in the world. For the co\researchersH being
diagnosed with a terminal cancer is aoverwhelming.` Being in the experience is having the rug
pulled out from under your feet where you are thrown off balance and fall on an unforgivingH
hard surface of the mortality of your life. *he world as you thought you knew it and your
preferred way of living become irrevocably altered. &one are the delusions that if you are a
good person or live a good life that you will be spared life^s hardships or live a long life. *he
women in this study feel betrayed by culture in regards to the subtle and not so subtle
messages they received prior to diagnosis about workH healthH personal achievementH and an
expectable future. *he experience feels like a betrayal of the body that was kept fit and
followed treatment protocols but did not warn them. *he body once lived in for protective
shelter from deleterious elements has become a safe refuge for malignant tumors to grow. *he
bodyH the vehicle through which one experiences their whole lifeH maps the world as no longer
safe or trustworthy. For the co\researcherH it feels like a betrayal with the medical system failing
to prevent or detect disease sooner and still unable to identify the most effective treatment or
determine how long you have left to live. Lived time and space no longer fit familiar
expectations. *he co\researchers^ previous thoughts and assumptions about how the world
ought to be are useless in this new tumultuous and precarious panorama. In this sea of the
unfamiliarH waves of ambiguity pound at their self\confidence and destabilile their sense of
self\efficacy. What was once felt as orderly and ordinary is replaced with uncertainty and a
swelling sense of aurgency` to figure out awhat am I going to dop`
With death a reality rushing in the co\researchers found their senses flooded and
needed to integrate this palpable awareness. Being women who were used to feeling ain
control` of their livesH successful career womenH asturdy and resilientH` the co\researchers drew
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on their skills and resources and dealt with the news by educating themselves. Learning all
they couldH the women began preparing for the worst case scenario while hoping for more life.
Recogniling that once deceased they would no longer have the opportunity to choose how to
liveH many of the co\researchers felt compelled to decide how they wanted to be in death.
Many began planning for their death. Preparing for some lowered the shockH helped to
demystify deathH and lessened their fear. Choosing to prepare and being able to state their
wishes was to reassert their ability to have some control over what was forecasted. In their
final moments they wanted to feel significant and complete. Most of the women desired a
good deathH to wrap up unfinished businessH to relieve some of their perceived burden on
loved onesH to depart from the world with a sense of dignityH and to leave a legacy. Not all the
co\researchers prepared in this manner. One chose to contend the diagnosis with her astrong
willH` abargainingH` and whatever medical armaments were available. All the co\researchers
endeavored to contain advanced cancer by choosing conventional treatments and believing
Western medicine insufficient incorporated complimentary and alternative medicine/practices.
Without exception at this timeH the co\researchersH rather than ask why meH turned to ponder
why not me and where do I go from here to face and accept the challenge.
Co\researchers accepted their fateH prepared to die or to do battleH and then didn^t
die. Construction of the provisional structure each had designed to help them cope with
imminent immortality was indefinitely delayed. *he women gained a reprieve. *hey had
discovered that a diagnosis of terminal cancer was not an immediate death sentence and that
they could still live relatively well. It was death encounteredH consideredH and reconsidered and
life deemed more precious. *hey asurvived this thing that vtheyw were not supposed toH` and
know that death is still asupposed to happen.` All the statistics and aexperts` tell the women
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they ashould still expect to die` from cancer because there is no cureH but there is no
definitive prediction of when this will occurH how fast or how slow. *he co\researchers
subseJuently live suspended in this ain\between` liminal time and spaceH neither here nor
thereH in the twilight hours betwixt and between life and death. It is a aweird game` that is
played where death ais thereH but it is not right hereH` ait is thereH but yet you are not there.` In
this ahuge unknownH` experiencing time for these women is befuddling and time feels elusive.
In this liminal space between life and death the co\researchers find themselves in cavernous
disorientation with no aalgorithmsH` guidepostsH or arole models` to supply illumination.
*here are no protocols for what to doH how to actH or who to be. *he feeling is that aI don^t
feel like I belong anywhere. I^m neither here nor there.` *he threat of death alooms` large and
ominously penetrates the confines of their life space. *he lingering Juality of death is felt as a
heavy aburden` that is always ahanging over you` taunting and alienating you from yourself
and from most everyone you know. abnowing everyday that you are vulnerableH you are
mortaldand feeling it` removes the co\researcher from the natural rhythm of day\to\day life
and from those around them. *he subcective reaction of the co\researchers is that they no
longer feel they fit into society or that society fits them. Commingled with the threat of loss of
life to death is the lost sense of belonging. It is feeling isolated in a world where ayou are not
like anybody else you know.` *he co\researchers find people reluctant to talk about dying and
the more frightening aspects of their disease. Instead others wanting to alleviate their own
anxiety emphasile wanting them to be cured aas seen on television` and in the proliferation of
pink for a cure. And myths get perpetuated2 a3ardly anyone dies of breast cancer anymore.`
When terminality is recogniledH it is much easier for others to say awe are all going to die
somedayH it^s all part of lifedencoy it while you can` thereby negating the co\researchers^
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overwhelming emotions and making communication about one^s experience increasingly
difficult. It is difficult for others to grasp the extent of their fears or the magnitude of danger
of what it is like to be perched on the edge of life every minute of every single day. Being with
the experience is to feelH without reliefH the tension of perpetually living at the threshold of
limited time not knowing the length of that time. Living in this space takes on textures of a
aslippery slope` where any misstep feels aprecipitous and dangerous` and where suffering
remains concealed and the need for relatedness intensifies.
Painfully unable to share and/or have others understand the most pressing aspect of
their lives is felt as a denial of their already threatened existence and contributes to the co\
researchers sense of isolation and alienation. In turnH their intense want for others to
understand awhat it feels like to be me` grows exponentially. In the dichotomy of living and
concurrently dyingH there is the experience of looking great on the outside while unbeknownst
to most othersH being consumed on the inside with cancer cells and unable to explain fully or
have others grasp the complexity of their circumstances. *rapped in a situation that is
unprecedentedH unpredictableH and beyond their control evokes suffering. *hese women^s
suffering often remains hidden from a culture where the people they encounter eJuate coping
well with the co\researcher expressing a positive outlook and looking better than others
expected. *he co\researchers perceive most people unable to comprehend how it is to endure
ongoing distress in the severe discomfort of cancer and anti\cancer treatments2 athey don^t
understand me and I don^t understand them.` It is even more hurtful and denigrates their
sense of dignity when othersH especially medical professionalsH treat them only as a dying
person when they still feel and want to be still seen as vital. aIf they thought I was a non\dying
personH they would have worked hardH but I was cust a throw\away. *hey were cust like
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palliating me. 3ow dare theyp` At the same time the co\researchers desire others to
recognile the intricacies of their predicament they want to be seen as whole persons and not as
a disease that others evade out of fear. *he reaction of others toward the co\researchers
engenders sadnessH frustration and anger.
Many of the co\researchers were already versed in not expressing their emotionsH so
having to cloak their suffering increases the misery. It is the felt sense of awalking a tightrope`
across a liminal space that is peppered with a ahuge range of emotions` that fall aall over the
map.` *he co\researchers walk a fine balance between feeling their fears and sorrow and
putting forward a best faceH between feeling angry and masking their emotions to protect
others from the threat of their reality at the expense of their needs. *heir anger awithout
filters` is like a aseething cauldron` that rises to the surface to defend against the assaults on
their bodiesH against the threat of one^s sense of well\beingH against feelings of vulnerabilityH
and against the unfairness of it all. Against the lack of ability to control cancerH they feel
powerless and become more determined. Some of the women are angry and confused that
they have lived healthier lives than many of their peers and yet it is they who have metastatic
cancer. *hey find it too difficult to interact with others who represent their own crushed
aspirations. *he women in this study feel like an anomaly being different from abreast cancer
rookiesH` anormal peopleH` and even from other patients with metastases. In the passionate
wish for things to be different anger helps the co\researchers protect their sense of dignity. +et
because they perceive cancer as something they did not choose and have a diagnosis they can^t
changeH the expressions of anger are directed to targets that can be held accountable like athe
stupid things people sayH` the aidiot doctors` or loved ones who tell them aeverything will be
fine` ayou won^t die.` *he co\researchers were satisfied with the life they had. *hey are angry
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in their belief they were already fine the way they were and that cancer didn^t make them a
better personH that having cancer awasn^t an epiphany for me.` Some of the co\researchers
blame organiled religion and deityH and are angry at the lack of comfort a&od^s plan` has to
offer them in their suffering. When their grief is not recogniled and when expressing their
anger appears socially unacceptable the co\researchers feel socially marginaliled and unable to
obtain the support they need. *his experience intensifies their feelings of loneliness and
estrangement. aIt makes you feel even more lonely than others.` *he co\researchers sense of
not belonging and fears of being abandoned compound the harshness of coming to terms with
dying from terminal cancer.
Not all the co\researchers continue to be angry. Some of the women have aworked
on letting anger go` and learned to let go of their aexpectations of others.` *hey are learning
to recognile that the universe does not always appear rational and acJuiesce to not being able
ato predict the future or how you are going to feel.` Many of the women in this study have
become more assertive with their doctors and with how they guard their time. *hey are no
longer silent doormats and there is no longer any opinion they don^t feel compelled to share.
*hey have become active decision makers in their health care earning the respect of their
doctors. *hey now Juestion giving their time and energy away to others to the detriment of
the selfH sensing the aline between self\care and selfishness.` For some co\researchersH
suffering through the biological growth of undifferentiated cells has led to discovering their
indivisible wholeness. With everything they knew in JuestionH one co\researcher finds herself
in a process of individuation. In the process of alearning` to live with greater integrity
combined with the recognition of a spiritual dimension she is able to reestablish faith in
herselfH gain dignityH and restore her sense of place in the universe. *his co\researcher feels
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cancer has given her the opportunity to find and make her life more meaningful. Aligned
with her core strengths and beliefsH this co\researcher is less fearful and far more ready to take
that aleap of faith` and risk stepping aoff the edge` into the unknownH into awhatever that will
be.`
*he longer the co\researchers surviveH the more their relationship with death
changes. None of the co\researchers cling to deathH some are waiting for deathH and some have
seiled life. In living this experience death is not denied. *he co\researchers accept the facts of
the present diagnosis but it does not preclude hoping for something positive in the future. *hese
women understand that hoping is within their influence but what they hope for lies beyond
their controlH will be difficult to obtainH and will always be accompanied by athe unknown.`
3oping is not wanting to die yet. 3oping is preferring possibility over probability. aI believe in
the impossibilities]` there are exceptions and aI choose to believe it could be me.` For most of
the co\researchers hope is not necessarily for a cure. What is hoped is for science to progress
to give them more yearsH less distressH an easy deathH and for their loved ones to be less
burdened. 3oping is having a sense of ownership over their lives and spurs the co\researchers
into active participation in their health care which in turn feels empoweringH serves to
strengthen their reserve and helps modulate suffering. 3oping sustains the co\researchers in
facing death no matter what their view. For some of the co\researchers death is regarded as a
natural part of the life cycle and they are comforted by the prospect of alife after death.` Some
believe in the eternal essence of a person^s soul and/or a universal energy that transcends both
life and death. Suffering is mitigated when these co\researchers are able to feel connected to a
auniversal benign loving energy` they believe cannot be destroyed. For some co\researchers
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devoid of both a spiritual framework and feeling alienated from the larger cultureH death is
perceived as annihilationH and the anxiety that this generates must be fought against at any cost.
For the co\researcher who has no evidence of disease for several yearsH death feels
more removed from the foreground and time appears to stretch longer. With NED the
vantage point is different and the confines of space open as she believes in the certainty of a
future with new possibilities to emerge. Although in this extended timeH the space feels like a
void where she is bereft of others with whom she can walk the same path or who could
validate her experience. In the wideness of her searchH she is unable to find a place where she
has a sense of belonging or mutuality. For this co\researcher there are variations in how she
experiences the phenomenon from those that live every day with evidence of disease.
Recovering from the shock of diagnosis and prognosis and removed from experiencing
recurrent/progressive diseaseH this co\researcher has the opportunity to integrate living with a
terminal diagnosis with much less physical upheavalH greater physical capacityH and less
freJuent reminders of the impermanence of her life. *his co\researcher^s circumstances enable
her to regain a sense of order and control in her world as she envisions a future she can plan.
With a growing sense of self\efficacy she has the opportunity to reconstruct meaning to
reconcile what happened to find purpose. It is different for most of the co\researchers whose
upending circumstances do not stop changing long enough for them to find any sense of order
and whose futures appear far less tenable. For most of these women each day has the feel of
temporariness and they are tangibly aware of their mortality and feel their vulnerability through
unremitting bodily reminders in the symptoms of cancer metastases and in the endless anti\
cancer treatment effects they endure. For most of the co\researchers the future is
foreshortened. *ime is marked by episodes of tumor remissionH recurrenceH and progression.
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Space is bounded by the limits of what medicine will be able to treat in their bodies. And
the boundaries of the body are more keenly experienced.
With evidence of ongoing disease ayou don^t know where you are in the process` in
approaching death or what the Juality of life will be from day to day on the way to death. *he
women watch others with a similar diagnosis die and wonder am I nextp *he unknown is more
frightening than what is known. -ncertainty penetrates every crevice and incrementally chips
away at their spirit. Being in the experience is aliving knowing that you are dying` and dying
while trying to live. For these women the fear of death becomes superseded by the fears of
what they will ahave to do to stay alive.` *hey fear not that they will die but about when and
how they will die. *hey fear losing controlH becoming a burdenH being abandonedH becoming
cognitively impairedH permanently disabledH and wracked with pain. *erminal cancer in this
liminal space is not an illness where the co\researchers can encapsulate itH treat itH reorder their
prioritiesH and move on with the rest of their lives. For most of the co\researchers treatment
becomes aall consuming` and managing the symptoms becomes the central focus of their lives
expending a great deal of their time. *ime becomes a calendar of medical appointments and
for the rest of their lives the body will be screened and medically charted. *heir life space
contracts even more as disease and treatment progressively impose greater physical limitations
and incrementally and steadily limit their options for engaging in life. *he failing integrity of
the body causes greater psychological and social distress. For most of the co\researchers
expecting to die is corroborated with how their bodies have become invaded by cancer and
assaulted by innumerable medical intrusions. *he co\researchers bodies have been slashedH
burned and poisoned. *he body once private has become a pubic target site for new drugs and
procedures. *he body hidden under wigs and clothingH stripped of hairH scarredH disfigured
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with missing partsH disabled by neuropathyH nausea and bowel dysfunctionH is now
unfamiliar and one^s sense of self feels alien. It is hard enough to absorb the threat of death let
alone adapt to the massive changes in their physical capabilities that affect their Juality of life
and abridge their social roles. It messes with their self\image and self\esteem and they ahave to
work harder to feel good` about themselves. *he burden and length of treatment often results
in the co\researchers having to withdraw from their social roles. *hey struggle not to stay
isolated. aProfound fatigue` absorbs their timeH engulfs their bodiesH and devours their lives.
Fatigue inhibits the co\researchers capacity to have a fulfilling life. Fatigue interferes with their
ability to engage in the simplest pleasures and leaves them without enough apersonality` to
socialile removing them further from othersH escalating their isolation. Fatigue reduces the co\
researchers^ ability to adapt to emotional distress. Fatigue beyond the co\researchers^ will to
control is perceived at times as nonproductive and laly when they don^t even get out of their
acammies.` aI get up and I stay up in my pacamas half the day and then it is time to go to bed
again and I don^t even change them. *hat is a whole new concept.` In striking contrast to
what they used to accomplish and how they used to beH and how they believe society expects
them to beH suffering from fatigue is compounded by feeling misaligned with their own values.
*hese women described short treatment reprieves or temporary remissions but never being
able to trust again that this will last. For most of the co\researchers ait happens again` and they
do not know each morning to what they will awake.
Most of the co\researchers experience living on an unending aroller coaster`
erratically carred between extremely agood days` and extremely abad days.` *ime is
encapsulated in the unsteadiness of illness that chronically changes between episodes of acute
misery and intervals of respite. 3ow the co\researchers describe good and bad days is
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dependent upon how they feel physically which in turn directly affects their emotional well\
being. Being in the experience is living in emotional contradiction between feeling wonderfully
aliveH gratefulH and hopeful on good days contrasted on bad days with severe physical distress
that leads to aprofound sadnessH` fearH guiltH angerH bitterness and sometimes despair. *ime
feels generative on the good days and deadly on the bad days. &ood and bad daysH either
lasting days or monthsH determine the dimensions of time and space. aSome days I have a
sense that I have a lot of years left. Other times I have a more narrow sense.` On bad days
when alying on the couch` in physical agony and feeling ano coyH` and anot wanting to do
anything or see anybody` space closes in and dulls. On bad daysH the many tangible and
intangible losses incurred from having terminal cancer appear greater as physical functioning
declines and interferes with every day functioning. *he women are reminded that never again
will they experience the acarefree ease of life` and may not have the ability to realile their
dreams and goals. *he body dying is acutely felt and death appears more imminent. *he co\
researchers worry about running out of treatment optionsH how much more chemo their
bodies can handleH and losing total control over their Juality of life. Suffering is affected by the
co\researchers^ relationship to time and by their thoughts and beliefs. *o think about their
Juality of life in the future is ascary` and for most of the co\researchers it increases their
anguish. *hey try not to dwell in disappointment worried about descending into a areally big
pity\pot` that will suck them dry and render them useless. *hey feel unlucky and worn down
from all they have already gone through and will continue to endure. *hey ask themselves
ahow long will this go onH how much more will I toleratep` On bad days when their Juality of
life feels completely vanJuishedH most of the co\researchers begin to consider when they might
choose to stop treatment. *hey do not awant to continue if this is how it is going to be` and
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their thoughts draw the end near. Shuttling back and forth between feeling good and
feeling awful is mentally fatiguing and unsettling. a*he biggest intrusion is being so tired of it
all.` It becomes progressively ahard to cust keep going on.` Some of the women are atired of
the struggle` of afighting this battle I am not going to win` and athe worry about it all.` *hese
co\researchers drained from having to do cancer are asick of being a cancer patient` and
adon^t want to be me anymore.` *he physical distress has drained their psychological
resources. *heir thoughts engender tremendous guilt because they are asupposed to be so
happy to be alive` and yet have athe audacity` to afeel that I cust don^t want to do it again.`
*hese women feel guilty complaining and feel guilty that they have survived longer than others
without knowing how and they dare not tell anyone because anobody would get it.`
Experiencing again and again the loss of personal controlH deterioration of the bodyH and
Juality of life bit by bitH the co\researchers confront the meaninglessness of the experience
alone. Asking awhy do I have to do this with my life` when ano matter what I do I am still
going to die` is Juestioning how much more one can endure and the futility of physical and
emotional suffering. *hey are searching for a way to make sense of their suffering and make
that suffering more bearable. It steers the co\researcher towards a massive reevaluation of their
prioritiesH deeply held beliefsH valuesH and expectations. *hey are trying to decide if they feel
alucky or unlucky.` *he co\researchers find themselves Juestioning the meaning of one^s life
and all existence. Directly confronting overwhelming feelings of lossH vulnerabilityH guiltH
frustrationH angerH and tremendous disappointmentH takes fortitude and for most of the co\
researchers is an opportunity to find meaning. *hey uncover meaning through self\discovery
discerning aWhy am I doing thisp What am I doing this forp` *hrough the process of
increasing their self\knowledge the co\researchers move towards authenticity. Authenticity is
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finding congruency between their values and actionsH to aknow what I really believe` and
to amake decisions from the heart.` It is discovering what is important and deciding to take
time anow` for that which is indispensable. For these co\researchersH fulfilled with meaning is
to find the aspecial treats out of the blackness` in being able to agive back to othersH` in
engaging in creative endeavors and finding a spiritual connection while accepting that their
current situation amight not be how I would have chosen to be living.` aWe haven^t chosen
these diseasesH but it is what we have.` Most of the co\researchers did not care about
transformationH they were satisfied with the life they had. Being catapulted in to another
aparadigmH` out of the necessity to cope they are groping to find ways to manage suffering. In
the throwness of their circumstances they have all discovered choice. Each co\researcher is
making decisions based on her individual viewpoint and moral aethics` no matter how limited
those choices become. Stopping treatment would result in death and for one co\researcher that
is not her choice. *erminal cancer is not an option but how she deals with it is her choice.
More than ever she is willing to accept any conseJuences because it truly is her choice. *his
co\researcher awould be willing to give up everything and everybody to grow old.`
On good days when the co\researchers are not bedridden and/or wracked with
discomfortH the richness of life predominates and the space widens and lengthens. *here is
recognition that anot all the drugs are horrible` and they feel lucky to be alive with gratitude
for times of doing things that they would have never done before. On good days time less
constricted is free to embrace coy and fall in love with life. Life becomes more colorful and like
roses full of scent opens to the promise of more days and more pleasure. For someH there is an
opening to aflow` in to shared connectedness with the rhythm of the universe where they find
apeace` of mind. Letting go into flow is to experience a sense of freedom that transcends the
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body trapped by disease. Suffering eases with spiritual peace and connectednessH and one^s
condition is made more acceptable and a calm can prevail. When time is marked as a good
dayH the co\researchers consider everyone else around them with the same diagnosis to be
worse off than they and death becomes more distant and somewhat less concrete. Life less
ahard` becomes more spirited and imaginable. When the symptoms are less debilitating the
co\researchers engage more actively in life and feel vivaciousH even if it is half of what they
used to do. Although none of the co\researchers feel cancer is a gift and are looking for the
areturn windowH` some of the women have found athe gifts in it.` *here is the amagic` of
having more leisure time in which to travel and to share with loved ones and friends. On those
good days one can adance on the edge of a railing` and feel more secure. In connecting up
with others the co\researchers feel less alone and more comfortable accepting their new and
changing identities. On good days social relationships foster a sense of belonging and the
women have greater capacity to feel themselves being in the world and not cust peering at the
outside of life. On these daysH there is the vision of more options available for them to reach
and the attitude of abundance versus scarcity is adopted. On these days one can live large.
*here is more time to salute the challenge of disease and renew determination. For someH on
the good days the life space holds the potential for the development of the self and to bring
out what was always there inside. aBut you have to be off vanti\cancerw drugs to experience the
transformation.` On good days suffering is more bearable when life has meaning and the
women are better able to face their limitations. In some momentsH the intensity of suffering
shifts and can appear to disappear. On these days there is greater appreciation for people and
life and for making time and themselves a higher priority.
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For most of the co\researchersH negotiating the severe highs and lowsH twists and
turns of terminal cancerH not dying and still expecting to die engenders cognitive dissonance
and confusion as to how to proceed with life. *he co\researchers struggle with how to cope
and each woman manages differently based on her uniJue beliefsH values and strategies.
Advanced cancer may not define them as a personH but it certainly restrains them in living. For
most of the co\researchers it ainterferes with the ability to have a life` they prefer. For some
co\researchers terminal cancer reJuired them to surrender their cobs. *he space in which they
could contribute and receive feedback from others that they were neededH wanted and
mattered shrank. No longer able to workH some of the co\researchers are detached from
opportunities that could provide them with feelings of competency and they are unable to
continue satisfying relationships with their colleagues. *he women struggle with a lost sense of
identity and loss of meaning and purpose in life. Deprived of their social role some feel lonely.
In a culture where work is considered mainstream and associated with being a respectful
member of societyH the co\researchers sense of not belonging and not being a person of value
is intensified. With the loss of identity these co\researchers are in the process of revamping
their perspective of time. As the number of years of survival increaseH for some of the co\
researchersH time free from the demands and stress of work is regarded as a agift of time.`
Forced unemployment for some co\researchers was welcomed time. Without work there was
the opportunity to completely change their lifestyle. With not ahaving to try to cram it in
before or after workH` there is time now to afigure things outH` ago for a walk anytimeH` aturn
on music and twirl aroundH` ameditateH` or cust asit` in stillness. When feeling goodH there is
time to volunteer and engage in helping others. *ime subseJuently becomes an investment
infused with meaning in that the co\researchers try to decide how to best aspend` the time
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they have leftH how not to awaste timeH` and how to amake time count.` Some co\
researchers are learning how to abe` in time and live more fully in the moment and focus on
coy.
For the other co\researchers who are able to stay employedH work is viewed as a
distraction from the pervasiveness of cancer and a purposeful endeavor. On good daysH one
co\researcher is even able to return temporarily to her former work identity and is able to pick
up a few consulting cobs as treatment side effects permit. *o these women work signifies that
they are still physically able and mentally capable to live more rather than less. 3oweverH work
does not always assuage loneliness. -ncertainty still pervades and affects their relations to
others at work. Working or notH all of the co\researchers living in liminality feel they are uniJue
in believing that no one else has been through the same experience as they have.
For most of the co\researchers surviving longer than expected and still living with
terminal disease feels like a adouble edged sword.` It was being atold I had two years to live.
fuitsH travelsH come back and then doesn^t die. ObH what do you do thenp` Being in the
experience makes it physically unrealistic and psychologically impossible to go back to how
things once were and a total aconundrum` of how to live with expecting to die. For some of
the co\researchersH living in the experience evokes a desperate search for the missing pieces of
their past life. Like a cigsaw pullle that was dumped upside down on the floorH they find
instead that some of those pieces are forever lostH others irreparably damagedH and that the
remaining pieces will never again fit back together to form the same whole picture. Not
knowing time becomes psychically painful. It engenders fear and a sense of being lost. It is a
loss of selfH a loss of directionH and a loss of a sense of control. For some co\researchers the
loss of continuity with one^s past and the loss of future plansH engulfs them in a state of
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alimboH` unable to move forward with timeH unaware of how to live in the present timeH
and fearful that they won^t recognile the end of time. *hese women struggle with how to live
day to day when life and death are no longer separate. *hey struggle with how to live when
death feels surreal in those times when physical discomfort and symptoms of their cancer are
absent or well tolerated. Some co\researchers desperately want an exact measurement of how
much time remains so they can decide awhat to do` with time. *he desire to know the
measure of time is the desire to make some semblance of order out of the chaos and to feel a
sense of being rooted at least for a certain length of time. *he co\researchers want to know
how much time they have left so they can make a place for illness and keep the illness in its
place for as long as possible. But this is impossible because acancer is not something you can
control` and ait has a mind of its ownd its own agenda.` *he co\researchers strive to take
back control of their lives at the same time cancer is taking it away from them. When the co\
researchers can find a way to incorporate cancer into their lives and not experience macor
changes in their level of functioning then still living with terminal disease is tolerable and life
becomes encoyable. But when the physical limitations diminish the scope of their life they find
themselves desolately living around the impact of cancerH where ainstead of it being the
appetilerH vcancerw is moving to the main course.` *o the co\researchers this means that cancer
wins and they lose. It means that there will be no restoration to their sense of trust and safety.
*he experience feels alike Juick sand.` *here are no hand or footholds and ano matter what I
doH` no matter how hard or how long the struggleH they will be swallowed up. *he threat of
becoming powerless with cancer taking over their bodies is stupefying and reJuires the co\
researchers to dip deep into internal reserves they didn^t even know existed.
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A few of the co\researchers somehowH cust adeal with it` without their knowing
how that occurs. Other co\researchers deal with the psychological fall\out by intentionally
incorporating changes in their lives they believe will influence the course of their cancer and
hang their hopes aon being the exceptionH` the one who survived longer. *hey are managing
their suffering based on their beliefsH omnipotent or notH in sheer willpowerH luckH hopeH
changes in lifestyleH expression of emotionalityH and/or placing their faith in CAM to prolong
their Juality of life. All of the co\researchers cannot change the diagnosisH but what can change
is how they decide to confront the situation and how they choose to behave and feel. Most of
the co\researchers are aware that changing themselves does not guarantee a cure or a long life
but it does ease the suffering and offers them more comfort in accepting the progression of
disease and death^s inevitability. aEven though you still have all of those feelingsH making a
choice about it can make it more manageable.` *o help them withstand the threat of deathH
cancer and treatmentH the co\researchers utilile one or more sources of aid2 a myriad of CAM
practices] humor] pets] support groups] mood stabililing drugs] helping others] advocacy]
reexamining and rearranging their priorities] psychotherapy] the aoutpouring of friendship]`
the love of family members] a spiritual practice that incorporates meditation] and adharma`
discussions. SubseJuentlyH they continue to live longer than expected with some exuberantly
high times in between the more dismal periods. For some of the co\researchers thoughH time
after timeH year after yearsH dealing with recurrent/progressive disease takes a toll. *hese
women have to keep working harder to find the mental fortitude to ado it again` and maintain
their optimism. *hey ahave to work harder to believe` that life still holds the promise of a
reasonable and acceptable Juality of life. Only two of the women feel that “the really goodH
wonderful times outweigh the really terrible times.`
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In summaryH the experience of living beyond one^s expiration date and still living
with Stage IV cancer is both uniJue to each co\researcher based on their beliefsH valuesH and
actions and contains a kernel of all the other co\researchers^ accounts of the phenomenon. For
all the women in this study the experience is felt as paradoxical in every facet of their life and
where the co\researchers themselves are a contradiction. *hey were supposed to die and they
didn^t. *hey have and continue to abeat the odds` in this relatively new phenomenon of living
longer with dying. *hey may be the new statisticsH but they are paying a high physical price for
staying alive. *he dichotomy of living and dying manifests in their experiences of good days
and bad days with the good news that they are alive and the bad news that they get to live
longer alonelier than most.` *his reJuires the co\researchers to continuously readcust to living
in a variable and incessant liminal time and space under the threat of death and enduring
disease. *he constancy of change impacts their lives often leaving the co\researchers feeling
alike I don^t fit anywhere` and feeling different from everybody else. With the losses aof
chunks of the life and of your body that you loved` come new insights and a strong sense of
agency in a situation that progressively limits their options. In the sea of uncertainty that
surrounds themH exerting choice over what they can and surrendering to what they cannot
control they discern their priorities and search for ways to put coy in their lives. Some women
in moving away from the organiled religion of their childhoods have found a spiritual
connectionH some entirely changed their lifestyleH some have gained deep inner awarenessH and
some women are angry and aprofoundly sad.` All the co\researchers defend against recurrent
disappointmentsH new lossesH and the aunknown` that awaits them. Many of the women are
moving towards greater authenticityH connective and meaningful ways of being in the world.
Although for most of the co\researchersH as the years of living longer with ongoing disease and
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unrelenting and debilitating treatments persistH their resilience can be overshadowed by
mental weariness and the sheer struggle to stay alive in a struggle that does not end.
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SummaryH ConclusionH Implications

In the first section I provided an overview of the issues persons confront in living
longer with advanced cancer. *his section described the prevalence of cancerH the increasing
numbers of persons surviving longer with cancer diseaseH and described their specific
concerns. I addressed my interest in the topicH the purpose of the studyH and posed the
research Juestion2 What is the experience of living past one^s expiration date and living with
Stage IV cancerp In the second section I provided a review of literature of cancer biology and
treatmentsH the psycho\social\spiritual impact of living with cancerH and palliative care. *he
third section described the transcendental phenomenological methods that were applied to
approaching the study2 the role of the researcherH the methods for collecting and analyling the
dataH ethical considerationsH protection of confidentialityH and strategies for validating the
findings. *he purpose of asking participants for an expressive representation of their
experience was explained. *he fourth section presented the findings of this study and
discussed the emergent themes and the structural components of how the co\researchers
experienced living and dying with terminal cancer longer than expected. *his section
concluded with weaving together the composite themes and structures into a synthesis. *he
synthesis elucidated the essences of the lived experience of the phenomenon. *his fifth and
final section will briefly summarile the studyH compare the findings with the literatureH review
the limitations of this studyH consider the implications for future research and clinical
applications.
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Summary of the Study
A review of the literature revealed little about the phenomenon of living longer than
expected with terminal cancer. Most of the research about persons living with cancer focuses
on earlier acute stages of cancerH survival issues after treatment endsH advanced cancer without
a terminal diagnosisH or imminent death/end of life with terminal cancer. It is important to
once again distinguish here that the use of the term aadvanced cancer` in the literature refers
to varying stages of cancer and did not always signify Stage IV cancer. *he use of the term
aterminal cancer` does connote Stage IV cancer and often imminent death. Only a handful of
recent studies discuss the impact of terminal breast cancer on the lives of women who are
living relatively well. *here are a few studies that discuss research with participants who have
miraculously survived cancerH are in total remissionH and have terminated all conventional anti\
cancer treatments. *here is little published on the effects of living beyond one^s expected
death and the psycho\social\spiritual aspects of still living with ongoing terminal metastases.
*his gathering of data began with conducting in\depth open\ended interviews with
five Caucasian women who are living past expected time with terminal breast cancer with
varying degrees and sites of metastases. In the first interviewH each co\researcher was asked to
describe their experience in terms of the research Juestion. *his instruction was deliberately
kept broad to allow for the greatest opportunity for the phenomenon to present itself without
preconceived notions. *his study attempted through the phenomenological methods of
bracketingH phenomenological reductionH and imaginative variationH to vividly reveal the uniJue
Jualities and the shared essences of the lived experience of these five co\researchers. Each co\
researcher^s individual situation and their responses to the circumstancesH their thoughtsH
feelings and ideasH were explored. *he inJuiry did not seek causes or to explain why people are
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diagnosed with terminal cancerH why they outlived their prognosesH or why it is they are still
living longer with terminal cancer than expected. *he aim of this study was to capture through
the process of writing in multiple levels of increasing depth the complexity of the co\
researchers^ lived world in relation to the phenomenon. *he five core themes that were
described are2 awareness of mortality] living on a roller coaster] feeling different from others]
interaction with medical systems and treatment] cancer invades and changes how you live. *he
core essences that emerged from the experience revolve around the constancy of change and
ever present dualities. *he essences of this experience include living suspended in a liminal
time and space between life and deathH the continuum of hidden suffering in relation to the
self and othersH the dimensions of fortitude and preservation of hope. Fundamental to
understanding these facets was how the co\researchers each struggle differently with a sense of
controlH a sense of belongingH and in finding meaning.

Findings in Comparison to the Literature Review
Several of the findings in my study are consistent with previous research. In looking
at the biology of cancerH Brennan M2QQhNH Mc&innis M2QQ2NH and Moore M2QQhN reported that
the same diagnosis of cancer manifests in the body differently across persons. *his was found
to be evident with the women in my study who all had the same diagnosis of breast cancer
metastases but for whom the spread of cancer appeared in different areas of their bodies and
with varying levels of severity. As a result of these differencesH *urner M2QQkN found that when
metastases was limited to the bonesH involved no other organsH the patient could live a longer
time. In my study the longest living co\researcher who spoke of outliving most everyone else
she knew has had advanced cancer only in her bones for the last seven years. Chang et al.
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M2QQiN and 3olland et al. M2QQQN described the unrelenting and cumulative effects of cancerH
treatmentH and constant monitoring. *he co\researchers in my study confirm this description.
Fatigue was reported as the most prevalent side effect of anti\cancer treatments and
not successfully treated MChangH et al.H 2QQi] LindstoneH et al.H 2QQ3H MockH 2QQ1] PotterH 2QQhN.
Potter M2QQhN and Ferrell et al. M1jjiN reported that patients viewed their changing energy levels
as a barometer of illness and regarded their decreased energy levels as a sign of recurrence or
progression of disease. *his was suggested in my study significantly when co\researchers
experienced abad days.`
Only one study M&oodwinH 2QQ3NH researching the concerns of ongoing disease in
terminal cancer patientsH discussed how patients^ stress was compounded by the threat of
death. *he co\researchers in my study all reported that the threat of death added to their levels
of stress. Blank M2QQiN discussed the overwhelming nature of uncertainty and Potter^s M2QQhN
findings suggest that greater frustration is experienced as a result of unpredictability. Butow
M2QQ2N reported that patients^ level of trust in their doctors diminishes in the face of prognostic
uncertainty. Sales M1jj2N states that faith in the medical field decreases with recurrence and
when treatments fail to contain metastases. *hese researchers^ findings were also evident in my
study.
Literature distinguishes cancer as a biological disease from cancer as an illness that
impacts multiple dimensions of a person^s life MVeach et al.H 2QQ2N. Research conducted by De
Faye et al. M2QQiN on stress and coping in patients with advanced cancer has shown that the
spread of cancer impacts every aspect of a person^s life. *hey reported that stress from cancer
is multidimensional and may reJuire different types of coping for different stressors. *he
descriptions of the co\researchers^ experience in my study demonstrated that cancer metastases
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altered their lives physicallyH psychologicallyH sociallyH and for some spiritually. *he findings
from my study suggest that not only do the co\researchers^ styles of coping differ depending
upon what stressors they facedH their coping styles also related to their uniJue beliefs and
strategies. *he findings in my study also suggest that psychological styles of copingH positive
attitude and/or fighting spirit aloneH did not prevent recurrence across all co\researchersH
which agrees with previous research reviewed by Petticrew et al. M2QQ2N. Subcective well\being
was less associated with positive thinking and more correlated with finding meaning and
resilience in a negative situation M&otayH 2QQhN. My study confirms these findings as well as
those of 3olland et al. MM2QQ2N who stated that positive and negative feelings can change hourly
in cancer patients depending upon the circumstances at the time.
Carter^s M2QQ3N study with advanced cancer patients reported that her participants
were less afraid of death and struggled more with how to live in the face of death. Carter^s
research recogniled that even though emerging themes were interconnected along the
continuum of experience and could not easily be separatedH having and using a sense of
autonomy was the overriding factor that enabled the participants to cope best. In my studyH
having a sense of control and having choice was prevalent throughout the co\researchers^
descriptions of how they adapted to change and how distress was better tolerated. bissane et
al. M2QQeN demonstrated that supportive expressive group therapy for women with metastatic
disease enhanced their psychological and social well\being. For the woman in my study that
spoke of regularly attending a support groupH this was consistent with my findings in terms of
her expressions of greater psychosocial well\being resulting from group interaction. 3oweverH
one co\researcher in my study who rarely attended a support group expressed the greatest
sense of well\being. My findings also showed that for some of the co\researchers that over the
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long haul of having cancer care consume their lifeH they did not want to identify as a cancer
patient and did not want to attend a group where this was the emphasis.
Baker M2QQkNH Carter M2QQhNH Rainbird M2QQkNH and *urton M2QQQN concluded from
their findings that patients with advanced breast cancer face different issues than those
diagnosed with early stage breast cancer. *he co\researchers in this study all spoke to the
differences between themselves and early stage breast cancer patients. Accordingly to several
researchersH Edelman M2QQQNH 3ammerlid et al. M1jjjNH and oabora et al. M2QQ1N social and
psychological distress in advanced cancer patients varied depending upon primary cancer site
and the severity. *he co\researchers in this study all had the same primary sites] however
different levels of distress did appear in concunction with severity. Although my study did not
measure the effects of distressH the women described variance in the levels of distress across
individuals that corresponded to the severity of cancer and the side effects of anti\cancer
treatments. *he level of distress described by the co\researchers in my study was dependent
upon the level of painH physical limitationH whether treatments were working or notH and the
side effects of medications.
badan\Lottick et al. M2QQkN reported that as metastases worsened psychological
distress increased. My study suggests the same findings. belly et al. M2QQiN found that
psychological and emotional distress not only increased but could contribute to a diminished
ability to connect with othersH take away a sense of meaningH and have an overall negative
effect on Juality of life. As metastases worsenedH the co\researchers in my study described
struggling with a sense of meaning and most found their Juality of life diminished.
In survey resultsH wanting information pertaining to Juality of life was found to be
the most endorsed item by cancer patients in the face of uncertainty M3agerty et al.H 2QQkN. *his
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was corroborated in my findings with women wanting to know how much time they had
left to live with Juality of life. 3oweverH even though the women in my study had episodic
inability to connect with others because of their physical symptomsH caused mostly by anti\
cancer treatmentsH their lack of connection with others was more due to a sense of not
belonging or fitting in with established social networksH having no role modelsH and feeling
alien to the self and separate from others. Frank M1jehN concluded in a general report on times
of crisis that when distress mountsH often a person feels uniJue in believing that others have
not ever gone through a similar experience cannot possibly understand them. All of the co\
researchers in my study described feeling different from others and was described as
compounding their distress.
3ope in cancer patients was reported as essential to psychological and emotional
well\being in confronting ongoing disease and deathH and hoping was not limited to the desire
for a cure MClaytonH 2QQk] Ferrell et al. 2QQ2] MaliskiH 2QQ3N. *he findings of my study concur
with previous research. 3aving hope and finding meaning were reported to transform cancer
patients^ livesH to move them beyond surviving to thriving and to living more authentic lives
MBenlein et al.H 2QQ1H Elliot et al.H 2QQiH WinterlingH et al.H 2QQiN. In response to the threat of
death with cancer metastasesH Arman et al. M2QQ2N concluded those who claimed greater
responsibility for living authenticallyH experienced life as more beautiful and meaningful. *he
experience of the co\researchers in my study suggests that they vacillate between surviving and
thrivingH living life the best they can and all move towards greater authenticity. 3oweverH
transformation was described by only one woman in my study] only one co\researcher
described appreciating life as more beautiful and meaningful than prior to diagnosis. My study
suggests that psychological transformation in the face of terminal cancer remains inconclusive
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in relationship to long\term survival with ongoing disease and unrelenting physical and
psychosocial distress. Several researchers found that an existential crisis or at least existential
distress accompanied a diagnosis of terminal cancer MCoyleH 2QQi] 3iraiH 2QQ3] bellyH 2QQi]
bissaneH 2QQ2] bissane et al.H 2QQhN. *his is consistent with the co\researchers^ experience
described in my study.
In the 3IV/AIDS literatureH one study MSiemensH 2QQQN suggested that in coping with
the crossroads of living with dying the participants were frightened by having to change their
identity as a result of experiencing the double confrontation of not dying from their diagnosis
and having to resume life with a different identity. *he findings in my study suggest that the
women were not frightenedH but totally confounded by not dying when expected and struggle
with how to live while still dying. In the few Jualitative studies that were found addressing the
concerns of women with breast cancer metastasesH Armstrong\Coster M2QQhNH Carter M2QQhNH
Davies et al. M2QQhN and Mitchell M2QQiNH found that their participants experienced a loss of
identity and all struggled with forming a new identity. Davies and Armstrong\Coster also
described how the women in their studies felt different from others and experienced a sense of
isolation. Armstrong\Coster reported that there was only one person in her study who lived
past her predicted demise and experienced having to mask her negative feelings from others.
My study supports and expands upon all of these findings. Arman et al.^s M2QQ3N metasynthesis
of nursing literature searched for how suffering in breast cancer patients was described. *hey
found descriptions of suffering to be minimiled] nursing literature tended to apass over the
darker sides of suffering to the change the process in a Juick and easy cump` Mp. k2hN. *he
experience of the women in my study described how the public^s reluctance to acknowledge
their suffering increased their psychological distressH decreased their self\esteemH and impacted
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their dignity. My findings are consistent with Enes M2QQ3NH who in measuring the unmet
needs of hospice patients found that dignity ameant more than being valued as a human being
dit related to having individual significance and to being a part of one^s own uniJue
worlddwith a sense of competency` Mp.2iRN. Lack of dignity in this sense would be defined as
persons perceiving themselves to be aincapable of dealing effectively with their stressful
situation.` Each of the co\researchers in my study perceived themselves unable to deal
effectively emotionallyH psychologicallyH sociallyH or spiritually one time or another in different
circumstances for varying lengths of time. 3oweverH the co\researchers in my study were also
adept at handling stressful conditions at other times. Clarke and bissane M2QQ2N suggest from
their research that these symptoms do not necessarily warrant a diagnosis of depression and
describe instead ademoralilation syndrome.` In the context of a severe threat apeople suffer
and become demoraliled when they have lost or feel they are losing something critical to their
sense of self^^ Mp.e3RN. Suffering grows with persistent and intrusive symptomsH the inability to
find reliefH the loss of hope that things will ever be differentH in the loneliness of the
experienceH and/or in the patient^s expectations of other^s response to them as an ill person Mp.
e3h\ehQN. Many of the co\researchers in this study described many of these factors.
Bernstein M2QQ1NH Oones M2QQiNH Mulkins et al. M2QQhNH NCAMH 2QQiH and Shen M2QQ2N
report that due to individuals^ varied beliefs systemsH there are increasing numbers of cancer
patients who utilile CAM practices while continuing to receive conventional treatments. CAM
is also reported to have the potential to increase their level of comfort and Juality of life.
*hese findings are similar to what was described in my study. My study additionally showed
that for most of the co\researchers CAM was utililed because conventional treatments were
believed to be insufficient. Spontaneous remission is considered in a few studies but does not
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indicate if participants are still receiving conventional treatments to ward off recurrence
M&otay et al.H 2QQhN. What is not discussed in the CAM body of literature but surfaced in my
study is the sense of not afitting in` and feeling lonely when remission is long term and one is
still diagnosed as terminal.
Anandaracah et al. M2QQ1NH Luoma M2QQhNH and Wong M2QQ2NH report that most cancer
patientsH as part of their careH want spirituality be addressed. *hat was not consistently
supported in my findings. In my study some of the co\researchers expressed not considering
spirituality a part of their care but spirituality^s absence was keenly felt. Other co\researchers in
my study described how spirituality gave them a greater sense of peace and feelings of
connection with a transcendent powerH which is congruent with previous research MBowes et
al.H 2QQ2] &iese\Davis et al.H &reenstein et al.H 2QQQ] Laubmeier et al.H 2QQhN. Consistent with all
the co\researchers in my studyH Breitbart M2QQ2N and Lin M2QQ3N found that spirituality was not
necessarily acJuired through affiliation with an organiled religion.
I have placed my study within the context of previous research and outlined where
my findings were familiarH varied or dissimilar. *here are no studies that specifically addressed
the experience of living beyond one^s expiration date and still living with Stage IV cancer. *he
rarity of this phenomenon is changing as medicine is able to contain metastases longer now
than ever before. With none of the co\researchers close to imminent deathH my study drew
attention to this particular dilemma. What my study brings to the foreground is the total
conundrum of how to live with Juality of life in the center of one^s dyingH suspended in a
liminal time and spaceH with no role models. My study highlights both the fortitude and the
biopsychosocial suffering and spiritual challenge that results from the contradictions in the
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constancy of change and the intensity of what persons with metastatic cancer have to do to
stay alive.

Limitations of Research
*his was an exploratory study poised to penetrate the depths of the experience of a
few participants. *his study was limited to five womenH too small a sample to make any
generaliled statements. *his study most likely does not represent all of the multiple
experiences that would be generated from a larger sample. Participants were self\selected from
one geographic area. *his factor in combination with not specifically recruiting any particular
persons or accepting persons solely based on their demographics produced a less diverse
sample. *he demographics of this sample population were homogenous in genderH raceH and
socioeconomic level. *he age range was h1 to kj years and all the participants were diagnosed
with the same primary cancer site. Additionally all the participants had attended the same drop\
in support group for at least a few weeks. All of these demographics could have been
influencing factors in their descriptions of their experience. Responses might differ if a more
cross\cultural group of participants were interviewed.
All of the participants who self\selected agreed to find or create an expressive
representation of their experience. It is likely that this reJuirement would limit participants
who did not desire to express themselves in this manner. In this studyH a few of the
participants had difficulty completing the expressive procect they chose because of new
physical limitations that surfaced between times of data collection. *his limited the additional
non verbal research that could have been gathered. As rigorously as I attended to reporting
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and validating the data as discussed in the methods sectionH my phenomenological
description is only one possible perspective and is not exhaustive of other interpretations.

Future Research
*he experience of living past one^s expiration date and still living with Stage IV has
no role models. *his phenomenological research documented both the uniJue and shared
resilience and psychological toll experienced by a small group of women. Further research is
needed to understand and provide psychological support for this growing population. *his
study elicited a broad range of responses from patients diagnosed with breast cancer
metastases. -sing the same methodology this study could be expanded by including more
persons and/or more diverse populations in terms of cultureH genderH ageH and primary cancer
site. More young adults are facing the challenges of cancer metastases and would have
different challenges based on their developmental and family life cycle stages. *he methods in
this study were not focused on causality. By expanding the methodology future Jualitative or
Juantitative research could focus specifically on any one of the issues brought to the forefront
with this specific population2 liminalityH coping skillsH hopeH the sense of isolation/connectionH
agencyH finding meaning or spiritualityH role of CAM. *o provide Juality support for this
population future research could incorporate the use and evaluation of specific interventions
to ease sufferingH enhance the Juality of life. *his research in turnH could help educate medical
professionals with how best to serve the needs of this population.
Expanding out to the varied branches and orientations within the psychology field
MecopsychologyH socialH healthH transpersonal/spiritualH feministH familyH or art psychologiesN
could reveal different dynamics of this phenomenon and engender greater understanding of
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how to best serve the needs of persons experiencing this phenomenon. Future research
need not be limited to one scientific field. *here is limited oncology knowledge in the
psychological literature and few psychologists have a knowledge base or skills to address these
issues. Psycho\oncology research would greatly benefit from more cross\discipline studies.

Implications for Clinical Practice
*here is a dearth of information on psychological understanding or interventions for
this population. *o cope with surviving beyond expectations and living while dying from
cancer is complex and diverse. As revealed in this studyH there are no simplistic answers or one
sile fits all. *he findings of this study suggest that it would be important for the psychologist
to consider the totality of the experience. *his study suggests that the patient be considered as
a person with disease and not as a diseased person. It would be important for the clinician to
grasp how difficult it is for the patient who has survived their deathH and most likely for the
psychologistH to hold the simultaneous and constantly shifting realities of living and dying that
are not necessarily seen outwardly but are inwardly experienced. What this study indicates is
that patients want to be aunderstood.` Being seen and understood as indicated by the findings
of this study would reJuire the clinician to examine his/her own anxieties with illness and
death to be able to sit with patientsH to listen to their suffering without rushing them to arrive
at a positive outlookH and to honor their path when their outlook is positive and they dare not
tread near suffering. Listening for the client^s strengthsH beliefs and strategies and how they are
experts on their lives is more important than deciding how they should or could best cope. It
also means being comfortable in asking about death and dying and about what is most
important in their lives. *his research suggests that it might helpful to the patientH in hoping
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for the best and preparing for the worst and dealing with the conundrum of timeH to sort
out their hopes and desires in terms of shortH mediumH and longer time intervals.
When considering symptoms of depressionH it is crucial for the clinician to
distinguish presenting physical symptoms Mloss of appetiteH fatigueH insomniaN that are usually
associated with depression but are common to their medical conditions and not necessarily
psychological determinants. Familiarity with screening assessments that are normed for
medical illness would be beneficial. *he most effective psychological approach would be
multifaceted to best meet the needs of the whole patient. *his might entail a combination of
individualH coupleH familyH or group therapy as well as working as an interdisciplinary team
member. AdditionallyH interpersonal approaches to therapy that encourage the oncology
patient and their family members to develop a supportive social network could reduce
isolation. From this study and previous researchH dignity therapyH meaning\centered therapyH
logotherapyH spiritual inventoriesH Juality of life assessmentsH and expressive writing might be
useful interventions. &entle yogaH expressive arts therapiesH and engaging in pleasurable
pursuitsH as they are physically ableH could enhance their Juality of life and provide patients
with a sense of connection and meaning. Based on the data gathered in this studyH effective
psychological interventions would need to move back and forth between the medicalH
intrapsychicH interrelationalH and existential worlds of the patient.
Clinical implications are not limited to the therapeutic encounter. Clarifying myths
and increasing knowledge of the needs of oncology patients in public and professional circles
are also the tasks of the psychologist. Endeavoring to be involved in researchH publicationsH
educationH exchanging information across disciplinesH and engaging in public policy discussions
and decision making panelsH psychologists can be change agents. *his study suggests that
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oncology patients would benefit from the advocacy effort of psychologists in the medicalH
socialH financialH and legal arenas.

Concluding Remarks
In this phenomenological study I attempted to provide a vivid portrayal of the
themesH meaningsH and essences of five co\researchers who survived beyond an expected time
of death and who continue to live and die with terminal cancer. Each of these five women
continues to blale a path through a newer constellation of conditions as doctors and
researchers are developing medicines with the promise of sustaining life longerH but
unfortunately not cure cancer. *heir stories are poignant and profound. *hey spoke with
honestyH tearsH and humor and I feel privileged to have been able to witnessH listenH and reflect
on their experience. My subcective experience of dwelling with the co\researchers and the data
that were generated was also complex emotionally and academically. I had to continually
remind myself to acome back to the things themselves` and fully engage in the process of
Epoche. *o complete this research I engaged in a non\verbal expressive process to represent a
final intersubcective rendering of the co\researchers^ courneys through the male of uncertainty
and change. I created a series of Mandalas to represent my experience of the different
moments of the co\researchers on their courney and the moments in which I was challenged in
my attempts to capture in writing the themesH meaningH and essences of this phenomenon.
MSee Figure RN. *he process of drawing these Mandalas also provided a protective container for
my reactions of frustrationH griefH disconnectionH and fears in relation to their suffering.
*hrough this self\supportive process of drawingH I could regain my centeredness and a sense
of both the co\researchers and my own enduring spirit and was able to refrain from becoming
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confluent with their experience or succumb to my own fears. Each of the following
Mandalas represents a moment in time and space of my experience of the co\researchers^ lived
experience. My intersubcective experience continues to unfold and engenders new feelings and
meanings as time passes.
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Figure R. Mandala Series
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INFORMED CONSENT

Antioch University Seattle Informed Consent Form
*he Psy.D. Program at Antioch -niversity Seattle supports the practice and protection for
human subcects participating in research related activities. *he following information is
provided so that you can decide whether you wish to participate in the present study. Please be
aware that even if you agree to participateH you are free to withdraw at any timeH and that if you
withdraw from the studyH you will not be subcected to reprimand or any other form of
reproach.
"#$ce'(#e)! t$! +e! ,$ll$.e'! i0! t1e! )t('23! i'e0ti,icati$0! $,! a02! 5#$ce'(#e)! t1at! a#e!
e65e#i7e0tal3!a0'!a55#$6i7ate!ti7e!it!.ill!ta8e!t$!5a#tici5ate9!
I am being invited to participate in research that will explore the phenomenon of living past
one^s expected time of death and currently living with Stage IV cancer. I understand that the
obcective of this research is to elucidate detailed verbal descriptions and a symbolic expression
of my thoughtsH feelingsH ideasH situationsH of this particular phenomenon. I understand that the
aim of this research is to illuminate the essences of the phenomenon as depicted by all the
participants in the study.
My participation in this research involves the following procedures2
M1N Complete a demographic Juestionnaire with a personally chosen or assigned a
pseudonym.
M2N Partake in an in\depth interview process. *his private interview will be guided by
Cynthia MCyndiN LevineH a Licensed Mental 3ealth Counselor MLM3CNH Licensed
Professional Counselor MLPCNH and Nationally Certified Expressive Arts
*herapist MCEA*NH who is enrolled as a Clinical Psychology Doctoral student at
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Antioch -niversity Seattle. *he interview will occur at a time that is agreed upon
with the researcher at a site that is convenient for me. I will be asked to describe
as completely as I can my experience of having lived past my expected time of
death and currently living with Stage IV cancer. *he interview process will be
audio taped andH if I agreeH video recorded. *he audiotape will be later
transcribed by a professional health transcriptionist who is bound by a
confidentiality agreement and 3IPPA laws. *he transcription will remove all
identifying information and substitute the matching pseudonym for my name.
*he video record will not be transcribed and its intended use is only for the
researcher to check the accuracy of transcription. *he interview will take
approximately hQ\ jQ minutes. I will have the opportunity to review the verbal
transcription in its entirety if I desire.
M3N A follow\up emailH faxH or face\to\face meeting that will last approximately 1Q\3Q
minutes will follow the initial interview to ask me to confirmH correctH and/or
modify the researcher^s written summary description of my experience.
MhN I will be asked after this interview and summary reviewH to find or create
through a form of visual artH poetryH musicH or musical lyrics an expression of my
experience of living past my expected time of death and currently living with
Stage IV cancer. Art materials that I deicide are needed will be provided to me by
the researcher. I will work on my own on finding or creating this symbolic
expression. *he time this takes to complete Mwithin the next three weeksN is at my
discretion.
MkN After finding or completing my creative expressionH the researcher will schedule a
meeting with me to share my symbolic material. At that timeH I will be asked if I
would like to share verbally anything about my expressive material. *his meeting
should last approximately 3Q minutes. *he verbal exchange will be audio
recorded and subseJuently transcribed. If I agreeH this meeting will be video\
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recorded. *he video record will not be transcribed and its intended use is only for
the researcher to check the accuracy of transcription and to be reminded of the
expression I brought to the meeting. *he researcher will take a photograph of
my visual art or make a 0erox copy of my written expression or make a
recording/duplication of my music. Inclusion of my expressive material
Mincluding any verbal exchangeN in the final research document will be my choice.
Any identifying information will be excluded. All original materials will be
returned to me.
:e)c#i5ti$0! $,! a02! atte0'a0t! 'i)c$7,$#t)! $#! $t1e#! ,$#7)! $,! #i)8! i0;$l;e'! ,$#! )(+<ect)!
ta8i0=!5a#t!i0!t1e!)t('29!
I understand that there are no direct risks to my physical health in participating in this study. I
understand that the sensitivity of this topic and its personal nature might cause me to feel
uncomfortable. If I become distressed and/or wish to discontinue the interviewH I may do so
at any time. Referrals to mental health professional cancer counselors will be available to me. I
may also debrief with the researcher. I am aware that Cancer Care Resources Mh3j N.
Broadway Ave.H PortlandH Oregon] kQ3\k2R\k23iN offers no cost professional counseling
services and assists persons with social service resourcesH all of which are available to me.
*o protect my confidentialityH a pseudonym will be used to disguise my name. All data will be
stored in a secure area with access granted only by the primary researcher and all data will be
kept for a period of e years at which it will be destroyed.
I give my permission to be re\contacted at a later date for a possible follow\up future study2
+es VVVV No VVVV
I give my permission for my records Mno personal identificationN to be made available as
archival data for use in future related research. MIf I check No, my records will be destroyed e
years after completion of the study.N +es VVVV No VVV
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I may not experience any direct benefit through my participation in this studyH though I may
find that having the opportunity to talk about and express my experience is personally
meaningful to me. It is hoped that this study will contribute to the current literature about the
experience of living past the time expected of one^s deathH and currently living with a diagnosis
of Stage IV cancer. *his study could contribute to both professional and public knowledgeH
increase understanding of this experienceH and foster future research and development of more
comprehensive and sensitive treatment options.
>55#$5#iate!alte#0ati;e!5#$ce'(#e)!t1at!.$(l'!+e!a';a0ta=e$()!,$#!t1e!)(+<ect9!
Since this is an exploratory study and does not involve mental or physical health treatmentH
there are no alternative treatments. Related resources in the community will be made available
to me if reJuested. *here is no monetary compensation for my participationH though I may
reJuest a relaxation/visualilation audio recording and/or a written packet of meditative scripts
that are available to me at no cost.
I have read the above statements and have been fully informed about the nature of this study
and the procedures used in this procect. I have been given sufficient opportunity to ask any
Juestions I have concerning the procedures and possible risks involved. I understand the
potential risks involved and I assume them voluntarily. I likewise understand that I can
withdraw from the study at any time without being subcected to reproach. I may also ask for a
summary of the results of this study.

Subject’s signature VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVDateVVVVVVVVVV

Researcher’s signature VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVDateVVVVVVVVVV
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DEMO&RPAP3ICS INFORMA*ION FORM
Name VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
&ender VVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Age VVVVVVVVVVVV

Religious AffiliationH if any VVVVVVVVVVVVVVV VV

Ethnicity VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV Me.g. identify with AsianH South AsianH Pacific IslanderH LatinoH
African\AmericanH ArabH Middle Easter 3eritageH etc. or self\described OtherN
National Origin VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV Me.g. immigrantsH refugeesH international studentsH etc.N
Indigenous 3eritage VVVVVVVVVVVV Me.g. North American Native American IndiansH Alaskan
NativeH Native 3awaiianH SamoansH etc.N
3ighest level of education received VVVVVVVV
Please circle one of the following2
Single

Married

Divorced

Legal -nion

3ave Significant Partner

Socio\Economic statusVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV Me.g. status by occupationH incomeH ruralH or urban
habitatN
Site of Original Cancer VVVVVVVVVVVVVV Current PrognosisVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
Current sites/type of cancer2

Please list current treatments2
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INI*IAL SCREENIN& IN*ERVIEW &-IDELINE

*hank +ou for your interest in this research procect. I am Cyndi LevineH a doctoral student at
Antioch -niversity Seattle. I am doing research for my dissertation on the experience of living
past one^s expected time of death and currently living with Stage IV cancer. I have heard from
many women that they would like to share their experience in hopes of promoting awareness
and gaining greater understanding from other health care professionalsH family and friendsH and
for themselves.
May I ask you a few Juestions to see if this study is a good fit for youp
Please be assured that you may choose not to answer any Juestion and to end this
conversation at any time. +our participation is voluntary.
Are you over the age of 1R yearsp
I am looking for people who have lived beyond a period they expected to die and are currently
living with Stage IV cancer. Is this your experiencep If the response is yes askH aWhat factors
gave you that expectationp`
If the response if NoH Stop and respond with a*hank +ou very much for your interest. I am
sorry that your experience does not match the experience that I am hoping to find for
participation in this particular study.`
If the response is yesH continue with the following Juestions2
I will be asking you Juestions of a personal and sensitive nature about your cancer experience.
Are you willing to respond or do you have any concerns about talking about these sensitive
issuesp

2h2
Could you briefly tell me about what type of cancer you havep
In what areas of your body has cancer metastasiledp
Do you have any Juestions or concerns about any aspect of this procectp
*hank +ou for your interest and willingness to talk with me todayH that^s all I want to ask you
at this time.
If the prospective participant is unable or decides not to respondH has concerns that cannot be
addressed add to the above statementH I believe this study might cause too much discomfort
for you and would not be a good fit. *hank you againH for contacting me.
If the potential participant is appropriate for this research proceed with additional information
about the procedures of the study and if possibleH schedule a time for completing the informed
consentH demographic JuestionnaireH and an in\depth interview.
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IN*ERVIEW &-IDELINE2 CLARIF+IN& f-ES*IONS

Could you describe that in more detailp
What were you aware of in that situationp
What was that likep
3ow did that happenp
Could you tell me more about thatp
I^m beginning to get the pictureH could you say morep
I^m not sure I understood what you meant by thatH please let me repeat to you what I think
you said and please correct or elaborate on thatp
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Simone^s Expressive Representation Statements
The Metastatic Breast Cancer People
My family and friends don^t understand.
I don^t feel like this new treatment will work.
I cust found out I^m metastatic. I don^t want to do treatment. Chemo is so awful and they say
I^ll be dead within 2 years so why bother.
I^m tired all the time.
*he chemo is not working.
I^m going on hospice.
I^m switching to another chemo because I can^t stand the side effects of this one.
So far my treatment is workingd
*he tumors in my liver are shrinking slowly.
I^m on my last possible treatment. If it doesn^t workHd
I planned my own memorial service. It^s comforting.
I have lived with metastatic breast cancer for 3 years.

ME
*hey always say deaths were apeaceful.` Like that is supposed to make us feel better about
losing a friend FOREVER. Oust onceH I would like the announcement to say athe last thing she
said was spit in my eye` or awe had to hold her down because she was kicking and screaming`
or aher last words were I^ll see you all in hell.` When I dieH I^m going to have them put
something like that in the obituary cust to see who^s paying attention.
I don^t want to be ME anymore.
When people dieH other people say they passed. Passed whatp But what I really want to know
is2 did they collect r2QQ.
*3IS is bullshit.
I^m SO L-Cb+ that I get to see my friends die one by one.

2he
*3IS is part of the PLANp Can we go with Plan Bp
Am I in denialp
I don^t feel like I belong anywhere. I^m neither here nor there.
I^m scared. Who do I talk top
*his is an O-*RA&Ey
Why is it ALWA+S a B-Sp
A few people have been cured of metastatic breast cancer. 3owever improbableH it^s
POSSIBLE.
W3+ am I bravep I either fightH give upH or kill myself. I^m not brave.
Even after 11 u yearsH I REF-SE to ACCEP* this cancery
Am I L-Cb+ or -NL-Cb+p
3ell NO. I won^t go.
Death is the New Black
Who am I kiddingp Who do I know who has lived even 2Q years with metastatic breast cancerp
I^d give up everything and everybody else in my life if it meant I could grow old with Oeff.
I^m always afraid.
My sadness at the death of my friends is so great sometimes I think I can^t bear it.
I found some long\term survivors of metastatic BC. If they can do itH I think I can too.
Obituaries often say the deceased fought a longH brave battle with cancer. 3ow come it^s
NEVER a shortH cowardly skirmishp
The Normal People
+our clear PE* scan means you^re curedH rightp
3ardly anyone dies of breast cancer anymore.
+ou knowH any one of us could step off a curbH get hit by a busH and die tomorrow.
+ou^re so brave.
+ou^ll be fine.
When you dieH you can ask &od and Oesus why this happened to you. -ntil thenH cust accept
that there^s a reason.
&od doesn^t give you more than you can handle.

2hR
+ou^re an inspiration.
+ou must be super happy that you aren^t on treatment anymore.
I knew a young woman who had the same kind of cancer as you. She^s dead.
Lance did it.
Is your treatment workingp
+our cancer is all part of &od^s plan.
WellH if you^re going to die soon you should start acting happier. If you don^t you^re going to
ruin the rest of your life.
But you^re okay nowH right?
When will you be finished with your treatmentp
+ou^ll beat this because you have a great attitude.
So things are back to normal nowH right?
Oust keep a positive attitude.
Let^s buy a bunch of pink MnM^s so we can C-RE breast cancery
It must be fun to wear a wig. +ou can try all kinds of new looksy
3ow ARE youp
My grandmother had breast cancer kQ years ago.
Oust keep the positive attitude.
The Early-Stage Breast Cancer People
+ou knowH breast cancer is more deadly in younger women.
I was really scared at first. But my Sisters in Pink inspired me to be a survivor.
Breast cancer is the best thing that ever happened to me. It taught me to appreciate my life.
We^ve been through SO much.
If I ever feel scaredH I always have another survivor who is further down the road that I can
talk to.
Weren^t you getting regular mammogramsp
WE^RE survivorsy
I didn^t have AN+ positive lymph nodes.
I^m cancer\freey

2hj
I got M+ cancer detected early
*hese pink bracelets show our dedication to the cause.
I know my positive attitude is what saved my life.
I^ve been through 3ELL2 a lumpectomyH 3 grueling months of chemoH and e horrible weeks of
radiation.
It^s fun to give each other pink earringsy
+ou^re not S*ILL on chemoH arep
3ow many positive lymph nodes did +O- havep
When you^ve had breast cancerH you are bonded forever in a sisterhood.

